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HIGHLIGHTS,

4

.
/The following estimates and generalizations were derived from data

base
. v

'

.

from the -year and the first three foll6w4up surveys of the Nationalt4 V .
*Longitudinal Stildy of'the High School Class of 1972(NLS-72):

Whefeas 41j)ercent of hft senior class enrolled in academit

programs in walege in 172, 10 Percent more entered sometime

between-1973 and 1976.,,ISee Table 1,.)
.

though only three'ouf of ten of thOse enrolled in 1972 had'

entered two-year colleges, five. out of ten delayed. entrants
en eyed two-year institutions. (See Section II.E.).;

.

Iv ependent of soclalclass,-racer of ability, spudelits-iihO
40,A.

- 4

entered'two-year colleges4were substantially more likely4to leave
.d:college'iiithOnt 'receiving a Bachelor's degree by '1976 than Ake

those who, began at fOur-year colleges. (See Section IV.B.).
.

.- Men were-somewhat more likely to go' to college than \w men.
4

. 4 e,
.

,y. However,' women were more .Likely to graduate on schedule. (See
.

:,Table 6.) On theother hand,' men were more likely to return ifv
..tfiey had dropped out'. (See Section IV.C.) _.. .,

. One out of foui 'students between 1972 and '1976 had attended, .
4

N

-C 0 lleite,:imir4pait4inte. , The . number, of part-time _studen#1 in-
.

N,...

,,..,,,-teased*over timeand was much_higher-eitch year --in -.two -year
./ - colle- ges than in,four-veir colleges. (See Figgre 4.) . ,

- Bart -time attendance was far` -:more related to lower academic - \ .

01----ability, high school' curriculum,'and prior noncollege educational .,

goals than to sex, race,, of social class. (See Section

N4

It. also was strongly related to beini:Married, to li4ingit hors
_

vwith one's parents-,,,and to being employed while attending college.
, t

,. (See Section Imp.) ,,
1

,- Amoug th.ose who enterecrcallege in 1972, 46 percent had dropped ,

,

_. "t'out at some Point by 1976, 34.percent within the first two years
.but,only 12 percent' thereaft,r. ...C...ar one, year in attendance;'"r
the dropout rates weresubstantially-higher--thir-del-ayed0.-----

-. 4

tj entrants than those who"-lentered in'1972. (See Section IV.)

. .k .

. ,

I
4
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1

. Thirty percent of art college dropouts between '1973 and 1975 had

returned by 1976.- The return rate was somewhat higher- for stu-
(dents who had more time than Ethers already invested in' college.

(See SpctiOn IV.C.)
daly,15 percent of the ehtire cohort had receives a Bache-/

#
loes degree by 974 (36 percent of 'ail first-time enrollments in

Yet, 16 ercent of the cohort were still enrolled and

*(

pursuing degrees in 1970., (See Section V.)
.

Thirteen percent, of those who had graduated-by October 1976
received their degrees ahead of schedtileJie,i-before day .100,,
as event_that_waf unrelated to social class, race, or ability.

or

.(See Section V.B.)
4

41

Although relatiVely few two-year *college hitraqs in 1972. had

received bacheloi's degrees" by .1976, many had received twO-year
Th

diplomas and ,were still enrolled iecollege. (See' Sectiof VC.)

Bbwever, among those still, enrolled, those who started out at
two7year:, instead of fOui-year colleges, had earned fewer credit
hodrt. (See ction V.F.) . ''.-c .,,,\,,k,

- - Even, when. control" for ability, social class had a positivei
.impact .on enrolling.in'calege both,immediately after high school

- : . ;,--,
and among .delayed, enesants Isee-Table2), ou-enrollirig at a,
--four-year instead_ot, a_two-year institution (see Table 3), on
staying.in Cialege (see. Table 4), on rettaming aftek dropping out
,(see Table.,,5) , and on ,, graduating .on schedure: :..,,, (See Table 7 . )

.1 ,Blacks were less likely than whites to enter coil-4e On schedule
-- _ ,

(see SectionII.B) and more likely to drop out (see Section IV.A).

On' the other- hand, blacks were-More likely to enter cchlege after
.

1972 (fiee Section II.B) and More likely to enter Four -year rattet-
,,,

than two-year colleges in all time perlys (see Section iI.E)'.',,
i

When covraling for ability,-'black were more likely than whites 1j
. ,

-to enter .college (See Figure 2), to. remold in school (see. Figure 5),

and to
sradO,

tt.,. ....1, schedule (seeFigure 7).
I
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t
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.*FONEWoRD'

446..
The National Longitudinal.Stildy (NLS) of the Hier School Class of 197)2

.

it a large-scale long-term survey effort designed to prov.j.de an ongoing and
.

. ,. .
. v . \ P

tiOdated data-base containing statistics on-a-national sample of student as
. '., --..4.__,

thermovesout'ok the AMericeln high school aystem.into the critical years of
, --

early adulthood. A group-administered survey of.these young adults was .

first conducte4 in the spring:af 1972 Priorkto the leaving high schdol.
,

i-- .
. ,

....

.

'This data collection effort'Was followed bi.a series of'mail and personal

interview' follow-up surveys, the,first.of which was.condacted during the

period :October 1973-April 1974. Second follow-up data collection began in
.4

October 1974 and was completed by April 1975, and'thetard follow-up4
$

survey,tooR place-from October'1976 to April 1977. Ale
JP:

primary purpole of'

theSe-sUrveys was to obiain'information concerning the basic educational:
.

.

Vocational, activities,' plans, aspirations, and attitudes of' young adults
after_they, leave high school and the investigation'Of'the.relationships of

. .

this -information'to,their prior eauCitional,experiences, and perso nal and

biographicaccharacteristicp. Data collected from thein=sChool and fellow-
.

up surveys hive been merged and edited for,adalysA purposes and stored on

magnetic computer tape* (197$-,NLS --master file). for, future access..
.1V" .

, .

This repOrt_ii_an in-4epth analysis of_NIS respondents who- went to
.._

college, whd.dropped out, who returned, and who gradhateden schedule. The
_-.

information presentedis descriptive of the college careers of young adults
t . . .

about four and one7half years after high:school.. Mol of the table's and

figures focus on socioeconomic status, race, and sex differences in the4 : A
college attainment process,.after coAtxolling for ability level. Careful

attention is given to which students entered two-Or four7yearcalleges.and
4%4

the resulting' consequences. This re4ort, also gilves special attention to

part-timi:stadents.
-s.

. ,

David. weet, Director

^

C..Dennis Carroll, Chief
Division of Multilevel Education Statistics Longitudinal Studies 4anch
NCES NCES
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V
I. INTRODUCTION

A. . TheNational Longitudinal Study
2

' The NationattLongitudinalStudy (NLS-72) is a large-scale survey

project whose-primary,purpose is thq observationof theeduCational and

vocational ac vit %esi plans; spiratio s, afid-ittitlides,of young people

after they leave high school. It peimits investigations of the relation-
.

ships of this,inforeation to the prior educational experiences and personala

and biographical tharagteristics.of,the High' School Classof 1972. The

study enhances our understanding 'of the development of students as they

pass, through. the American educational system and of the complex factors
.

associated with individual educational and career outcomes. Such inform-.

tion is essentia l as a basis for effective planniAg, implementation, and

evaluation-of Federal,policies and programs designed to improve educational

opportunity and ,achievement and to upgrade occupational attainments and,

career outcomes.

Following a rather extensive period of planning, which included the

design and "field test of suryey.instrumelitation and procedures, a full-

scale survey was in itiated in spring 1972. The sample design called for a

deeply' stratified:national probability sample of 1,200 schools with 18

seniors pei school, school iiie-pezmitting. The resulting base-year sample

of 18,143 students from 1,044 high schools ided base-year data on up'to

three student centered-data.collection forms: a tee ttery, a Student's-

School Record Information Form, and a Student Questionnaire. The question-
`

naire was4Completed by 16,683 seniors.

The first follow-up survey began in October 1973 and ended in April

1174. Added to the base-year sample were 4,450 seniors from the Class of'.

1972 in 256 additional schools that had been un3hle to parLicipate earlier,

as well as more than 1,000 students who'had been classified as ge-year
noilparticipants'._ This brought, the total first follow-up sample to-23;451yro.b.

potential respondents. First follows/up forms were mled tc 22,654 students.

These forms.were completed by-21,350 sample members, 69 percent of the

forms.by mail and 34/percent by personal interview. Of the 16,683 seniors

who completed a Student Questionnaire, 15,635 to?k part in the first follow-

up survey--a sample retention rate of 93.7 percent.

13

ti



The second follow-up survey began in October 1974, when forms were

sent to 22,364 potential rqspondents, and ended in April 1975. Second

rollow-Up Questionnaires percent

responding.by mail anti percent by personal interview Of the 21,350

persons who complete a First Follow -Up Questionnaire, 20,19494.6 percent)

alscc-participated-is-the second-follow-up survey.- -

The 'third follow-up survey began in October 1976 and ended in May

'1977. .Questionnaires were mailed to the last known addresses of the sample

members whose faddresses appeared sufficient and correct add who had not

been removed from, active status by prior refusal, reported death, or other

reason. Some 20,092 members completed a Third Follow-up Questionnaire, 80

percent by mail and 20 percent by personal interview. Th& sample retentilp,

rate from.the secAnd to the third follow-up surl.:0, was 94 percent; the

retention rate over the four and one-half years between the base-year and

third follow-up surveys was,88 percent. Approximately 85 percent ofthpse

completing studentquestionnaires in the base-year survey participated in

all three follow-up surveys.

The potential uses for the information being gathered by these st

are many. The broad data base and su'cessi a of observations on the

dies

ame

individuals over time fill a. widespread need on the part () educational

researchers and administrators for information on'the transition, from

adolescence to adulthood, including the flow of young people through the

postsecondary ocrepational-educational' systei. The data provide insights

for identifying and understanding the major branching or decision pointi

that affect the educational, occupational, and other life patterns of

individuals in the period following high school.

Objectives of this Report At.

The infoirmation presented in this report is descriptive 'of the college

careers of'young adults about four and one-half years after high school.

It is an in-depth analysis of who went te. college, who dropped out, who

returned, and Who graduated on schedule. Controls on various background

characteristii4 of the students are introduced in most of the tabular

presentations. In addition to social class, race,'and sex, these include

other factors, such as ability test scores, high school curriculum placement,

and educational plans.

B.

2

- -a.
1 4
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The timing of the third follow-up survey (October 1976) corresporids fo

the point when those members of the Senior class Of 1972 6 enrolled in

college immediately after igh school would have graduated with Bachelor's

degrees if' "on schedul " This pattern, however, ass s a,"normal" se-

quence of events, which S only. one route to a colleg,I degree. In addition

to the faCI.:;:ai-some Students delay going to college, others drop out and

then return, While still others_ take-longer than-four-years in-continuous
,

attendance before graduatfng. As'it turns dui, the "deviant cases" actually

outnumber those who graduated on schedule.
//

That, is, there were slightly.

more members of the senior class's of 1972 who were.still enrolled. in an

academic undergraduate program in college in October 1976 than had graduated,

a finding that was reportekin NCES's earlier capsule summary of the third

follow-up data (Eckland and Wisenbaker, 1979).

The main objective of this report is to examine what factors are,

associated with this pattern of events, including not only who entered
.

coll ege on schedule and who entered later, but who opped out and who cog

back. Our discussion and most of the tables and focus on socio-

economic status, race, Adsex differences in the college attainment process.
.

In doing so we will also control for differences in ability between these

groups. Our reasoning, to be discussed in more detail later, is that most

policy and- research issues on equality of educational opportunity are con-

cerned not simply with who goes to college but why the disadvantaged do not

fare as well as others. As will be'demonstrated in this report, ability

wholly explains the lowhr than average rates of postSecondary school achieve-

ment of some groups, but not others.-

Careful attention also is given to >1'-,i 06tudents entered two- or

four-year colleges and the resulting consequences. Other national data

show that over the past two decades the proportiqn of high school grai.",u?tes

entering junior and community colleges has more than doubled: However

this could be a mixed blessing if such colleges.fequently turn out, to be a

dead-end.for those pursuing four-year academic degrees.

In addition, this re rt giNies special attention to till, par: Aime

students. By 1976, 23 cent of all students who had attended an academic'

program in college were enrolled only part-time for one'or more terms. Is

this simply another feature of the junior and community college syndrome?

9 attends only part-time? Were these students more likely than others to

3
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be living at home with their parents or to be married or to be working

while trying to 'pursue a college degree? These questions will be answered

in a special section of this. report.

Also contained in a later section oft students who by 1976.had vaduated

are distussions of those actually graduated ahead of schedule, those who

obtained two-year diplomas instOad of four-year academic degrees, those who

were 'still-on, schedule-but-had-not-graduated-because-they-were--eqrolled -in /

five-year programs, and those who, were not enrolled for brief periods

,during some other part of t e year. This last item could have been trouble-

some since 'mast of the. -72 analysis in this and other reports relies

very heavily on the October dates for defining and'classifying college

enrollments. As it rns out, the October dates miss less than one percent

of the NLS class of 1972 ever enrolled by 1976 in an academic program in

college.

C. Related Literature on the NLS -72

A. large number of studies using the base-year and first and second

follow:up data from the NLS have already been completed. Manysof these

studies were recently summarized in a published review by Eckland and
. .

Alexander (1980). ,Only the results of those studies most relevant to the

questions being addressed in this. report will be'mentioned here, beginning

with who goes to college and where. This will then be followed by a brief

review of the college attrition iterature. -Iv -

Consistent With various oth reports on enrollments in higher educa-

/
tion, one of the original studies of the class of 1972 showed an upward

trend'over the past decade, at least for females, when compared to the 1961

Project TALENT study (Peng, 1977a).' The ,sex difference in college attendance

'rates for high school graduates had dropped from 9.4 percelit in 1961 ,(TAIENT)

\
to 3.7 percent in 1972 (NLS), with males still somewhat more likely than

females to'attend college immedintely after graduating from high school:

Later we will show the 1972 cohort that this.gap widened between 1972

1and 1976 due:to-the endency,for more males than.females to be uelayed

entrants.

Peng's study also found. that when'the 1972 college entrants were

eimpared to the 1961 TALENT,cohort, the proportion of highly able studentp

going to tour-year colleges was on the decline. Although this probably has

4
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little to. do with the national score decline on standardized tests like the

SAT, the score decline, did lead to another study in which the 1972 NLS data

were directly compared to TALENT (Beaton,,HiIton and Schrader, 19_77). By

equating one of the vetbal tests'used in both the TALENT and NtS surveys,

it was- found that about two` thirds of the SAT score deciine between 1963

ti. and 1972 was due to changed in the composition of.studentsttaking the test,
4--especially the increasing proportion entering two-year colleges. In other

words, most of the score decline (at least before 1972) was not due to a

decline in the quality of the educational system but simply the result of

more low ability ,students taking the tests in order to go to college. As

we later will see in this report, s -tandardized tests of mental ability are
9

one of the most powerful predictors of not only who went to college but who..

graduated. In fact, whereas 35.2 percent of the senior class of 1 72 who

were in the highest quartile of ability had obtained Bachelor' grees by

1976, only 2.1 percent of those in the lowest ability quartile hiad done so.

Several NLS -72 studies have addressed the issue of whethet'the higher

college attendance rates of students from higher socioeconomic backgrounds,

whites; and males are due to the academic credentiali of these students or

are due to other differences between groups (Thomas, Alexander, and ECkland,

197; Thomas, 1977; Thornton, 1978; Thornton and Eckland, 1980; Jackson

1976; Lindsay, 078). In these earlier studies (as replicated in this
y

report), social class; race, and sex (in combination) explain substantially

less of the variance in who attends college than do a high school graduate's

academic credentials, as measured by ability, grades, and cur riculum.

These studies also found, when controlling for ability, that black high

school graduates were more likely than white graduates to go to college.

contrast, ability explained less than half of the depressant" effects of

social class on who went to college. One of the questions to be addressed

in this report is whether these findings can be generalized to the delayed ,

entrants, Who by 1976 constituted 18,percent of all college enrollments
.

from the class of 1972.

several NLS -72 studies also have been completed on where students go

to college, some of which have dealt with two- versus four-yeai institutions

(Peng, 1977a, 1977b; Bowers et al., 1977), while others h'ave ranked colleges

using Astin's selectivity index (Bailey and Collins, 1977; Lindsay, 1978)

and at least one .study has examined attendance patterns at traditionally

1
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:black colleges (Eckland, 1979). In this report, we focus only on the two-
,

and four-year distinction. Npt surprisingly, the earlier studies based on

the,first and second follow-up surveys found that junior and coMmunity

colleges tended to attract more lower ability and lower socioeconomic

students than did fourear colleges. These studies also found that when

controlling for ability, blacks were much,melte likely than whites to enroll

n four-year institutions. This report dears with these same issues but__r
also wtth the consequences of where students went to college.

Dropping out of college is often taken as a sign of failure. However,

for a variety of reasons it need not be, including the fact that many

dropouts return. Several NLS-72 studies already completed have'examined

early withdrawal (Kolstad, 1977; Peng and Fetters, 1978; Bowers et al.,

1977). Not unexpectedly, the attrition rates were substaucially higher

among two-year than four-year colleg1 endants, a finding that is to be

supported here. HoweVeri the earlier studies all differ in important

respects from the present report, artlybecause the time period now has

been extended but also because we have employed a far more elaborate and

restricted definition than used in any of the.earlier studies of who ori-

. ginally enrolled in an undergraduate college program.

Who drops out of college has been an issue in higher education for

many years. In fact, over just the past decade three major review artitles

have been published, each of which has attempted to synthesize the,'empirical

literature from hundreds of col ittrition'studies (Pantages and Creedon

1978; Tinto, 1975; Spady, 1970). As a whole, these studies have found that

academic credentials; like scholastic ability and high school grades, are

by far the most important background factors that predict, college attrition.

Past results havelbeen,mpeh more mixed on the importance of social class

and se and hardly any studies on/college dropouts have been done on race

differe ces. The NLS -72 studies' listed earlier have come to largely the

same general conclusions, but have given considerably.more attention to

race effects. Focusing only on early attrition, the main finding has been

that when other background variables are controlled, blacks are substan-
.

tially less likely than whites to become college dropouts. In this report

re- examine this and other questions on dropouts in order to deter-

mine if the findings on early withdrawal hold up in the long run, an issue'

of some, concern given'the tendency of many dropouts to come back.

18
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To our knowledge only two longitudinal studies have focused on college

dropouts. who came back and neither of these were studies of a national

population. -One was a study of the entering freshman class (males only) at .

the University of Illinois in 1952, which was followed up ten years later

(Eckland, 1964a, 1964b), while the -other was a study of the freshman class

at the University of Wisconsin in 1964, which was followed up seven years

later (Campbell, 1980). The Illinois-and Wisconsin studies found that only

28 percent and 26 percent of the males, respectively, had graduated from

college on-sc4gdule four_years,after matriculation.. The comparable figure

in 1976 for all males in the NLS-72 cohort who entered college in 1972 was

32 percent, which is higher than the rates repoctrd in the Illinois and

Wisconsin studies, but not surprisingly so given the respective overlapof

the students.in-those two earlier:studies with the Korean and Viet Nam

wars. What contradicted conventional wisdoM as shown by these twb studies

was that substantially more students earned-degree after the "normal" four

years. In the Illinois study the total graduation rate eventually went up

to 69 percent, while in the Wisconsin study, Sfor males) it climbed to 71

percent. In bdth studies about half of the delayed graduates had been in

continuous attendancebut simply took longer than expected to graduate,
.

While the other half were dropouts who came back.

Times apparently have not changed. As noted in this introduction, the .

ort on of students in the NLS class of 1972 who were attending college

as undergraduates in October 1976 outnumbered those who had graduated. The

analysis. to follow deals -.in particular with the question ofwho eturns

after dropping out. We expect to find, as in both the Illinois and Wiscon-

sin studies, that although abili,ty is the strongest predictor, social class

also has an effect on who return independent of ability.

Constructed Education Variables

Although most of,the infirmation presented in this report uses data

from the base-year survey of 1972 and the third follow-up survey of 1976,

it also requires data izom the first and second follow-up surveys due to

the need for precise inforpation on all college enrollments during the

intervening years. Mosttpercentage distributions, therefore,aare based on

sample weights for respondents to the base-year and all three follow-up

surveys.

7 li



The most troublesome set of variables to measure in this study was

that set defining who enrolled each year in an academic undergraduate

program in college. Out intent was to rule out students-a ttending voca-
.

tional and technical schools as well as those attending two- or four-year

colleges who were invocational programs such as stenography, auto mechaUics,

cosmetology, etc. (Our reasoning simply was that we wanted to focus on not

just who went to college but on who graduated with a Bachelor's degree on
4

schedule -- assuming that they were .n a degree 'program-rand who dropped

Out.). Since most students indicated the, type of college in which they were

enrolled each year, there was no serious prOlem in ruling out thoie who

were not attending a two- or four-year college. However, the junior and
0

community college enrollments, especially, led to many_diffireiiii1;: In

1972; for example, hundreds of students attendifii these polleges originally

were misclassified as being enroliteli:Cocational programs, due to some

ambiguities in the construction of the First Follow-Up Questionnaire, yet

by 1976 they had received four-year Bachelor's deg rees. And other problems

. (fortunately less serious) arose in the second and third follow -up surveys.

All these problems required an extensive re-examiAation'of the NLS survey ;

data and the development of mechanisms for correcting the academic status

data for each yeaf.

Steps were taken to.resolve all problems of misclassification on the

college:attendance variables whenever 20 or more cases (about one-tenth of

one percent or more of the kotal num er of respondents) on any particular

variable appeared to be in eptor. The eans used to make all such correc-

tions, as well as the problems and res ts, are discussed in detail in a.
k

separate reprt (B. K. Ecklana, L. B. Hen erson, A. R. Tickamyer, and W. T.

Trent, Constructea.Educhtion Variables, orth Carolina; Research Triangle
*

Institute, 1980). Given the complftity of the problems and the work
./r\

invested in solving them, NCES plans to include the constructed variables

in its release tapes'for other NLS data users.

The claisification of background variables used in this report, i.e.,
.

sociol..-:.,hulult. status (SES), race, sex,-ability, high school curriculum, and

educational plans, do not differ from,those used in any past NLS- 72'studies.

The text of this report is presented in Appendix D.

8
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4-4th SES \and ability are weighted linear composites each derived from
%

different components measured in the base-year purvey, with students grouped

into quartiles for purposes of this report. More information on the con-.

struction of,these variables is given in Appendix B. :

Readers may be somewhat concerned about whether or not earlier NLS-72

reports on college attendance and attrition are seriously Tn_our

estimation they are not for three reasons:\Even though six to seven hundred

cases in this report have been altered when COmpared to earlier reports of

. who went to college in any given year, the error affects only two or'three

. percent of the total sample. Second, past studies odresponse error have

consistently Shown that slight variations in the distgributione or variances

on any particular set of variables do not seriously affect. the magnitude of

the correlations usually found ,betWeen variables. And third; many of,the.
\>.

past studies have defined college enrollmelts in different ways, some

',havi4g. included all vocational students in two-year institutions, in which

case no analogies ca be drawn toethe findings in this report..

One last pint. Most s udies today on the educational attainment

process use path mo els regression analysis in order to more fully'

Vunderstand why some s udents are more successful tha,p others. Such studies

are very important for veral reasons: they can take into account the

possibility that two correlated variablei are not-causally related to each

other but are correlated timply'because they are both dependent on some

antecedent variable; they sometimes can show how one factor impacts on

........_annthei, i.e., directly or.indirectly through some intervening variable;

and they can generally assess the relative magnitude or strength of differ-

ent

Cr
ent factors affecting any dependent variable. Each of these points argues

for further work on the issues addressed in this report.

There are, on the other hand, some advantages in beginnjaig any major

study on the college attainment process in theJdescriptive.mannerused

here., especially when the nature of the analysis is exploratory. When

investigators turn too quickly to regression analysis, the interactions of

the independent variables are often overlooked. (Fur ..xample, in Table.3

the elationship between SES and attending a two-year versus a four-year

col ege markedly differs for different ability groups, in one case being

sitive, in another being zero, and in another being negative. if typical

regression anarYsi.s had been employed with no allowance for interactions,
.
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then no correlation between,SES and where a student went to,college would

have been found.) The only major problem in dOihg descriptive studies is

having enough cases to be able to crosstabulate the data in enough ways to

make the effort worthwhile. NLS -72 is notk unlimited in this respect, but

at least it is large e.iough to answerAsome-bas4 questions on the-relative

impact of at least mv, independent variables in'almost any crosstabulation.

-

II. FIRST-TIME ENROLLMENTS
0

' About 51 percent of the High School Class of 1972 had enrolled in an

agademic program in college by 1976. for varioGs seasons, many cf these

'students did not enter right after completing high school in 1972 but

ehtered sometime between 1973 ond ,1976, the figures being 41 percent :and 10

percent, respectively.
*

Not4surprisingly, the number of firit-timeenroll-

Ments steadily declined each year, and, in all probability, the number will

continue' to decline. The figures each October after 1972 were 3.7 percer

in 1973, 2.7 percent in e.974, 2.2 percent in 1975, and 1.5 percent in 1976.

As Table," indicates, most students (7 out of 10) who enrolled in 1974

:

had entered four-year colleges. Of those attending for the first time-in?

1973 and 1974, however, the numbers were about equally split between four-

year and two-year institutions. And by1975 (and, again in 1976)'jthe major-

ity of all first-time ,entrants .were enrolling in junior and-Community

colleges. Although the numbers in the total population are not large, the

continuing entry into two-year colleges for thefirst time by so many

students. several years after high school is worth a special comment., It is

clear evidence of the important function that these institutidhs live in

providing "open access to higher education" for students who wait longer

than average to go to college.

Who goes to either a two-year or four-Year college is_ditussed at the
. . .

end of this section of the report. Before taking up that topic, however,

we examine some of the background characteristic of all students in the

*
Throughout this report, delayed entrants inclucie not only students who

entered college after 1972 for the first time but students who eittered

vocational programs in 1972 and later transferred into an academic program.

22
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r Table 1,-- First -time enrollments, percentake distribution by year of entry*
. fir 4

First -time enrollments 1972 1973_ I 1974 1975 1.976

Enrolled: --

Junior or communitYcollege 12.3 1.7 ' 1.2 1.3 - 0.9
.

, \

Four-year college '28.4 g 1.9 1.4 0.9 0.6

Enrolled, but type unilOwn 0.7 0,1 0:7`1 0.0 0.0

*.e.... .

Othep enrollments 0.0 '33.8 30.4 . 29:8' 15.3
o . . , .

c

Not enr1011ed 1 58.6 62'.4 66.8 %167.9 83.1
--.,

Totals

AA

100.0 . 99,9 '99.9 9919 : 99.9

N

.

,, ca.

Data areshown for all,students enrolled in acadedlic
only (weighted data with-a common sample,s.ize of 19
denominator).

-

"Other enrollments" include persons continuing froth
well as those who dropped out and returned.

.

NLS-72 cohort who either en olled in 'college ,in 1972

mote before enrolling (the " elayed entrants"). The

1 A 4.

undefgraduate programs
015,cases in the

the previo.uslear as

t

orlaited a year or

background character-

istics to be considered de SES, ability, race, s , college plans, and

high school curriculum. Complete data.ofivell materia s covered in this

part of the text can be found in Tables 1.1, 1., 1:.3 in Appendix C.

Socioeconomic Status and Ability

Two of the most powerful predict,rs of who goes to college are aptilude,

test scores and social class background. By 1976, 31 percent of the NLS -72

cohort who were in the upper quartile of ability had enrolled in an academic

college program in contrast to only 24 percent of those in the lower ability

quartile. An identical percentage, 81 percent, of those who came from the

upper quartile of socioeconomic status' (SES) had enr olled in college in

contrast to31 percent Of Olosein the nwer SES Oartile.

Because ability and SES are strongly related to each other; it usually
) is important to "control" for one of these variables while looking at the

cts" Of the other on who goes to college. For example, the high

college attendance rates of students coming from a higher SES background

gl



might be wh011y explained by the fact that most of these same students,

scored higher than average on the ability tests. Or, on the other hand,

the observed correlation between ability and college attendance might be

"spurious." That is 44t is at least conceivable that this correlatiioaLis

completely or largely accounted fbr by the dependence of both ability and

college_attendance on_SES-__As_ii_turns_outthe_predictive_power_a_bath

- ability and SES'tends to diminish when t he other is controlled, but the

effects by no means disappear.
,

As shown in Table 2,' within every SES quartile, ability is highly

related t o college attendance. Likewise, within every ability quartile,

SES is related to college attendance, although the effects df SES do not

appear to be qUite as strong as'those of ability. The best\examples of

this are found 'at the high end of bath predictbrs. In .the iop ability
1

quartile, .there is only a 30,4 percentage point difference in the college
.... , . .

, .

attenuance rates of-high scho4 graduates whb scred,in-the lower and upper
. .

SES quartiles;, whereas, in the top SES quartiIer4tne difference between

thort in-thelowir and upper ability quartiles is 46.1 percentage points.
.

I

To put the matter somewhat differently, the ratio b ween the percentage of
'41

low and high SES students in the upper ability qua tile who did not atteLad

college was about five o-one, while the ratio tween the l4 and high

ability students in .02e upper SES quartile was about eight- to Lone. Al-
.

though the effeCts of SES on college attendance are strong at all levels of

ability, ability is a somewhat more important determinant of who goes to

college.

2 4
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Table 2.--Cbl/ege attendance, percentage by SES, and ability: All first-
time enrollments between October 1972 and .1976

MID

SES-

quartiles

_
Ability Quartile

'

Difference between_
the lowest and

highest quartilesLow Middle High

Low 20.5 , 32.7 62.6 . 42.1
(1864)" (1461) (404)

,Middle 22.7 46.8 73.0 40.3

A
(1593) (3250) (1635),

Hi 46.2, 75.8 93.0 . 46.8
(311) . (1302) (1630)

o

Difference between
the lowi4t'and

highestqUartila 25.7 43.1 30.4

*
The number of cases in each group'upon which the weighted percentages are
based are given in parentheses. Othet crqsstabulatibns on college attendance
rates"may be found in Tables 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 in Appeddix C.

The above results-art based on all students wlito entered college within

the first four years after high school. They may or may not apply to the

one-out-of-five who wire delayed entrants. It could be postulated, far

instance, that lower SES students delay going to college because they,have

'family obligations at home or because they need to work for a year or two

in order to save enough money to go, If true, then the rate of delayed

entry for these high school graduates might actually be higher than or at

least as high as-the rates fat students from less disadvantaged backgrounds.

'ne hypothesig, however, dots not hold true.

Not controlling for ability, three times as many students in the upper

SES quartile than in the lower quartile entered college immediately after

graduating from high school. For those who did not attend college in 1972,

the rates of delayed entry also were three times higher for students in the

upper SES quartile than those in the lower quartile. Class backgrbund

continues to be a powerful predictor of college attendance, even among the

delayed entrants. And the same is true of ability (see Figure 1). Thus, a

substantial proportion of high SES and high ability'students who did not

13 23
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enter coney on schedule did so later. Specifically, in'Octaber 1972,

15 percent of all scudentse ir both the upper, ability andSt5 quartiled had
.

not yet attended college. By 1976,_the number had been reduced to 1 percent.

ElkArel.--Octobdr 1972 el:MIante and delayed college entrants, by ability

72

60

First -time 50

college
enrollments 4041
(percent)

32

October 1972 Delayed entrants

Time of entry and ability quartiles.

The rates of'delayed entry ate based on the:numbsr in each ability group

whoin.October 1972 were'not a/ready enrolled in college.

B.4 Race and S
ir

. .

ex

Whites and males in the Cl)s of 1972 were more likely than others to

have attended college by 1976. 'The overall rates were 54 percent for males

and 48 percent for females; 53 p rcent for,whites,
..._

47 percent for blacks,

and 44 percent for Hispanics. Mo t of these differences;-are accounted for

by first-time enrollments 4 1972. For those who did not enroll right

after high school, the situation was somewhat reversed, with proportionately

more\klaacs than whites enrolling 1972 (20 percent versus 17 percent).

This difference was wholly due to the delayed entry rate of white females

which was lower than all other gfoups: only 14 percent versus 18 to 21

percent for the other groups. As a result, the overaffgap between blacks

and whites in college attendance tended to narrow over time (from 9 percen-

tage pbines in 1972 to 6 points in 1976).

2G
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,When either ability or SES is cpntrolled, all racial-ethnic differences

in college attendance are_totally revPi-sed. Consider, for example, students

in the lowest quartile of ability, which is where the majority of both

blacks and Hispanics fall. The results, as shown in .Figure 2, indicate
w

that both blacks and Hispanics in this ability quartile are almost twice as

plikely as whites to have 'attended college in 1972. If they did not enroll

in 1972, blacks and Hispanics also are, more likely than whites to attend as

delayed, entrants. The overall rates of college attendance by students in

this ability quartile.were 34 percent for blacks, 34 percent for Hispanics,

and 20 percent for whites. .Higher rates of attendance for minorities also

were found among students in the middle and upper ability quartiles. (See

Table 1.1 in Appendix C.)

=
.;

Figure 2.--October 1972 entrants delayed entrants: lqwer ability
quartile, by race

First-time
college
enrollments
(percent)

30 -

25 -

20

15 -

10 -

5 -

0

13

25
23

Blacks

15

Whites 9

Hispanics

October 1972
entrants

Delayed,
entrants

The rates of delayed entry are based on the number in each racial group
who were in the lower ability quartile and in October 1972 were not already
'enrolled in college.

C. College Plans

Aliout three-fourt,hs of the students (76 percent) who had both planned

and wanted to go to college when they were seniors in high school went

immediately after graduation. The number increased another ten percentage

points (to 86 percent) by 1976. Probably of more interesL zre those who
---

wanted to go but had not planned on doing so--about 13 percent of all:high

15
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school seniors. Only 9 percent of there students attended in 1972, but an

additional 15 percent had enrolled by 1976, bringing the total in this

group to 24 percent.

About /6 percent of the high school seniors neither planned nor wanted

to go to college, and not surprisingly, only 3.5 pertent in this group

actually did go iii 1972. However, twice as\many more (7 percent) attended

after 1972 due, presumably, to events that occurred after high school which

no doubt included a mijorchange in life goal

...
D. High School Curriculum

Most students (80 percent) who were enrolled in an academic curriculum

in. high school eventually attended,colley, 70 percent soon after graduation

and la,percent more by 1976. And not surprisingly, considerably fewer

students in either a general or vocational curriculum enrolled during this

period, 37 percent and 20 peNent, respectively.

Just as in the casvof some higH school seniors who were not planning

to go to college but later did after some delay, a somewhat similar pattern

cah be found for students in vocational programs. Of the fairly substantial

number of vocational students who did enroll in an academic program in

college by 1976, about two out of five did not attend until after 1972. In

contrast, onlyone out of ten of those-from the academia programs in high

school who went:to college were delayed entrants. Again, this suggests

changes of some kind in the goals, or values'of these students after they

have been out of high school for a period of time.

E Two-Year and Four-Year College Ent;Iiits

'This section deals solely with first-time enrollments in 1972 and

foc ses on whether these students entered two-year or four-year colleges.

0 the backgtound characteristics examined, only the sex of students,was

unrelated to where they went to college in 1972. One of°the largest differ-
,

ences was between ability groups. Whereas only 18 percent of all first-

enrollments in 1972 from the highest ability quahile enrolled in

junior and community colleges, 49 percent of those from the lower quartile

did.

The corr la ion with SES also was strong, with 23 perent. of those

from the h___

in two-year colleges compared to

37 percent of those from the lower quartile. This SES difference, however',



does not-hold within all ability groups. In fact, among students in'both
.

the lower and' middle ability quartiles, being from d higher socioeconomic

backgraiglavilve.s,..no positive advantage'of enrolling in a four-year instead

of, a two-year college. (See Table 3,) Only among students in the highest

ability quartile does social class hai.Te an effect,` with less than" half 56.

many students in the upper .SES quartile (arid also in this uppircability`

group) goingto two-year colleges as students in the lover SES quartile.
,

TAle 5.--Attendance at two-year versus four-year, colleges in 1972, by SES
and ability (percent)

, 4

SES
quartiles

Low

Middle

High

Ability quartiles.

Lola I Middle High'

Difference between
the lowese and

highest 'quartiles

45.7 , 34.9 k 28.5

(259)^ c? (377) (220)

48.3 ' 42A 24.1
"(276) 0187) (1050)

57.2 35.2 11.7

(104J (823 (1388)

3

17.2

,,, 24.2

455

Difference between
the lowest Ind'
highest. quartiles Ailit, -11.5

f
-0.3 16.8

The number of 'cases -in each group upon -Which (Ve,weighted percentages are
based are giveein parentheses.

In contrast to the.restricted'effects of SES, therelation of ability,

to whether students entered a fpur-year or two -year college in 1972 was

large anOlconsistent in d4ection among all social elasses. (Again see

Table 3.) The most dramatic difference was among students in the highest

SES quartile, with 57 percent of thosein the lowest ability quartile

attending two-year colleges in comparison 'to only 12 percent of` those` who .

were in the highest ability quartile.

Somewhat surprisingly, whites whoenrolled in academic programs in

higher-educatiorrin 1972 were more like1y than blacks to attend junior and

1 community colleges. Controlling for either social class or ability, the

difference was particularly marked. For example, among all students in the
0

lower ability quartile, 56 percent of the whites iu comparison to 32 percent

17



of the blacks entered two-year instead of four-year institutions.- (See

Figure 3.)
,

.
I

Figure 3.--Percentage of all-October 1972 aneddlayed entrants in the -rower

ability quartile enrolling in two-year colleges (instead of four-year colleges),

by race

Enrollment
in two-year
colleges
.(percent.

of total
enrollment)

October 1972
entrants

Delayed*
entrants

The two-year college percentages for delayed entrants are based on the

number in each racial group who were in the lower,ability quartile and who

enrolled in college after October 1972.

Not:surprisingly, substantially more students who .'ere enrolled in

either a general or, vocational curriculum in high-school ended up going to

a two-year institution (rather than a-four-year college) than those who had

been:ip an acadeMic program. Similarly, those who had both wanted and

planned' to go to, college weremuch less likely than others to attend two-

year institutions in 1972.

Turning to the delayed entrants, some but not.all of the generaliza-

tions about those who attended two -year colleges in 1972 apply to those who

enrolled for the first time between 1973 and 1976. Although being in an

academic program in high school again was negatively correlated withoen-

rolling in a junior or community college, neither sex, college plans, no

even social- class were strongly related to who among the delayed entrants

30
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enrolled in a two-year instead of a four-year institution. The main differ-

ence, once again, was ability. Whereas only 32 percent of all first-time

enrollments between 1973 and 1976 from the highest ability quartile were in

two-year colleges, 63 pet%nt of those from the lower quartile were in

two-year colleges.

Race differences in where students went to college among the delayed

entrants were basically the same as those found for first-time entrants in

1972. Whites were more likely than blacks to attend junior and community

colleges (rather than four-year colleges) and the difference was much .

gre ter when controlling for ability. (See Figure 3.)

III. PART-TIME STUDENTS

It seems that going.to college is commonly viewed by the public much

like,a full-time job or becoming a homemaker in.that it presumably entails

heavy responsibilities and a near total commitment of one's time. Typically

in the past, the most important post - adolescent roles that men and women
o

played--college student, job holder, homemaker--were thought to be largely

independent of each other. If a person went to college it usually meant he

or she was not in the labor force (even though the student.may have worked

Part-time), and if a women married she usually did not go,to college. This

perspective, however, may be changing as an increasing proportion of those

attending college are =tried and/or work at the same time. One of .the.

consequences could be that an increasing number of studen e attendin

college only on a part-time basis. This is 'the, main subject of this par

of our report. We also will examine some of the background characteristics

of students who attend part-time and we will compare the situation at

two-year and four-year colleges. -Once aain (as throughc-g this r'eport).

.the- discussion is_restricted to undergraduates in academic programs in

college; and most of the' data Can be found in Tables 2.1 through 2.6 in

Appendix C.

A. Increases Over Time: 1972 to 1976 4

The number of students f om tt Class of 1972 going to college part-

time was quite small the firs eat after high school: only 4 percent of

all who were in attendance, However, their.proportion in the college=going

population rose steadily over time. By 1976; .one out of four s.tudents still
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enrolled as Undergraduates (including some first-time enrollments) was

attending part-time. In absdlnte terms, whereas the number of full-time

students had declined by 1976 (due to attrition or graduation), the number

of part -time studentseach year increased.

Given the tendency of two-year college students (as to beshown

shortly) to more likely be employed or married than students'atten:ding

four-year colleges, it would not be surprising to find that these students

are morelikely to attrhnd only part-time.. Also of probable significance is
- f

the fact that most four-year institutions arc "residential"'colleges while

mosetwo-year institutions are "commuter" "colleges: As it trrns-out, the

rate,of part-time attendance indeed was'foUr-Ei six times highii-eiCh Year

among itatentsenrplled in junior and community colleges than among those

enrolled in four-year colleges. (See Figure 4.) In fact, by1976, 57

percent of all students in academieprograms in two-year colleges were

attending only part-time as contrasted to 9 percent in 1972. In the four-

year colleges, the number had increased from 2 percent in 1972 to 17 percent

in 1976 and this increase probably was at least partly due to the fact that

nearly one out of fi'Ve students who had entered college in 1972 was still

Figure 4.--Part-time College attendance as a percentige Si undergraduate

enrollments: 1972through 1976*
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Other data on part -time undergraduate enrollments maybe foUnd in Tables 2.1.
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.enrolled as an undergraduate in 1976, laving neither. dropped out nor gradu-

ated on schedule (a-topic td be taken up later). Many of these students no

doubt were close to having enough courses to obtain a Bacheldes degree and

did not need to attend full-time in order to' graduate.

In whatever year (except 1972) that a student attended college for the

first time, that student was more 'likely to be enrolled part-time> than

others who were still attending college. This especially was the case at

four-year colleges. For example, in October 1975, while the total number

of part-time studeLzs at four-year institutions that year was only 7.percent,

--'44--I-)g-fc-eiit--O-f--t-h*1-firit-tisie-enrollments at these institutions that yeWr

-had-enrolled-part-timer a

By 1976, 23 percent'of all students in the NLS who ever attended

collegehad been-enrolled-part-time for at least one term, with 6 percent

having attended part-time two or more years. Looking only at students who

had attended exactly four years,11 percent were listed as part-time-for.

one or more terms. ThUs, although a substantial amount of all part-time

attendance occurs not surprisingly in two-year colleges and-among students

-Who attended college for only short periods of-time,.it also occurs more

often than)probably expecte' in four -year colleges and among students who

have attended for more'than two years.

In closing this section, let us look at the numbers in just one other

way., That is, what proportion of all students who entered college in

October 1972 (which is the majority) ever attended part-time either .that

year or later? The answer is 18 percent, with over three-fourths of the

part-time cases in this group not occurring until after 1972. It appears

that attending college part-time is more common than generally recognized.

it is not a phenomena restricted to students who are interested in simply

tilting a fewcourses one particular term at the nearest community college.

B. Who Attends Part -Time?

Although females were slightly more likely than males to attend college

part-time (most years) and Hispanics were somewhat more likely than either

blacks or whites to attend part-time (all yeers), neither sex nor race was

strongly related to who attended part- versus full-time.. (See Table 2.5 in
4

Appendix C.) SES also was related to who attended part-time, but not

nearly so strongly as three other background factors: ability, high school

curriculum, and college.plans.

21
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Ability had marked effects every year, the strongest being the second

academic year after high school (October 1973). In that year, 17 percent

of all college students 3n the lowest. quartile were attendthirpart-time in

contrast to only 4 percent of those in the upper ability. quartile. High

school curriculum `also was strongly related to part-time attendance. For

example, in the third year out of high school (Octobeij974), 23 percent of

all students who had been in vocational programs. in high school butweie

now enrolled in an academic, program in college were enrolled part-time in

comparison to only 7. pesrcent of those who had been in academic programs in -

-high school. And-e-student-la-plans-back inthigh-schoolT-not-surprisingly,-

also predicted pari4ime attendance. In the fourth academic year after

'graduating from high school (October 1975), 47 percent of the students then

attending college but who had neithei planned nor wanted to'sttend were

enrolled part-time in comparison.to only 10 perCent of those who is high

school seniors had both.wanted and planned to attend college.

Given these results, attendiiig college part-time appears to be much

more a binction of a student's ability, academic preparation, an4 goals .

than a function of sext_race,, or even social class: But these all are

background variables. What may be more or e lly relevant to the question

of6who attends part -time are the more proximate (current) events in the

lives of students after they graduate from high school (to which we now

turn). 0

C. Employment, arriage, and Residential Status

Most .part -tie students (about four out of five) were employed while

attending college, afigure that consistently (all years) was about double

the employment/rate for full-time students. In fact, the employment rate

Yt7
of pa -time students was so high that it did notdiffer appreciab'y from

that of persons not enrolledin college. Although most part-time student's

work #11egoing to college, holding a job may be as much an excuse as an

actual cause for not attending college full-time. We do not.have the

answer.' 4

Marriage is probably as equally gOod a reason as employment for a stu-

dent's attending college part-time instead of full-time, and the data would

tend to support this. First, it should be noted that about twice as many

persons were married if they were not enrolled in college at all (of both

sexes) than if they were attending part-time. ,Second, and more important,,

2234,
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the proportion of part-time college students who were married was in some

years abcut four times higher than the proportion of full-time students who

were married. For example, in 1974, only 4 percent of the mcileF attending

college full-time were married in contrast to 16 percent of those attending

4 part-time. In the same years, the proportion of females who were married

was 5 percent fqr full-time students and 20 percent for part-time students.
4

Like employment, marriage appears to be a major factor in whether a student

attends college full- or part-time:

The last question in this section is whether or not part-time students

are more likely than full-time students to be living at home with their

parents, The answer is definitely yei, but this is not surprising given

the fact that half or more of all students enrolled full-time were attend-
.

ing colleges some distance from home. It also should be noted that (among

both sexes and in every year-for which we have data on residential status,

i.e., 1973, 1974, and 1976) those attending college part-time were more

,likely to be living at home with their parents than were persons not en-
' 0*

rolled in college at all. It.could be that parents_hay..! a continuing

impact on whether or not their sons and daughters go to college especially

if the' offspring are still living at home. Or this finding'could be simply

due to the fact that, as noted above, subjects not enrolled in college were

,much-More likely than ethers to be married. and that marriage tends to

remove the offspring fro residence of their parents.

IV. COLLEGE DROPOUT AND RETURN.

As of October 1976, 36 percent of all students who entered academic

program; in colkgge in 1972 had graduated on scheddle and another 18 percent

had been continuously enrolled as undergraduates and had neither graduated

nor dropped out. The remaining 46 percent had dropped out at some point in

time; about 20 percent of these dropouts returned to college and were still
* -

enrolled in 1976. In summary, the status of all 1972 college entrants

from U.,- High School Class of 1972 can be classified as of October 1976 as

follows!
4 4ras,e,

Dropouts in tt s report include some students who originally were enrolled
in-an academic program leadingto a two- or four-year degree but then trans-
ferred into a vocational program.

23 33'
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Graduated on schedule 36%

Dropped out and no longer
attending college

Dropouts who came back and
were still'enrolled 9

No degree but in continuous
attendance 18

Total 100%

37

In other words, 27 perceny(of the Octobei 1972 entrants were still attending

college in 1976, exactly one-third of whom had dropped out and comeback.

Yet 6 even 14ger numbei, 37 percent of the 1972 entrants, had dropped out'

and were no longer enrolled as of October 1976.

The.maln focus on college attrition La this report will be on students

who entered college in1972 and not on the delayed entrants, since we wish to

discuss not .o ly who drops out but also who comes back. it should be

noted, however, that dropping out'of college is a' substantially more fte-

qUent and earli occurrence,for delayed entrans.than foritudents who

enrolled on schedule.in 1972. Of the first-tine enrollments in 1973, 1974,

and 1975,'the percentage who within one yearvhad dropped out of college was

.45' percent, 45.perc'ent, and 49 percent, respectively. In contrast, of the

students who entered college in 1972, only 18 percent had -flopped out this

early.

We will begin with an examination of who drops out of'college, which,
will be followed by a discussion of the problem at different types of

colleges (two-year and four-yelr) and then a discussion of who returns.

Again, complete data.on all materials covered below, can be found in

'Tables 3.1 through 3.4 in Appendix C.

A. Who Drops Out?

This section is on who drops out and.it ignoies who comes back. In

other words, all dropouts are considered independently of whether or not

they came back at some later-date. Nearly half of the students who entered

college in 1972 (46 percent) became dropout, with the proportion declining

each year: 18 percent in 1973, 16 percent in 1974, 7-percent in 19750 and

,5 percent in 1976. '

Consid k ring all dropouts irrespective of when they occurred, the rates
/

for males and females were identical, a fact that was true for both whites
s 0

and blacks. Race, however, was significantly plated to dropping out of

3G,
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college. .The rates for whites, blackS, and Hispanics were 45 percentie55

percent, and 65 percent, respectively. Yet, when ability is controlled,

whites were consistently more likely than.black$ to drop out. (See Figure 5.)

:Figure 5.--College dropouts from.the entering class of 1972, by race
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Ability was a strong predictor of college dropout, independent of race

or socioeconomic status. Among blacks, for example, students in the 1oWer

ability quartile were over three times more likely than those in the upper

quartile to drop out (65 percent versus 20 percent). Ability not only was

more important than race in predicting who dropped out, it also was more

important than social class. (See ,:able 4.). However, unlike the "reversed"

race effect when ability'is'controlled, the positive effect of social class.

does not disappear when ability is controlled. Across all ability groups,

coming from a higher instead of a Lower socioeconomic background increases

by an average margin of about 14 percentage points the probability that a

student will not become a college droppt.

1
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Table 4.--College dropouts from the entering class of 197 7 SES and ability.

1

,

SE'S '

quartiles

Ability quartiles ''' Difference between
the lowest and

highest quartile!Low Middle High

, Low
.

.

,Middle
.

.

High. .

71.2 *
(259)

75.4
(276)

64.6
(104)

62.8
(377)

56.7
(1187)

44.4
(823)

47.4
(220)

39.4
(1050)

27.4
'(1388)

;7235.
. 1

.

36.0

372.

_...__

'Difference between -

. the lowest and "
highest quartiles 6.6\ 16.4 20.0

- i.

.

-

* The number of cases in each group upon which the weighted percentages are
based are given in parentheses. Complete tabulations on college dropouts can
be found in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 in Appendix C.

Not surprisingly, becoming a college dropout, also es related to not

getting good grades. -Students Who in just the first year of college were

not able to obtaid at least a "C average" were over twice as likely to

'become dropouts as students who achieved better than a straight "B average."

Thes.dropout rates were 79 percent and 35 percent, respectively, for each

group . But fortunately (at least some believe), not many students actually

flunk outlof college. Based on self-reported data, only 6 percent of all

freshmen' ell below the "mostly C to B average" range.

B. Two-Year and Four-Year College Students

The. dropout rate for students who had enrolled in an academic program

at a junior or community college. in 1972 was double the rate for those

enrolling in four-year colleges, 71 perdbnt versus 35 percent. Given such

a marked difference in the outcomes for students attending two- or four-yeir

colleges and the fact that 30 percent of al). academic enrollmentein 1972

were at two-year institutions, *we will (a) examine whether or not. race,

social class, or ability ifferences in "who goes where" to college are

responsible for the high attrition rates among students enroA lid intwo-year

38
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institutions and then (b) re-examine the power of each of these background

/variables to predict dropout separately at these two types of institutions.

Given the fact that two-year colleges tend to attract low ability

studenti and those from disadvantaged backgrounds, it is quite possible

that one or more of these factors could explain the high attrition rates

for students in academic programs at these institutions. First let us look

at the differences between two -year and iour-yeai colleges fbr separate

racial groups. The percentage point difference in the dr out rates at'the

two type; of institutions is 35.4 A9r-whites, 35.1 foribla ks, and 37.2 for

Hispanics. (Recall that the difference, not controlling for race or any-

thing else, was 36.0 points.) Thus, going to a junior or community college

has almost exactly the same "negative" effect on the persistence of whites

as it does for blacks And Hispanics.

Similarly, the social classof students has no bearing on the negative

effects of attending a two-year instead of a four-year institution. The

percentage point difference between two, and four7year colleges in dropout

rates for students in the different SES quartiles (lowest, middle two, and

highest)'was 36.7, 30.7, and 36.5'.

Ability, however, does help explain to some extent why the dropout
go.

rates are so much higher among

junior and community colleges.

out-'rates between students .who

colleges was 19.6 for students

those in the middle quartiles,

(See/Table 3.2 in Appendix C.)

tially smaller than the overall

students-who enter academic programs in

The average percentage difference in drop-

matriculated at two-year versus four-year

in the lowest ability quartile, 32.2 for

and 18.8 for those in the upper quartile.

Two of these three figures are substan-

percentage difference of 36.0 in the attri-

tion rates of two- and four-year college entrants. However, much of tte

difference still remains even when ability is controlled. In summary, tne

reason why students who enroll at four-year colleges are twice as likely as

those who enroll at two-yePr colleges to stay in college long enough to

obtain a Bachelor's degree is not a function of social class or race and is

only partly due to differences .in the ability of the students they tend to
*

attract. ,

*
, .

Although not reported here, even when both ability and whether or not stu-r.
dents before leaving high school were -planning to attend a four-year college
are simultaneously controlled, the giaduation rates for four-year college
entrants were.still twice as large (on the average) as thoAe for two-year
college entrants. .
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Lastly, do the effects of race, SES, or ability (discussed in Section
N-

IV,A) on college attrition differ at two-year and four-year institutions?

Looking first at race, it can be concluded that whether students attended a

two- or four-year institution has no bearing on race differences in dropout

rates. As noted earlier, both blacks and Hispanics, as a whole, are some-

who- more likely to drop out of college than whites. The margin of differ-

ence between whites and minorities (about 10/to 12 percentage points) was

almost exactly the same for students who had enrolled in two -year as in

four-year institutions.

The effects of SES on dropout also donot appear to be any different

whether a student initially enrolled in a two- or four,-year college.

'junior and community colleges the percentage point difference in the dropout

rates for students from the lowest and highest SES quartiles was 18.2,

while in the four-year institutions the percentage point difference between

the same two SES groups was. 18.0., (See Table 3.2 in Appendix
C.) In other

0

words, the disadvantages generally attached to being from a lower class

background, in terms of attrition, are essentially the same for both two-

year and four-year college entrants.

Is ability as strong'a predictor of college attrition or retention for

students who entered two-year institutions as it is presumed to be for

those who entered four-year colleges? The average percentage difference in

dropput between students in the loWest,and highest ability quartiles in

either'two -year or four-year colleges did not really differ, the figures

beipg 13.8 and 13.0, respectively. (See Table 3.2 in Appendix. D.) Thus,

just as in the case of race and social class, the power of the measured

ability of students to predict college dropout is remarkably independent of

the type of institution at which they initially enrolled.

C. Dropouts (ho Return

e\\
:Thirty p-*rcent of all students who were classfied as dropouts sometime

between 1973 and 1975 had returned to college by 1976. A somewhat higher

rate of return, 35 percent, exists for those who had enteredcolizge in

1972 and dropped out. (The 1972 entrants who dropped out early naturally

have had more time in which toi'return.) This section focuses mainly on all

dropouts before 1975, irrespective of when they entered college or when

theydropped out. It should be noted, however, that most dropouts who by

1976 had returned did so just one year after leavidg college. Thy rate of

4,1
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return declined from 22 percent after being out one year to 7 percent after

being cut two years.

In the aggregate, race made no difference on who came back. The rate

of dropouts who returned was 30 percent for blacks and 31 percent4ior

whites. There also was not much but some difference between the sexes,

with males,(of all. races) somewhat more likely to return than females. The

return rate was 33 percent for males and 28 percent for females.' There. is

a strong chance,

time, with more

is based partly

among even this

however, 4that the sex difference will beconit larger over

males than females coming back to college. Our reasoning

on. past studies but mainly because it is commonly assumed

generation that when child-bearing begins the .female will

be more likely than the male to stay home t ear the children and not go

baCk to college.

The main differences between who returns and who does not are who goes

where, SES, and 'ability. Whereas the return 'rate by 1976 for those who

originally entered four-year colleges was 38 percent, it was 26 percent for

those who had entered junior and community colleges (a 2 percentage point.

difference). The two-year versus four-year difference in return rates

declines somewhat but does not totally disappear 'when aptitude and SES are

controlled. (See Table 3.4 in Appendix C.) Within every SES by ability

group'(when cross-classified), dropout/8 who had entered junior and commu-

nity college were less likely than their counterparts from four-year col-
.

leges to have returned by 1976. In othe words, where students star:,-.d out

in college contin,:es td' make a difference in the long run a his fact is

partlybut not entirely, due to either ability or SES difif r es in who

goes where to college.

In the aggregate, 40 percent of the dropouts in thethighest SES quar-

tile returned to college in comparison to 27 percent of those in the lower

SES quartile. Similarly, 41 percent of the dropouts inthe., higher ability

'quartile returned in comparison to 23 percent of those in the lower ability

quartile.

Pcc.us._ and SES are, so highly correlated, it again is neces-

sary to examine the "Crosstabs." Which of these background variables

really is the determiningfactor,in who returns? It appears mainly to be

abil,ity (see TabLe45). .Only for students in the highest ability group does

coming from an upper rather than a lower.SES background make much difference,

,yet it is an important difference (21.6 percentage points).. For all
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other dropouts (i.e., those in the lower and middle ability quartiles),

'social classibmade essentially no difference at all in predicting who

returned to college.

Table 5.- -The return rates of dropouts, by SES and ability

6

SES
.quartiles

Ability quartiles Difference between
lowest

Low, Middle High
the and

highest quartiles

Low 25 29.3 30,3- (.6
(2 8) (246) (108)

Middle 19: 24,0 34.6. 14:7

(246 (74) (431)

High 24:1 33..3 51.9 27.8

(74) (406) (3 8)

Difference between
the lowest and

highest quartiles -1.6 4.0 21.6

The number of cases each group upon which the weighted percentages are
based are given in parentheses. Other.,tabulations on dropouts who return can
be fOund in Tables 1.3 and 3.4 in Append4 C.

Ability, on the other hand, 'continued tO'be a fairly strong predictbr

in most gases ev when social class is controlled. The biggest difference

is found among tudents in the upper SES quartile. In'this group: about

twice as many dropouts in the upper- ability quartile returned to college

than did thoie in the lower ability quartile.

One last ffrtor to be considered in this, section is college grades,

which is commonly assumed to4be an important determinant of who returns

after dropping out. Using'data only on those who entered as undergraduates

in 1972 and their responies to a "letter grade" item for courses they hid

taken up through OCtober 1973, the results are not exactly as expec ed.

The rates of return to college for different groups of dropouts based on

college grade averages are as follows:

Half Bs and As or better 34% (n=72
Mostly or at least half Bs 31% (n=1749)
Mostly Cs 29%.(n=751)
Half Cs and Ds or below 3)% (n=352)

,/
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As the figur6es in parenthese§ Show, most dropouts actually were doing

rather well in college, i.e.; mot had better'than a C average. However,

doing very well or very badly made almost no difference at all in who re-

turned. Since ability is a fairly strong predictor of who returns and

college. grade performance is related to ability, then why those dropouts

who were doing so poorly in college were just about as likely to come back

as those-who were doing very well remains unknown.

\
As of October 1976, 15 percent of the entire High Sbhool Class of 19/2

cohort had received Bachelorp's degrees or had bypassed a four-year degree

.late in their undergraduate careers in order to enroll in graduate or pro-

, ''fessional school (about- one-half of one percent). As noted in the last

V. GRADUATION ON SCHEDULE

section, the graduation rate represeats 36 percent of all students who en-

tered academic programs in college in 1972.

We also earlier reported that 27 percent of the 1972 entrants were

still pursuing a college degree in October 1976, including hdth those who

had been'in continuous attendance and those who had dropped out and returned.

When looking at the total cohort, the proportion currently enrolled

Somewhat larger due to the addition of delayed entrants. In other word §,

compared to the fact that 15 percent of the cohort graduated on'schedule,

16 percent were still enrolled as undergraduates in October 1976, many of

whom no doubt will eventually/graduate.

Since the determinants'of who graduates on schedule (such as SES,

race, or sex) do not really differ markedly from those who dropped out (as.

discussed in the last section), they will only briefy be reviewed here.

(A complete set of tables 4.1 through 4.11 are given in Appendix C.) Fol-

lowing this review, five other topics are then discussed: (i) students who

received their BA degrees ahead of-schedule; (ii) students, including

aArdpouts, who obtained two-year acadgMic degrees (but no BA degree);

(iii) students still on schedul but who nad not graduated by October 1976

due to the fact that they.wer in a "five- year" program; (iv) academic

college dropouts who had obtained some colle.4e credits but were never

enrolled on any of the five October dates;- and (v) the number-of credit

,hours earned by "stopouts" and "persisters" compared to giaduates.
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A. Who Graduated on Schedule?

Whites were more likely thki blacks or Hispitirl'to have obtained

Bachelor's degrees by 1976, the rates for these three groups'being 17 per-

cent, 10 percent, and 5 percent respectively. As shown. in Table'61 the

race differences were similar for both sexes. The table also shows that in

both the white and black populations females were more likely than males to

have obtained a BA.

Table 6.--College attainmeatof the total NLS -72 cohort, by race and sex
(percent)

Educational statusstatus

Blacks Whites Hispanics

Males Females Males Femars Males Females

Never enrolled

BA degree or bypass

Current undergraduate

College-dropout

...4

.

53. 1

'8.3

16 4

22.1

50 ..5

11.3

15.6

22.6

.

42.4

15.8

19.7

22.2

49.5

17.6

12.4

20.5

50.9

4.9

17.5

26:8

..

58.2

4.5

15.3

21.9

-
.

'.

Totals: Pertent
1:

,

Unweighted n
99.9
1002

100.0

1483

k 100.1

7311

100.0

7536

100.1.
390

99.9

397

Percentages are based on weighted data for students who returned all three

folic -up questionnaires.

As in the earlier section on dropouts, Table 6 also indicates that

abou he s. proportion of males and females had become college dropouts

and were no longer in attendance. On the other hand, within each racial

group,.males wereaore likely than females to still be attending college in

1976 as undergraduates. Given these findings,, as well as the higher propor-

tion of males who did .enroll in college and the higher proportion of male

than female dropouts who eventually return, it iq quite probable that the

graduation tate JE -1111.ts in the Class of 1972 will eventually be as high or

higher than that of females.

As in the cases of college dropqut and return, ability not surprisingly

was the strongest predictor of who graduated on schedule. Again taking the

total NLS cohort as the base (denominator), with no controls for SES 9r
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any other variables, 35 percent of the3,669 stu q in the upper ability -

quartile had obtained a BA degree in contrast 6 1y 2 percent of the

3,776 students in the lower ability quartile. (See Table 4.2 in

Appendix C.) 4

The differences between ability groups are consistent and. in some

respects even more striking when SES is controlled, as shown here in

Table 7. Among all students in the upper SES quartile in the High School

Class of 1972, 46.7 perdent of those in the highest compared to 2.9 percent

of .those in the lowest ability quartile had obtained Ws by Ocaober 1976.

This is a ratio of 16 to 1. Few students in the lower ability quartile had
4

graduated from college even though they came from "upper middle class"

backgrounds.

Table 7.--Graduation rates (BA's) for the total NLS cohort, by SES
- and ability (percent),

SES-

.

quartiles

Ability quartiles Difference between
the lowest and

highest quartilesLow
.

Middle . High

Low ' 1.8 * , 5.4 19.6 17.8
(1864) 1461) .(404)

.

Middle 2.1 9.5 27.4 25.3
(1593) (3250) (1635)

High 2.9 47.9 46.7 43.8
.. (311) (1302) (1630)

Difference between
the.lowest and

highest' quartiles
,,

1.1 12.5 27.1

The number of cases in each group upon which the weighted percentages are
based are given in, parentheses. Graduation rates, by timing of the diploma,
for these and other groups can be found in Tables 4.1 through 4.11 in
Appendix C.

Although not nearly so important .as ability, SES nevertheless does

exert a strong influence+on who obtained BA's by 1976. Within most ability

groups, coming from the higher rather than the lower SES quartile increased

the probability of going to college and graduating on schedule by a factor

of about 2 or 3 to 1. The actual difference between-the upper and lower
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SES quartiles (see Table 7.) was especially large among high school students.

in the upper ability quartile (23.1 percentage points)._

'Why is-ability_so important-for graduation? Partly, but not wholly,

beciute it is one of the main predictors of college grades which, in turn,

affect, whorops,,out or graduates. Restricting our attention for the

moment toonly those students who entered college in 1972, obtaining a BA

degree by 1976 was strongly correlated with College grades. The graduation

rates were 52 percent, 37 percent, 20 percent, and 9 percent, respectively,

for those who had received mostly Ars,B's, C's, or below during the first

year of college.

Not 'surprisingly, collegegraduation also was related to high school

curriculum and_to the kind of plans the students had as seniors. Thirty -one

percent of all students in the academic track in high school had received
e. 4

BA'degrees by 1976 in contrast to 5 percent of those in a?general" curri-2

culum and 1 percent ofthose who had been in the vocational track. In one

regard, students' plans backin_high-sphool were even more vital than

expected. Both wanting and planning to attend college does not usually

lead to a diploma. (Only 32% of those who stated this objective had achieved

a BA by 1976.) What was surprising is that not one of the 1,713 students

whO as seniors in 1972 stated that they neither planned nor wanted to go to

college actually obtained a BA degree. Twelve percent of this grOup, despite

both, plans and desires to the contrary; eventually did go to college anyway,

but none had yet graduated. (If nothing else, inthe authors' opinion, this
.

should us a great.deal of confidence in the NLS data.)

Turning 'next to the effects -o£ enrolling at .two or four-year colleges,

the results do not markedly differ from those presented earlier on dropout.

status. Starting college at a,two7year institution in 1972 was not likely

to lead to a BA degree 'by 1976. (If should be remembered'that we are

dealing here only with students enrolled in academic and not vocational

programs.) The graduation rates'for the October 1972 entrants were 13

percent and 46 percent, respectively, for the two- and four-year entrants..

Of those who began at,two-year col/eges, the highest graduation rate was

for white females and the lowest .4a6 for black. males (15 versus 6 pertent).

Exactly' the same generalization (about race and sex differences) can be,

made for those who began at four-year-colleges. Whereas 54 percent of the

white females who enrolled at four -year institutions in 1972 obtained BA's
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by 1976, only 31 percent of the black males did so, again withothe other

groups falling in between (See Tables 4.10 and 4.11 in Appendix C.)

The lower graduation rates of blacks were not a function of the parti-

cular type of college aotudent initially attende6 but of academic ability.

Since a majority of both blacks and Hispanics who go to college fall in the

middle ttio ability quartiles, the.results for those students are presented

in Figure 6. Controlling for ability (very roughly), blacks who entered

two-year colleges were somewhat more likely than whites to have obtained.a

BA. by 1976 (13 percent versus 10 percent), while 37 percent ofboth blacks

and-whites who entered four-year colleges graduated on schedule. In con-

trast, the figures for Hispanics (alsoin the middle two ability quartiles)

were lower, with only 6 perCent and 24 percent of those who enrolled at

two- and four-year colleges obtaining BA's by 1976.

Figure 6.--Proportion of all undergraduates it October 1972 in the middle
two ability_ quartiles who obtained a BA by October 1976, hy race and type

. of college entered

5.0-

40-

Obtained a ,30-
Bachelor's
degreeor a
BA bypass 20-
(percent)

10

0

13

J

Two-year
college entrants

Four-year
college entrants

The most dramatic data on race differences in graduation rates are

presented in Figure 7. The rates for whites are identical to those re-
.

ported earlier for the total population, ,i.e.,35'versus 2 percent for

- those in the upper and ,lower ability quartiles who received BAs. And the

t sults (by ability) for both blacks and Hispanics are remarkably

e. , 48 percent versus 4 percent of the blacks in the upper and the lower
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ability quartiles received BA's. The figure also summarizes the effects of

race (controlling for ability) on the educational attainment of the Class
, .

of1972 as of 1976. Within each ability group, blacks were markedly more

likely than whites to have obt#ined a Bachelor's degree. For example,

among those in the two middle ability quartiles, 18

and only 10 percent of the whites had received a BA.

were consistently less successful than both whites

ability groups:

percent of the blacks

Hispanics, in contrast,

and blacks, in all

Figure 7.--Graduation rates (BAs) for the total NLS cohort, by race and ability .

50 -
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Ability quartiles

High

B,, The Very Early Graduates

Of those who by October 1976 had received BAdegrees (not including

those who bypassed the BA in order to enroll in graduate or professional

school), 76 percent obtained the BA exactly on schedule in May or June of

1976, Another 13 percent had received their degrees before. that date,

while the remaining 11 percent received them after June 1976 (but no later

than October 1976).

It certainly is quite possible for students to graduate ah,..al of

schedule, either by taking extra heavy course loads some semesters or by
0 . .

enrolling in iummer-sChool. However, it is unclear why 13 percent pf all

degree Holders by 1976 were inclined or managed to d'o so., Based on the

tables in Appendix C, this does not appear to be related to socioeconomic

36
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background, raceYor even ability. Yet it is related to sex. Of all

students who had graduated by October 1976, 8-percent of the men compared

to.18 percent of the women obtained their BA some months ahead of the

majority.

C. Hulders of Two-Year Degrees

Also to be found in Appendix C (Tables15.1-5.7 and 5.9) are the pro-

portions of dropouts and. of thoie still attending college who obtained

two-year academic degrees (or diplomas), but only if they had not obtained

a BA degree. Fifteen percent of all college dropouts (no longer enrolled)

had received two-year degrees, while 13 percent of those still seeking a BA

had done so. Not surprisingly mostio-year academic degrees were obtained

by students who initially enrolled in two -year institutions. Of the current

undergraduites (1976) wIp had not yet obtained a BA but who began in 1972'

at two-year colleges, 41 percent had received-a two -year diploma sometime

between 1974 and 1976. The comkirable figure for those who started at

four-year colleges and were still in attendance somewhere was 4 percent.

A similar pattern is found among the dropouts. Of those no longer

`enrolled in 1976 -(and having no BA degree), 23 percent of those who started

in 1972 at a two-Iear college had obtained a two-year diploma in contrast

to only 6,percene of those who began their undergraduate careers at four-

year institutions.

The fact thit so many more of-the "dropouts" who began at two-year

colleges had received a two -year diploma than those who began at four-year

colleges is perhaps one positiveleature, of enrolling in a junior or cbm

munity college. As of October 1976, 60 percent of thOse who entereoLtwo.:.

year institutions in 197Vwere na longer enrolled anywhere and had not
.

obtained BA degrees, compared to 27 percent of those who entered four-year

institutions. However, as just noted,-'about four times as many,in the

first of these two groups had'received diplomas. In other words, although

the two -year college entrants are much more likely to become "permanent

iropout." (as defined here) than are their classmates who entered four-year

colleges, many of them at least received a two-year degree before stopping.

To view the matter another way, look at the total proportion of both

types of degree holders as of October 1976 in each group who entered college

in 1972:

O
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Two-year college
entrants

Four-year

. .
college

entrants

ItA degree-hoide_rs 13.0% 45.8 %,

Two -year diplomas 25.0 2:6.

No degree ordiploma 62.0 51.6

100.0% 100.0%

(n=2335) (n=5503)

In this light, the two-year entrants obviously obtained fewer degrees or

diplomas of 'some)kind than did the four-year college entrants, but not

overwhelmingly so (38, percent versus 48 percent). Moreover, an identical

proportion (27 percent) in each group of two- and four-year college entrants

-in 1972, were 'still enrolled and pursuing aeademic'degrees in 1976. .(See

Tables 4:10 adi 4.11 in Appendix C:) However, as to be shown in Section

even among these'persisters, the two-year entrants had earned fewer credit

hours by 1976 than the four-year entrants. .

In summary, starting college at a two-year institution me 'ot be

quite as' unfortunate as discussed in earlier sections of this report, but

that really depends on the'value of a two-year diploma. At this stage in

the NLS survey we know almost nothing about how important such'a degree hfs

been in the occupational careers of theie students; which is a question

that later needs to be answered when data from the fourth follow-up survey

conducted between and 1980 are ready-to be analyzed.

D. Students inFive-Year Programs

One-half of one percent of the total cohort in the NLS were still

attending college iu October 1c76 as undergraduates and had not obtained a

,BA because they claimed that they were in a five-year program. 'Although
--

the number is small, it does represent 3 pei,:ent of all persons still

enrolled as undergraduates and 5 perwit of those who entered four-year"

colleges in 1972.and were still enrolled. Not until the fourth NLS follow-

up will we ,learn how many of these students actually graduated.

Who are they? In terms,of the various background measures examined in

this report, only eone stands out. ,TAose still enrolled .in five-year pro-
_

grams (aspa proportion of those who were either in'these programs or had
.t

graduated by .1976) were predominanUy males by a factor of over two to one.

In all probability this reflects the dispropertionate number of males who

usually enroll° in an eTigineering currici um and the fact that five-year

programs,in this area arenot unccmmon.
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E. Non-October Enrollments

In all of the preceding sections of this report, college enrollments

were uniformly measured as of each October, from 1972 through 1976. It is
.

important to recognize that some stlident-s in tke High School Class of 1972,

not iurpiisingly, were never enrolled in any fall term but went to colAge

for a-brief periaof time during some other part of the year, such as for

a winter, spring, or summer term. Given the actual number, however, it is

not a serious problem.

Four different criteria were used in this report to define such a

population. As of October 1976, if a student (i) had indicated having been.

enrolled at some time in a college program, (ii) had not yet received

either a two- or four-year degree, (iii) was not enrolled currently or on

any of the other October dates, and (ivY had earned some number of credit

hours, then the student was classified as a non-October enrollment. These'

qualifications were met by 0.8 percent of the total cohort, or about 4

pelcent °flan, students classified as, academic college dropouts._

Who these students are ar why they enrolled for,only brief periods in

the "off season" is largely unknown. They were very much like 'other' stu-

dents who had.gone,to college and had dropped out in terms of sex, SES,

race, or ability. The only distinguishing characteristic we found was the

fact that they were about three times more likely than other ,:ollege drop-

outs to have been enrolled im either a general or vocational program (rather

-'than an academic program) :711 high school.

F. Credit Hours Earned

As stated above, this report has been based large on enrollment data

each October from 1972 through 1976. Used above to identify on- October

enrollments, the numbei of credit hours earned also can be used.as

a measure of the general progress of most students through college. (See

Appendix 0 -V on how this variable was constructed.) As shown in Table 8,.

for example, the number of credit hours earned by students who hid obtained

a BA by October 1976 di,4 not differ appreciably between those who started

out at two-year or four-yearcolleges. The numbers (based on a ',semester

hoJr rather than a quarter hour system) were 129.9 and 127.6, respectively.

_However, among all non-degree holders, those who started out at junior

or community colleges consistently earned fewer credit hours than those who
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originally entered four-year colleges. For example, the "persisters" who

entered College in 1972, never droppA.out (for a full year),

still enrolled in October 1976, needed, on the average, about

credit hours io graduate-the higher figure being for thosi who

at'two-year colleges. (One semester typically equals 16 credit

and were

21 to 27

started out

hours.) -In

contrast, the "stopouts" who entered in 1972 but dropped out and returned

still needed, on the average, about 47 to 66credit hours to graduate (the

equivalent of 3 or 4 semesters)--the higher figure again 'being for theme

Who began at two-year colleges.

Table 8.--College profile of the NLS-72 cohort,as of October 1976

Dropouts Stopouts2 Peraisters7 Graduates4
Weighted %
of totalX Ns.

,

Entered college in 1972
.

Two -year colleges

Percent 60.1 10.7 15.9 13.3 100.0 2335 12.3
Credit tourss 50.5 62.1 100.8 129.9
(n)4 (804) (246) (357) (312) (1719)

Ful2yeir collet!!
-

Percent 26.6 8.6 ' 18.7 11 46.1 100.1 5503 28.4
Credit hours 59.6 75.3 106.5 127.6
(n) (985) (452; (1032) (2507) 04076)

Subtotal? 36.9 9.2 17.9 36.1 100.1 7973 41.4

Delayed entrants
Two-year colleges ,

Percent 53.4 5.0 40.7 0.9 100.0 942 5.1
Credit hours 33.0 46.1

'60)
37.1 112.2

(n). (366) (779) (9) (804)

Tous-veer colleges
Percent 38.6 6.9 45.9 8.6 100.0 904 4.8
Credit hours 37,1 50.4 60.8 125.2 .

(n) (288) (58) (401) . (70) .. (817)

Subtotal 46.5 5.9 42.7 1 4.9 100.0 1889 10.1

Never attended an academic . ''.

program in college 9153. _48.6
Grand totals

. 19015 100.1

Dropouts are students who entered academic programs in college, left before obtaining a Bachelor's
Degree, and no longer seie enrolled as of October 1976.,

7Stopouts Ire dropouts who returned and were still enrolled as of Ottobmr 1976.
'04;11

7Persisters did not dropout but sere still working toward 3 Bachelor's degree as of October 1976.

4Graduates include holders of Bachelor's degrees as .rell as :hose uho bypassed the degree and
entered graduate or professional schOol.

!Credit hours .4 t)' erage number earned 33 of Octos:* 1976, based on a semester system.

4The number of cases (n) upon which the average credit hours is based is given in parentheses.
Due to missing data, the a is considerably loser than the number upon which the percentages
see based (see subtotals for comparison).

'Row subtotals for both the 1972 and delayed entrants are larger than the sum of figures for
two -year and four-year entrants since they include cases for whom the type of college is
unknown,
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VI. SUMMARY

Data, from the 1970 follow-up do not differ significantly from earlier

NLS reports on the college-going and attrition rates of the High. School

Class of 1972, including who attended two- or four-year.-7olleges. The main

value of this report is the detailed analysis of delayed entrants, part -time

students, dropouts who returned to college, and those who graduated on

schedule.

At each point in the college/attainment process we tried to consistently

report differences in_the,-ad6Omes for different types of students .by

_socioeconomic status, race, sex, and ability: In almost all inbtances, we

discovered that the main predictor of who enrolled and succeeded in an

academic program in college was ability. The relationship to ability was

so strong that it hardly needs repeating. Therefore, we conclude this

report with separate summaries of SES, race,-add sex differences beginning

with first-time enrollments in 1972-and ending withlhose who by 1976 had

obtained a Bachelor's degree. However, before doing so, a brief statement

of our findings on attendance at two- versus four-year colleges is warranted

since it also has such a marked impact on who eventually graduated.

Enrolling in an academic prograwin a two-year instead of a four-year

college has strong consequences that are only partly explained by differ-
.

ences in the ability of studenta who attend different types of colleges.

For example, look jusp at students in the upper ability quartile (from

Tables 4.10 and 4.11 in Appendix C). If one of these students attended a

four-year college in 1972, the chance of graduating by 1976 was 54 in 100.

However, if the students enrolled instead at a two-year college, the chance

of graduating on schedule with a-BA was only 18 in 100, thus a ratio of

exactly three to one in favor of attendance at.a four-year institution for

students of comparable (and high) ability. The NIS data also demonstrate

that the disadvantages of, attending a two-year institution are almost

wholly unrelated to social class or race. That is, the margin of difference

in the graduation rates of two- and four-year entrants was roughly the same

for each SES group and each race.

These findings on institutional type are central in this report and

deserve further study. We now turn to our'summary.of SES, race, and sex

effects in the attainment process.
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A. The 'Effects of Social Class

viftually every stage in the educational cycle, the socioeconomic

background (SES) of most students has a significant impact. Much but not

all of the effects of SES are due to the fact that SES is correlated with

academic ability, as measured by the NLS tests administere `lea the cohort

was still in high school. Controlling for ability,)students who came from

Higher SES backgrounds were about two times more'ifikely than those from

lower SES backgrounds torattend college immediately after finishing high

school or., if not then, to enroll one to four years later as'a delayed

entrant. Social clags also had some but much less effecton where d stu-

dent went to college. Only among the higher ability students who enrolled

in college in 1972 did coming from a high SES background tend to keep a

student from having to start at a two-year instead of a four=year institu-

tion. If a college entrant wag of average or lower ability or was a delayed

entrant, th

enrolled.

SES Tittle diffekence on wire he or she initially

Once in college, social class continues to have a bearing on a stu-
ff

dent's educational progress. For example, it anari to play a part in

whether'or not a student attends full- or part - time, the latter occurring-
.

somewhat more frequently among the lower SES. More important, SES plays a

significant part in who drops out of college before, graduating.. In all

ability groups, coming from a loWer class background increased the proba-
,

bility of becoming a dropout, a fact that was as true fc students who

initially enrollee at four-year colleges as those, who, went to a t=-year

college. Social class also predicts who returned to college after dropping

out; .however SES had a positive impact only or' the return rates'of students

in the upper ability quartile.

Most of the above facts have an obvious bearing on who graduated with

A Bachelor's degree'in 1976, since obtainiLg a degree on schedule depends

on enrolling shortly after high school, avoiding (if possible) going to a

two-year college,, and not dropping out (all of which were at least partly

related to SES). When added together (and not controlling for ability) the

impact of SES lookg very strong, with 31 percent of all high-school gradu-

ates in the upper SES quartile in the total-NLS cohort obtaining a BA

degree by 1976 compared to only 6 percent of those in the lower quartile (a

5,1
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ratio of about five to one). Of course, much of this SES effect is not,

"direct" but is due to the "indirect" influence of SES mediated through

ability. When controlling for ability, the-SES factor diminishes but

nevertheless remains strong, Students from higher rather than lower class

backgrounds, within ability groups, ittere Still two to three. times more

likely to hac,e obtained 1 college degree.
f-

B. The Effects of. Race

According to recent reiwrts fr the Bureau of the Census, the propor-

tion of the U.S. population aged 18 and 19 who currently are enrolled in

school or college is now slightly higher for blacks than whites but in 1972

the situation was just the reverse. Whereas 43 percent of blacks in that

age g ;oup were enrolled in school in 1972, 47 percent of the whites were.

These Census figures on race differences in'the 18 to 19 year-old age

cohort.in 1972-are basically consistent with the NLS- data, 'which fOund that
6

47 percent of the blacks compared to 53 percent of the-whites in the High

School Senior Clacs of 1972 had attended college by 1976. In other words,
ti

unlike more recent cohorts, blacks were still going to college at a rate

lower than whites back in 1972.

In other respects, the differences between, races in-the NLS were mixed'

in the college attainment process. For example, although whites were more

likely than blacks to have entered college immediately after high school,

blacks were more likely than whites to enter later .(the delayed entrants).

Also, NLS blacks who went to college were somewhat more likely than whites

to attend f our-year instead of two-year institutions. And, in terms of who

enrolled part-time or full-time each ye'ar the result., fon blacks and

whites did not consistently differ over time.

On the other hand, blacks did drop out of college somewhat more often

than whites. But, there was'essentially no difference between these groups

in the percentage who later returned. Nevertheless, due both to the higher

attrition rate of blacks and to the fact that fewer blacks .than whi.,s

enrolled mmLui.11Lely after high school, the proportion in the total NLS

cohort who had received a BA degree by 1976 definitely favored the whites

(17 percent, versus 10 percent for the blacks). This race difference for

this cohort:is not likely to completely disappear, although it is likely ,o

decline somewhat in the next few years due.to three factors just mentioned:

That is, more blacks than whites were delayed entrants, blacks were just as
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likely as whites to come bock to college if they dropped out, and more

blacks than whites tended to avoi:s'two-year institutions--all of which in

the long run are assets when considering the number who eventually will

graduate.

One final note on race differences. Just as in the case of social

class.differences in educational attainment, it often is assumed that past'

tendencies of blacks to achieve less than whites do not really have much' to

do with measured ability but are due to more subtle forms of environmental

disadvantage, such as motivation, social labeling, family income, etc. As

summarized earlier, although part of the negative effects of coming from a

lower class background can be- xplained by the 'differences between students

in Ability, even when ability is controlled, low SES still had a significant

detrimental effect on students throughout the 'educational cycle examined.

However, the same generalization cannot be made about race differences

(with one exception). In every instance when we controlled far ability,

the black disadvantage did not just disappear, it was sharply reversed (as

shcwn graphically in Figures 23, 5, 6, and 7). What this means for'

educational policy no doubt is open to serious debate.

The one exception (and not much discdssed earlier) is the quite differ-

ent pattern for Hispanics who were less likely than middle class whites to

attend college and graduate. Unlike blacks when ability_was controlled,

Hispanics still fell below (not above) whites on most outcome variables.

The resdlts are best summarized in Figure 7, which shows Hispanics to have

lower 'graduation rates than whites in each ability quartile. In other

words, much like lower class whites but unlike blacks, there must be back-

ground factors other than ability that explain why more Hispanics did not

obtain a college degree by 1976.

C. The Effects of Sex

Census studies in recent years have been showing a slight rise in the

proportion of females and a slight fall in the proportion of males aged 18

and 19 in the U.S. population attending school or college. In fact, the

rates are now almost equal between the sexes. However, back in 1972, both

the Census and the NLS showed ,not a large but certainly a consistent differ-

ence favoring males. Fifty-four percent of the males compared to 48 percent

of the females in the NLS High School Class of 1972 had attended an academic

u
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program in college by 1976. The differences'between the sexes also tended

to vary in other matters, like who dropped out of college and.who returned,

and they varied by:race.

For example, although males were more likely than females to enroll in

&liege if they were white, among blacks the situation was reversed (more

females than malesienrolling in college). This generalization applies to

both firsttime enrollments in 1972 and to the delayed entrants.

On tAe'other hand, sex was unrelated to who. attended two-year instead

of four-year institutions; only slightly related to whether students attended

full- or part-time (females somewhat more likely to attend part-time);

unrelated to t-ho dropped out of college; and somewhat related to whether or

not a dropout returned (the rate of return being higher for males).

In the aggregate, both white and black females were more. likely than

tieir male counterparts in the ClaSs of 1972 to havegraduated on schedule.

However, as discussed earlier in this report, given the higher.proportion-
,

of males who enrolled Tn college (at least among whites) and the somewhat

hiker proportion of male dropouts of both races who returned, the gradua-

tion rate of males eventually is likely to be as high as or exceed that of

the females. This and'other.queseions raised in this report hopefully will

be answered when data from the fourth follow-up survey, conducted between 1979

and 1980, arc analyzed.
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SPECIFICATION OF CLASSIFICATION VARIABLES

Five classification variables, used to'define.basic subpopulations of

'interest, are sex, high school program, race, ability, and socioeconomic

status. The second follow-up survey included an effort to collect basic

classification information which had beenreported as missing in prior NLS

Capsule Descriptions. Significant reductions in missing data were achieved.

Sixteen sam le members wete omitted fromAex group comparisons because

of missing clas ification data. High school prdgram is defined by three

categories: general, academic, .and vocational-technical (agricultural

occupations, business or office occupations, distrirtive education, health

occupations, home economics occupations, and trade or industrial occupations).

.The classification was based upon the student's own indication of his or
c.

her high school curricular program. If the student did not provide this

information,. the Student School Record Information Form, completed by the

Survey Administrator, was used as a backup .source of data. Twenty-seven

respondents could not be classified in this respect, and they were excluded

from analyses involVing high school program group comparisons. Ethnicity

(the race variable) consisted of four categories: whitet black, Hispanic,

(i.e., Mexican-American.or Chicano, Puerto Rican, and other Latir American

origin), and other (Oriental, American Indian, etc.). Ethnic codes were

missing from 19 sample members.. For purposes of these analyses, results

were reported separately for whites, blaN, anc Hispanics. The remaining

category, a residual one, was too heterogeneous in ethnic_mixture to allow

for meaningful separate analyses and reporting. Me Hispanic gtoup was

relatively small <n = 901) and posed sample-size problems for some of the

analyses, but it was felt that this group was homogeneous enough' to allow

reP

The general academic' ability index was derived from four base-year

"Test BoOk" scores: vocabulary, reading, letter groups, and mathematics.

Factor analysis of the test scores revealed a basis for constructing a

composite score measuring general ability by forming an equally weighted

linear composite of these four tests. Each test added to the composite was

standardized to a mean of 50 and a standard deviation of 10. This summed

continuous ability score sas -then classified into a high, middle, or low

category depending upon whether the score was in the highest, middle two,

53
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or lowest quartilt. The cutting point's for defining these quartiles were
1

based upon a weighted estimate of the test score composite standard devia-

tion and the assumption that the weighted frequency distribution was nor-

aally distributed. However, because low socioeconomic students were over-
,

,sampled and socioeconomic status (SES) is correlated with ability; more

than 25 percent of the sample members fell into the lowest quartile of the

ability composite. This is because the weighted estimate of the quartile

takes into consideration that low SES (and low-abilfey) students were

oyersampled and gives an estimate of the population distribution parameters

for the senior class of 1972. 'However, since the sample was overrepresented

with low SES (and low-ability) members, it would be expected that more

members of the sample itself would be in the lowest quartile. Finally, a

substantial number of sample members (6,180) did not have test scores.

Most of these sample members were from the "resurvey" group who did not

originally participate during their senior year when testing was conducted

in the schools.

The SES is -another derived index. This index was based upon a composite

score involving five components: father's education, mother's education,

parental income, father's occupation, and a household items index. These

components were first subjected to a factor analysis that revealed a common

factor with approximately equal weights for each of the five components. A

continuous measure of,SES was then computed for each respondent by averaging

thestanddrdized components. The continuous SES score was then assigned to

a high, middle, or low category depending on whether it fell in the highest

quartile, middle two quartiles, or lowest quartile. The cutting points for

the quartiles were based upon the population SES distribution, estimated by

using sample'weights. Since schools located in foW-income areas and schools

with high proportions of minority group enrollments. were oversampled, more

than 25 percent of the sample members fell intothe lowest quartile. There

were' 205 individuals who could not be classified by SES.
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CROSSTABULATIONS

The following tables are based on weighted' data. from NLS students

who returned all three follow-up questionnaires, with a total n in most

situations of 19,015 cases. In some instanccts, such as when controlling

for ability or a student's educational plans when still in high school, .

the_total_n_is_somewhat smaller than this due to missing data in the base-

year survey.

On-occasion the number in a subgroup, such as Hispanics in the higher

ability quartile who went to college (see Table 1.2), is below 20. In all

such instances, the number rather than the percentage of students in each

category of the dependent variable is given. For clarification, these

numbers are always presented in parentheses.
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Table 1.1.--First-time enrollments from 1972 through 1976 by sex, race, SES, ability, .

high school curricului, and college plans
NW*

Time of first enrollment . Totals

Groups Never
enrolled

1972 1973 1974 1975 1 1976

Total 48.6 41.3 3.7 2.7 2.2 1.

Sex

Males 45.6 '43.2 4.2 3.3 2.2 1.5

jemmies 51.5 39.5 3.2 2.1 2.2 1.5

Race

Blacks 53.3 '33.7 4.4 3.9 2.8 2.0

Whites 47.2 43.1 3.7 2.5 2.1 '1.4

Hispanics 55.9, 32.4 3.0 2.8 3.5 2.4

Other 56.7E 33.2 *3.0 3.9 2.1 1.0

SES

Lowest quartile 69.3 .21.9 2.5 2.3 .2.2 1.7

Middle quartiles 53.2 36.6 3.8 2.7 2.5 1.5

Highest quartile 18.7 70.3 4.7 3.0 2.0 1.3

Ability

Lowest quartile 75.9 15.7 2.6 2.4 2.1 1.4

Middle quartiles 49.6 '38.8 4.1 2.9 2.8 1.8

Highest quartile 19.0 72.0 4.3 2.5 1.4 0.8

High school curriculum

General 63.4 25.1 3.5 3.1 3.2 1.8

Academia` 19.5 70:4 4.6 2.8 1.6 1.2

Vocational 79.7 12.0 2.6 2.1 2.0 1.7%

Percent
* Unweightea

n

V

1 4.0 19015

100.0 9164

100.0 9851

100.1 2485

100.0 14847

100.0 787

99.9 893

99.9 5344

100.1 9141

100:0 4475

100.1 3776

100.0 6014

100.0 3669'

100.1 6083

100.1 8178

100.1 4622

(continued)

Percentages are based on weighted data for students who return...3 hree follow-up

questionnaires.

Includes some students (less than 1 percent of the total sample) who attended college
for a short period of time but were not enrolled any October between 1972 and 1976. .
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Table 1.1.--First-time enrollments from 1972 through 1976 by sex, race, SES, ability,

high school curriculum, and "cojlege plani--Continued

A

Groups Never
-enrolled

Educational plans

after high school
**

,

NLither planned nor
wanted to attend
college 89.4

Wanted but did not
plan to attend

Planned but did not
want to attend 53.9

Both wanted and
planngd to- attend 13 8

75.9

Race by sex.

Black males .

Black females

White malts

White females

HispaniC males

Hispanic females

55.0

51.9

- 43.8

50.8

52.0,

'60.1

Race by SES

Lowest SES quartile

Blacks 60.9

Whites 73.7

Hispanics 60.4

Middle SES quartiles:

Blacks 44.7

Whites 53.6

Hispanics 50.9

Highest SES quartile

Blacks 21.7

Whites 18.3

Hispanics 1:1.6

Time of. first enrollment Totals

1972 1973 1974
1

±9751 1976
*

Percent
Unweighted

n

3.5 2.3 1.5 2.4 1.0 100.1 1713

9.1 3.6 4.2 4.3 2.9' 100.0 1124

35.9 3.9 3.3 0.8 2.3 _ 100.1 204

76.4 4.4 2.7 1.6 1.0 99.9 5582

32.7 3.7 5f2 1.J 1.6 99.9 1002

34.4
,

4.9 2.9 3.6 2.f 99.9 1483

45.0 4.4 3.1 2.2 1.5 100.0 7311

41.1 3.01-8 1.9 1.4 100.0 7536

.35.4.."-.1r.-4 3.5 2.9 2.4 100.0 390

28.8 2.1, 2.1 4.0 2.3 .00.0 397

25.9. 3.3 4.0 3.2 2.6 99.9 1570

19.6 2.2 1.5 1.8 1.2 100.0 2940

28.1 2.5 3.1 2.9 3.0 100.0 508

42.7 6.4 3.4 1.9 0.9 100.0 766

36.4 3.7 2.6 2.2 1.6 100.1 7699

36.6 3.4 2.9 4.8 1.4 100.0 232

64.4 3.7 5.1 4.1 1.0' 100.0 134

70.8 4.7 2.9 2.0 1.4 100.1 4174

48.6 6.0 0.0 1.9 1.8 99.9 45

(continued)

Percentages are based on weighted data for studenti who returned all three folloc.-u

questionnaires.
0*

Attending refers to highest level of education "would like to attain" and "plan to
attain," including anything from junior College to pro!essional school (see BQ29A
and B)
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Table 1.1.-- First -time enrollments from 1972 through 1976 by sex, race, SES, ability, t
high school curriculum, and college plans -- Continued

Groups

Time of first enrollment / Totals

Never
enrolled

"1974 1975, 1976' Percent
*I Unweighted

I

Abiity by race

Blacks
e. .

- Lowest quartile

Middle

quartile

Whitis

.Lowest quartile

Middle quartiles

Highest quartile

Hispanics

. Lowest quartile

Middle quartiles

Highest quartile

65.6 22.8 3.9 3.3 .8., 1.6

30.7 55.7 4.1 3.0 3.6 3.6

8.7 80.5 5.4 4.4" 0.0 1.0

100.0 1058

100.1 453

100.0 59

7916 13.0' 2.4 2.0 1.7 1.4 1 100.1' 2090

50.9 .37..8 14.1 2.8 2.8 1.7 1 100.1 , 5123

19.4 71.7 4.3 2.4 1.4i 0.81, 100.0 392 .

65.9 24.8 2.6 2.2 2.9 1.6 : 100.0 334

44.7 46.7 2.9 1.9 2.1 1.6 99.9 198

38.4 48.1 8.8 2.4 2.2 0.0 : 99.9 29

SES by ability

Lowest abfrifY
quartile

Lowest SES quartile

Middle SES quartiles

Highest SES quartil

. Middle ability
quartiles

Lowest SES quarti 146167.3 23.5 2.3 2.4 2.9 1.7 100.1

Middle SES quartiles 53.2 35.3 4.0 2.8 2.8 1.9 100.0 3250

Highest SES quartile 24.2 61.8 6.0 3.7 2.8 1.6 100.1 1302

1

Highest ability
quartile

Lowest SES quartile 37.4 53.4 13.3 3.6 1.2 1.1 100.0 404

Middle SES quartiles 27.0 63.3 4.2 2.8 1.8 0.9 100.0 1635

Highest S2S quartile 7.0 -.84.8 4.7 1.9 1.0 9.6 , 100.0 1630
17' I

79.5 13.2 2.3 1.6 17\,1.6 100.0 1864

77.3 14.9 2.4 2.3 1.9 1.1 99.9 1593

53.8 30.1 4.2 5.8 4.1 '2.1, 100'.1 311

J.

Percentages are based on weighted data for'students who returned all three follow-up
questionnaires.
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Table 1.2.--First-time enrollments iu Octnb.ur 1972 in two-'or four-year colleges,

by sex, race, SES, ability, high school curriculum, and college plans

Total

Sex

Males

Females

Vocational

Groups

High school curriculum

General 4

. Academic

Two -

year"

z9.6 .68.6 1.8

29.7 68.

29.6 68:5

49.0

21.9

56.6

'Type of college

Four-
year

,Type

unknocin

.1.7

1.9

48.2 2.8

76.8 1.3

.39.5 3:9

Totals .

Percents
n

100.0 7973

100.1 4036

100.0 3937

Race

Blacks 24.8 ' 737 1.5 100.0 834

Whites 29.1 , 69.2. 1.7 100.0' 654,5

Hispanics 50.0 46.5 3.5 00.0 262.

Other 36.3 60 Q' 2.9 10.0 330

SES
;

Lowest quartile 37.0 60.5' 2. 99.9 1227

Middle quartiles 34.3 63.5 2.1 . 99.9 3523

Highest quartile 22.5 76.4. \,!1.1 100.0 3213

Ability

Lowest quartile 49.2 46.3 4.6 100.1 640

Middle quartiiei 38.7 '59.6 1.8 100.1 2387

Highest quartile 17.9 81.3 0.2 100:0 2658

100.0 1569

100.0 5782

100.0 594

(continued)

Percentages are biged%n wei3hted data for students who returned all three

follow-up questionnaires.
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Table i.2.-- First-time enrollments'in Octob 1972 in two- or four-Year colleges,
by sex, race,,,SES, ability, high school cu riculum, and college plans--Continued

3

,

,Grclups
.

Type of college Totals

Unweighted)
n

ITwo- 1 Four- ! Type
year year i unknown Percent

*

Educational plans
.

after hijb school**
.z.n

Neither planned nor
wanted to attend
college 75.3

.

20.8 3.9 100.0 59

Wanted but did not
plan to attend 4512.1 39.8 8.1 100.0 104

Planned but did
not,want to attend 62.5 37.S 0.0 100.0 70

Both wanted and
planned to attend 24.4 74.4 1.2 100.0 4274

Race by sex .

Black males 27.7 70.7 1.6 100.0 315

Black females -22.8 75.8 1.4 100.0 519
White males 28.6 69.9 1.6 100.1 3401

White females 29.8 '68.5 1.8 100.1 3144

Hispanic males 54.5 42.3 3.1 99.9 1451
Hispanic agales 44.1 51.8 4.1 100.0 117

Race by SES -

Lowest SES q*artile

Blacks

'Whites

27.3,

39.6

71.3

58.5

1.4

1.9

100.0

100.0 .

406

592
Hispanics 49.2 46.9 4.0 100.1 148

Middle SES quartiles
.

Blacks 21.6 76.8 1.6 100 0 334
Whites 34.5 63.3 2.2 100.e 2936

Hispanics. 49.0 48.2 2.9 100.1 90

Highest SES quartile

Blacks 25.5 72.9 1.6 100.0 92
Whites 22.1 76.8 1.1 100.0 3009

Hispanics 57.1 39.0 3.9 100.0 24

continuedc.

Percentages are based on weighted data for students who returned all three
follow-up questionnaires.

lttending refers to highest level of education "would like to attain" and
"plan to attain," including anything from junior college to professional school
(see BQ29A and B). /
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Table 4.2.--First-tame enrollMents in October 1972 in two- or four-year colleges,
by sex, race, SES, ability, high school curriculum, and college plans -- Continued

Groups

Ability by race

Blacks

Laweit quartile

Middle quartiles

Highest quartile

Whites

Lowes q rtile

Midd rtiles

Highe t quartile

owest quartile

Middle quartiles

Highest quartile

SE by abilit

Lowest ability
quartile,

Lowest SES quartile

Middle SES quartiles

Highest SES quartile

Middle ability
quartiles

Lowest SES quartile

Middle SES quartiles

Highest SES quartile

Highest ability
quartile

,Lowesi SES quartile

Middle SES quartiles

Highest SES quartile

Type of college Totals

Two-
year

Four-
year

Type
unknow

Percent
Unweighted

n

32.0 66.1 1.9 100.0 242

18.4. 79.9 1.6 99.9 251

10.1 89.9 0.0 100.0 48

55.5 38.8 5.8 100.1 281

39.9 58.3 1.8 100.0 X959 --

17.7 81.5 0.8 100.0 2474

- 64.5 30.2 5.3 100.0 79

52.1.'. 45.8 2.1 100.0 94

(2) (14) (0) 100.0* 16

45.7 -50.6 3.6 99.9 259

48.3 45.3 6.4 100.0. 276

57.2 40.5 2.2 99.9 104

34.9 63/0 2.1 100.0 377

42.1 55.7 2.2 100.0 1187

35.2 63.7 1.0 99.9 823

28.5 70.6 A 9 100.0 220

24.1 75.1 0.9' 100.0 1050

11.7 87.6 0.7 100.0 1388

Percentages are based on weighted data for students who returned all three
follow -up questionnaires.
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Table 1.3.--Delayed entrants (first -time enrollments after October 1972) in two-

or four-year colleges, bysex, race, SES, ability, high school curriculum
N . and college plans

Type of college Totals

Groups Two-
year

Four-
year

T
unkno

Percent
* Unweighted

n

Total 50.2 47.8 2.0 100.0 1889

Sex

48.6 49.7 . 100.0 1011Males -

Females - 52.2 45.5 .3 100.0 878.

Race .

Blacks 46.6 51.5 1.9 100.0 .. 310_,

Whites 49.7 48.5 1.8 100.0 1392 t

Hispanics 70.2 29.8 0.0 100.0 98

Other 50.6 42.3 7.1 100.0 89

SES ,

.

/
Lowest quartile 48.8 49.7 1.5 100.0

ti

4

Middle quartiles 52.8 44.8 2.4 100.0 532

. Highest quartile. '46.3 52.1 1.6 100.0 474
,

Ability Nt

Lowest quartile 63.2 33.2 3.7 i 100.1 '333

Middle quartiles 51.8 46.2 2.0 100.0 682

Highest quartile 32.7 6'..1 2.3 100.1 334

High school curriculum .

General 58.1 40:5) 1.4

Academic
,

37.2 0.7 2.1

Vocatiorial 63.8 33.3 2.9

100.0 676

100.0 807

100.0 396

(continued)

Percentages are based on weiyhtci data for students who returned all three

follow-up questionnaires.
NOTE.--Sample restricted to respondents who were not enrolled in academic
programs in October 1972; delayed entrants include all first-time enrollments
in academic programs between October 1973 and Octobir 1976.

I .
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Table .3,--tfelayed entrants (first-time enrollments after October 1972) in two-
or four-year colleges, by sex, race, SES ability, high school curriculum

and college plans--Continued

Groups

Type of college' Totals

Two- I Four- Type
year year

1

0 unknown
-Percent

* Unweighted
n

Educational plans
**

after high school

Neither planned nor
wanted to attend
college 52.7 44.0 3.3 100.0 122

Wanted but did not
plan to attend 49.9 48.4 1.7 100.0 157

Planned but did not
want to attend 48.2 48.5 100.0- 24

Both wanted and
planned to attend 42.6 55'1 2.3 100.0 547

Race.bvcsex_

Black males 43.7 54.2 100.0 116

Black females 48.6 49.7 1.7 100.0 194

White males 48.7 49.8 1.5 100.0 799

White females 51.1. 46.7 2.2 100.0 593

Hispanic males 63.5 36.5 0.0 100.0 53

Hispanic females 77.8 22.2 0.0 100.0 45

Race by SES

Lowest SES quartile

Blacks 47.6 51.7 0.7 100.0 195

Whites 45.9 52.5 1.6 100.0 193

Hispanics 67.9 32.1 0.0 100.0 61

Middle SES quartiles

Blacks 50.5 45.6 4.0 100.1, 99.

Whites 52.6 45.5 1.9 100.0 754

Hispanics 73.9 26.1 0.0 100.0 31

Highest SES quartile

Blacks (4) (10) (0) 14

Whites 46.1 52.1 1.7 99.9 441.

Hispanics (1) (2) (0) 6

(continued)

Percentages are based on weighted data for students who returned.all three
follow-up questionnaires.

Attending refers to highest level of education "would like to attain" and
"pran to attar:" including anything from junior college to professionals
school (siee BQ29A and B).
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Table 1.3.--Delayed entrants (first-time enrollments after October 1972) in two-
or four-year colleges, by sex, race, SES, ability, high school curriculum,

and college plans--Continued

Groups

T

Two -

year

Ability by race

Blacks

Lowest quartile

Middle quartiles .

Highest quartile

Whites

Lowest quartile

Middle quartiles

Highest quartile

Hispanics

Lowest quartile

Middle quartiles

Highest quartile

54.1

40.6

(0)

e.7

52.6

33.7

66.6

64.1

(1)

6

SES by ability

Lowest ability
quartile

Lowest SES quartile 57.8

Middle SES quartiles 62.8

Highest SES quartile 74.8

Middle ability
quartiles

Lowest SES quartile 47.0

.Middle SES quartiles 53.5

Highest SES qualtile 51.3

Highest ability
quartile

Lowest SES quartile 13.9

Middle SES quartiles 34.3

Highest SES quartile i 35.5'

Totals

Four-
year

Type
dnknown

Percent
* Unweighted

44.7 1.1 99.9 121

57.6 1.8 100.0 . 63

(5) (1) 6

29.2 3.0 99.9
.

155

45.4 1.9 99.9 563

64,1 2.2 100.0 308

33.4 0.0 100.0 38

35.9 0.0 100.0 20

(4) (0) 5

40.9 1.3 100.0 153

30.0 7.2 100.0 131

25.2 100.0 48

52.2 0.8 100.0 128

44.6 1.9 100.0 376

45.8 2.9 100.0' 178

83.2 2.9 I 100.0 38

63.2 2.5 100.0 164

62.7 1.8 I 100.0 132

Percentages are based on weighted data for students who returned all three
follow-up questionnaires.
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Table 2.1.--Full-time and part-time undergraduate enrollments, by year and
type of college

Type of college 1972 1973. 1974

Two-year colleges

Full-time 27.2 23.9 10.7
Part-time 2.7 4.3 4.8

FoUr-year colleges

Full-time 67.3. 68.3 79.7
Part-time 1.3 2.7 3.9

Type of college

1.4 . 0.6 0.8

undetermined

/Full-time
Part-time, 0.1 0.2 0.2

Total: Percent 100.0 100.0 100.1

Unweighted n 7,690 6,804 6,347

1975'
1

: 1976

7.4 8.6
6.3 11.3

78.5 65.8
6.3 13.4

1.3 0.5
0.3 0.4

i90.1 100.0

6,r) 3,098'

Percentages are abased on weighted data for students who returned all
three follow-up questionnaires, with cases missing information on
part-time or full-time status excluded.
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Table 2.2.--Percentage pert-time of all first-time enrollments each yeas, by
type of college entered

Enrollment 972

Two-year college 9.1 *
enrollments (2,270)

Four-year college 1.9

enrollments (5,304)

All first-time 4.2

'(7,690)enrollments
**

1 1973 1974 1975 1976

32.9 43.2 56.5 62.6

(302) .'----(215) (237) (165) '

15.5 19.1 43.9 40.0

(319) (274) (167) (107)

24.5 30.2 51.1 53.7,

(633) (500) (414) (274)

*
Figures in parenthesesare the unweighted n's. Percentages of part-time

students are based on weighted data for those who returned all three
follow-up questionnaires.

**

14

Totals include some cases for whom type of college is unknown.
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Table 2.3.--Number of fall terms attended part-time
Cr

by the number of terms enrolled

,11.pi!=1111
Number of terms

ittended
part-tile

None*

One

Two

Three

Your

Five

Number of fall terms enrolled

One I Two Three Four Five

88.8 71.8
I

7.4 19.4

7.9 2.7 5.0

3.2 0.8 2.1

0.3 1.1

0.7

t

- Total: Percent

Unweighted n

72.0

28.0

71.1 68.5

18.1 20.4

10.8',

All

undergraduates

77.4

16.6

4.6

1.0

0.3

0 . 1

100.0 100.0 '100.0 100.0 100.1

1,768 1,525 1,314 3,346 1.,360

100.0

9,313

Means only

**
Percentages are b sed on weighted data for students who returned all three

follow-up question ires, with cases missing information on part-time or
full-time status e cluded.
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Table 2.4.-.-Number of fall terms attended part-time by number of terms enrolled
(October 1972 entrants only),

Number of terms
attended

part-time

Nuipber of fall terms enrolled

All
undergraduates

1

One 1 Two Three ! Four Five

Nofie 91.8 78.5 69.8 89.4 71:8 82.5

One 8.2 16.7 21.4 7.0 19.4 12.6

Two 4.8 7.5 2.5 5.0 3.6

Three 1.3 0.7 2.1 0.9

Foui 0.3 1.1 0.3

Five 0.7 0.1

Total: Percent 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.1 100.0

Unweighted n 885 1,030 1,021 3,201 1,360 7,497

Means full-time only

**
Percentages are based on weighted data for students who returned all three

follow-up questionnaires, with cases missing information on part-time or
-full-time status excluded.
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Table 2.5.--Percentage part-time undergraduate enrollments, by year and

background characteristics

1972 l 1973 1 1974 I 1975
1

I 1976

All students , 4.2 *
(7,690)

7.2

(6,804)

8.8

(6,347)

12.9
(6,100)

25.1

(3,098)

Sex %.

3.8 7.2 8.6 12.4 22.0Males
(3,868) . t3,487) (3,34) (3,224) (1,760)

Females 4.6 7.2 9.1 . 13.4 29.7

(3,822) (3,317) . 12,993) (2,8 (1,338)

Race

4.0 8.0 . 8.4 14.6, 23.4Blacks
(800) (689) (696) (652) (360)

Whites 4.0 7.1 8.8 12.3 25.2

(6,315) (5,609) (5,181) (4,991) (2,410)

Hispaft:cs 7.1 10.2 13.1 24.2 33.3

(251) (213) -1 (190) (180) -(133)

Other 5.4 7.0 7.1 13.1 20.9

(322) (291) (278) (275) (165)

SES

Lowest quartile 3.7 8.4 '''' 9.8 18.3 29.1

(1,182) (993) (881) (868) (553)

Middle quartiles - 5.4 8.1 10.0 14.8 27.5

0,376) (2,957) (2,706) (2,589) (1,340)

Highest quartile 3.,, 6.0 7.4 9.6 21.0

`c(3,128) (2,849) (2,750) (2,635) (1,,198)

Ability

7.3 17.2 16.7 23.0 32.4Lowest quartile,
(602) (502) (444) (441) (303)

Middle quartiles 5.7 9.0 12.3 17.7 27.2.

(2,311) (2,009) (1,815) (1,770) (1,040)
I

Highest quartile 2.3 4.4 5.1 8.5! 20.7

(2,606) (2,401) _ (2,282) (2,174) (920)

(continued)

Figures i .rentheses are the unweighted n's. Percentages are based on

weighted dat.. .or students who returned all three follow-up questionnaires.
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Table 2.5.--Percentage part-time undergraduate eLrollments, by year and
background characteristics--Continued

1972 I 1973 .1 1974
I

1975 I 1975

High school curriculum

General

sAcZatbmis..)

Vocational .

7.1 * '11.7 -I 13.0 19.6 29.7
(1,501) (1,218) (1,099) (1,117) (745)

2.7 ' 5.3 6.6 9.2 21.0.
(5,602) (5,086) (4,812) (4,542) (2,018)

10.5
(571)

Educational plans
after :sigh school

Neither planned nor
wanted to attend
college

Wanted but did not
plan to attend

Planned but did not'
want to attend

Both wanted and
planned to attend

17.6

17:7 23.4
,(490) (414)

28.0 27.0

35.2 39.2.

(422) (324)

47.2 44.6--
(58) (61) (55) (78) (65)

15.4 21.6 19.8 32.8' 41.4
(101; W1) t(1ll) (117) (101)

8.6 7.3 15.6 20.5 37.5
(67) (40) (38) (33) (27)

3.3 5.6 7.4 .10.2 20.7
(4,177) (3,756) (3,461) (3,254) (1,498)

Figures in parentheses are the unweighted n's. Percentages are based on
weighted data for students who returned all three follow-up,questionnaires.
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Table 2 6 --Employment, marital, anti residential status of part-time and full-tine unflergraduate enrollments and
nonenrollsents, by year and sex

Status

Percent

Enrolled, full-time

Enrolled part-time

Not enrolled

Percent married

Enrolled full-time

Enrolled part-time

Nut enrolled

Percept. living with
fr**

parents

Enrolled full -time

Enrolled part -time

Not enrolled

1972 1973

Hales I Females HalesiFestales

1974 1975 1976

Hales Females Hales 1TeeTtalei Hales [Fee, zs

39.0

(3,728)

75.7

(139)

78.4

(5,124)

... 32.9
-' (3,662)

69.7

(160)

64.3

(5,910)

44.1

(3,246)

84.4
(241)

81.3
(5,445)

42.9

(3,079)

80.1

(238)

69.8

(6,313)

45.0
(3,071)

92.9

(283)

88.1

(5,809)

45.4
(2,728)

80.2

(265)

68.9

(6,852)

49.9
(2,825)

88.2

(398)

90.6

(5,935)

52.3
(2,499)

83.1

(377)

70.9

(5,)69)

54.6
(1,378)

89.5
,382)

87.6

(7,389)

51:8
(958)

86.2
(379).

70.7 1-

(8,504)

2.0
(3,089)

8.4
(224)

15.2

(4,730)

2.7

(2,931)

15.6

(222)

34.2

(5,645)

4.1

(2,934)

16.3

(273)

24.4

(5,364)

5.2

(2,649)

19,5

(253)

43.6
(6,512)

13.7
- (1,366)

25.8
(380)

37.5
(7,365)

18/1
(953)

31.9'

(375)

51.2

(8,483)

45.0
(3,146)

63.7
(238)

58.7
(5,040)

38.3

(2,967)

60.8

. (234)

49.3

(5,972)

32.0.

(2,920)

54.5
(271)

47.5

(5,335)

25.1

(2,641).1

54.0

(254)

37.9

(6,467)

t

29.4.

(1,312)

35.tr
(974)

31.1
(7,174),

27.0

(934)

35.1

(371)

24.5

(8,286)

Figures in parentheses are the unweighted n's. Petcentages are based on weighted data for students who returned all
three 10110W-UP qUCNLI°111.131reS.

rnt

. Work status IN based on the activity state variables ACT472-ACT476.

\Marital and residential status are available on41y for the years 1971 (FQ7A, FQ4), 1974 (SQ105, SQ3), and 1976
(1Q '9, 1Q3).



Table 3.1.--Time of dropout for first-time enrollments in October 1972, by background
.characteristics

Groups

Status as of.6:tober 1976

Continuous
attendance

BA Degree
or.

bypass

First,time dropped out 1

I 1973 1974 1975 1976

TO6a1 17.8 16- .6 7.0 4.6 17.9 36.1

Sex

Males 17.3 15.6 7.4 5.6 21.8 32.3

Females 18.3 17.7 6.5 3.6 : 13.6 A0.3

Race
.

, Black!, 20.5 19.0 7.8 7.3 18.0 27.5

. .
Whites : 17.4 16.2 6.7 4.3 17.6 "37.8
Hispanics /4.5 21.6 10.5 7.9 22.0 13.4

Others
.

1

15.8 17.2 8.9 5.1 21.4 31.6

SES
1

Lowest quartile 24.9 22.4 8.0 5.6 14.7 '24.4

Middle quartiles 20.4 18.4 7.6 4.7 16.7 '12.2

Highest quartile 12%9 13.0 6.0 4.2 20.1 ,43.7
-4

Ability

Lowest quartile 28.9 27:8 7.7 7.2 16.8 11.6

Middle quartiles 21.4 19.2 7.9 5.3 20.0 26.3

Highest quartile 12.3 11.7 6.0 3.7 17.9 48.3

High school
curriculum

General 29.3 22.6 7.6 5.4 17.9 17.2

Academic 13.4 14.0 6.6 4.4' 18.2 43,4

Vocational 32.0 27.0 9.1 3.1 14.5 12.4

Totals

------T-
c, n

100.0 -7,973

109.0 4,036

100.0 3,937

loo.1 834

100.0 6,545

99.9 262

100.0, 330

100.O 1;227

100.0,

99.9

3,523

3,213

ei

100.0 640

100.1 2,387

99.9 2;658

100.0 1,569

100:0 5,782

100.1 594

(continued)

If a student dropped out but returned and received a degree on schedule, he or
she is classified as a degree holder. Also, persons are listed as "BA bypass." if
they had no degree but wer enrolled in October 1976 in graduate or professional
school.
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Table 3.1.--Time of dropout for first-time enrollments in October 1972, by background
characteristics -- Continued

t

Groups

status as of October.1976

First time dropped out

197371 .1974 1975 1976

Continuous

Degree
or *

attendance bypass

Totals

% i n

Race by sex

Black males

Black females

White males

White fem (es'

Hispanic Males

Hispanic females

.21.7 20.5 5.0

19.6 17.9 9.8

16.7 15.1 7.5

18.r 17.5 5.9

,25.7 18.8 12.5

22.9 25.4 7.9

Race by SES

Lowest SES uattile

acks 25,6 21.3 7.1

Whites 24.7 22.6 7.9

Hispanics ' 23.5 24.0 12.7

Middle SES quartiles,

Blacks

Whites

Hispanics

Highest SES quartile

Racks 14:10 1374- 5:2

Whites 13.1 13.1 5.8-

Hispanics 1 5.4 11.0 14.4

16.6 18.0 '.9.3

20.6, 18.3 7.5

31.7 21.6 6.2

7.2

7.3

5.3

3.1

9.0

6.6

21.8

15.2

21.7

12.9

21.9

22.1

23.9

30,1

33.8

42%3

12.1

15.2

5.4 15.9 24.8

4.8 27.5

7.8 21.5 10:6

\ 8.7 20.1 " '27.3

.4 15.9 33.3

7. . 20.3 12.4

9.

4. 20.1 43.9

9.0 30.3 30.0

100:1 315

99.9 519°

100.1 3,401

99.9 3,144

100.0 145

106.1 117

100.1 406

100.0 592

100:1 148

100.0 334

100.0 2,936

100.0 90

100:0-- -92-

100.1 3,069

'100.1 24

(continued)

If a student dropped out but returned and received a degree on schedule, he or
she is classified as a degree holder. Also, persons are listed as "BA bypass" if
they had no degree but were enrolled in October 1976 in graduate or professional

a
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Table 3.1.--Time of dropout for first-'time enrollments'in October 1972, by background
characteristics--Continued

Groups'

Status as et

First time dropped but

1973 1974 1975 1 1976

Ability by race

Blacks`

Lowest quartile

Fuddle quartils

Highest quartile

23.4 26.3 9.0 6.8

4 18.3 15.0 9.0 8.4

11.2 3.7 0.0 5.6

Whites

Lowest quartile 32.4 28.2 6:3 6.8
.

.,,ddla quartiles. 21.9 19.7 7.5 4.8

Highest quartile 12.5 11.7 6.1 3.8

}1isPiSIL's

Lowesi\quartile 32.6 29.7 8.4 9.0

Middle timartiles 19.3 21.2 10.4 8.6

Highest cpisrtile (1) (1) (1) (0)

SES by ability

Lowest ability
quartile

Lowest SES quartile 31.6 27.2 7.5 4.8

Middle SES q6artiles 28.9 31.0 8.2 7.2

Highest SES quartile 24.1 21.8 6.8 12.0

Middle ability
_quartiles_ - --

c

Lowest SES quartile 23.1 24.1 7.8 7.8

Middle SES quartiles 23.7 19.6 8.3 5.1

Highest SES quartile 17.6 16.9 7.3 4.6

Highest ability
quartile

LowestLowest SES quartile 17.0 18.6 7.4 '4.4

Middle,$ES quartiles 14.9 14.4 6.9 3.7

Highest'SES quartile 9.8 8.8 5.1 1.7

October 1976

{

BA Degree
Continuous or *'

attendance bypass

20.3 14.3

17.8 31.6

21.3 58.2

Totals

100.1 242

100.1 251

100.2 48

.

14.0 12.3 100.0 281
4

19.9 26.1
4

99'.9 1,959 -,-

17.5 44.4 100.0 2,474

18.4 1.9 100.0 79

26.6 14.0 100.1 94

(4) (9) 16

, .

16.9' 11.9 99.9 259

12.3 12.3 99.9 276

,25.9 9.5 100.1 104

- _ _t _

14.8 22.4 100.0 377

17.7 25.6 100.0 1,187

25.0 28.6 100.0 823
)

16.0 36.6 10C.0 220

17.7 42.4 100.0 1,050

18.3 54.3 100.0 2,383

ON,

If a student dropped out but returned and received a.degree on schedule, he or
she is classified as a degree holder. Also, persons are listed as "BA bypass" if
they had no degree but were enrolled in October 1976 in graduate or professional
school.
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Table 3.2.--Time of dropout for first-time enrollments in October 1972, by type of

college attended and other controls

Croupy

Status as of October 1976
Su.

TotalsFirst time dropped out
i

Continuous
attendance

BA Degree
or *

bypass1973 1974 1975 1976 % n'

Total
. . .

Two-year college 28.5 27.6 9.3 5.4 15.9 13.3 100.0 2. ,335

\

Four-year college 13.3 11.7 5.8 4.3 18.7 46.2 100.0 5,503

Race by type
.

of college

Two-year

Blacks 30.8 33.9 10.4 5.5 11.5 7.9 100.0 217

\Whiter 28.6 26.9 9.0 5.0 16.4 14.1 100.0 1,861

\Hispanics 31.2 29.9 11.4 9.1. 13.7 4.6 99.9 '132

Four-year

Blacks 16.7 11.8 6.9 8.0 20\1 0

.

34.5 99.9 602

Whites 13.0 11:6 A 4 0 10.0 47.9 100.1 4.579

Hispanics 17.6 13.7 8.1 5.1 ?1.6 23.9 100.0 122

SES by type
.

of college

Two-year

Lowest quartile 35.0 32.4 9.6 5.9 9.3 7.8 100.0 456

Middle-quartiles. :28.9 27.7 8.9- 52 -15.6- 13.6 99.9 1,185

°Highest quartile 24.7 24.9 9.6 5.5 19.7 15.6 100.0 .691

Four-year -

Lowest quartile 18.'6 15.7 6.3 5 '..) 18.3 35.5. 99.9 745

Middle quartiles 16.0 12.8 6.7 4.5 17.3 42.6 99.9 2,26'8

Highest quartile 9.1 9.7 51 3.k 20.0 51.8 100.0 2,486
r

(continued)

If a stud-nt dropped out but returned and received a degree on schedule:h. or

she\is ciassilied as a'degree holder. Also, persons are listed as "BA bypass' if

they Ind no degree but were enrolled in October 197E in graduate or professional

school.
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Table 3.2.--Time' of dropout for firge-time enrollments in October 1972, by type of
college attended and other controls--Continued

Groups

. Status as of October 1976

TotalsFirst time dropped out
Continuous
attendance

BA Degree
or

bypass
*

1973 1974 1975 1976

SES by ability and
type of college

Lowest ability
quartile

Lowest SES
quartile 44.1 2B.6 9.9 5.6 5.6 6.3 100.\ 117

Middle SES
quartiles 30.2 38.9 6.6 5.6 9.5 9.1 99.2k-. 131

Highest SES
quartile 26.5 25.1 7.9 11.5 . 25.1 4.0 100.4 54,,

Middle ability
quartiles

Lowest SES
quartile 28.3 38.0 9.4 8.6 7.9 7.9 100.1 129

Middle SES
quartiles 31.3 26.2 9.9 5.6 15.1 11.9 100.0 484

SES
quartile 29.3' 26.5 8.4 4.2 21.3 10.3 100.0 272

Highest ability
quartile

Lowest SES
quartile 23.4 40.1 9.5 5.9 13.9 7.2 57

t

Middle SES
quartiles 24.6 22.9 8.2 6.0 21.3 17.0 100.0 '244

Highest SES
quartile 19.4 19.0 14.4 5.6 17.0 24.7 100.1 164

Four-year colleges

quart

Lowest SES
quartile 20.1 24.7 5.1 4.4 27.7 17.9 99.9 131

Middle SES
quartiles 30.2 :8.0 11.1 8.5 17.1 '15,1 100.0 129

Highest SES
quartiles 22.0 1:.3 5.7 13.3 26.i 14.5 100.0 47

te

If a student dropped o'tt but returned and received
she is classified as a degree holder. Also, persons
they had no degree but were enrolled in October 1976
school.

(continued)

a degree on schedule, he or
are 1istea as "BA bypass" if
in graduate or professional
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Table 3.2.--Time of dro out for first-tim enrollments in October 1972, by type of

Groups

college attended and other controls--Continued

Status as of October 1976

First time dropped out 1

1973 1974 1 1975

BA Degree
Continuous or

1976 attendance bypass

Totals

n

F

piddle ability
quartiles

Lowest SES
.quartile

Middle SES
quartiles

Highest SES
quartile

Highest ability
quartile

Lowest SES
quartile

Middle SES
quartiles

Highest SES
qu4rtwile

20.7 ," 16.2

18.6 14.4

11.5 11.8

13.6 9.9

11:9 11.5

8.6 7.5

5.6 7.3' 19.1 31.1 1 100.0 242

6.4 4.7 19.2 36c- 99.9 679

6.6 4.9 26.3\ 38.9 100.0. 542

6.6- 2.8 17.1 49.0 100.0 161

6.5 3.0 16.7 50.3 99.9 796

3.9 3.4 18.5 58.1 100.0 1,213

If a student dropped out but returned and received a degree on schedule, he'or
she is .classified as a degree holder.' Also, persons are listed as "BA bypass" if
they had no degree but were enrolled in October-1976 in graduate or professional
school.



Table :'1.3.--Percentage of dropouts who returned, by sex, SES, aptitude, and type
of college attended, each crossclassified by race

Groups Blacks Whiten Hispanics-. All students

. Sex

Males

Females

**
29.5 (483) 30.8 (3,113) 24.0 (182) 30.5 (3,942)

30.3 (185) 33.3 (1,616) 24.1 (102) 32.8 (1,981)

28.9.(298) 27.9 (1,497) 23.8 (80) 27.9'(1,955)

SES

Lowest quartile 33.0 (270) 25.2 (401) 24.6 (109)' 26.6 (828)

Middle uartiles 25.1 (180) 25.3 (1,612) 24.9 (61) 25.7 (1,939)

Highest quartile :s4.8 (30) 40.5 (1,095)' (2) (12) 40.1 (1,166)

Aptitude

Lowest- -4 qurt-rtile--- 28.2 (177) 21-1-___(261) 18.8_ (72) ", --22.7 (-539)-

Middle quartiles

Highest quartile

38.1 (125) 26.9 (1,142) 28.6 (53) .27.7 (1 64)

'(2) (5) 40.7 (866) (1) (6) 41.3 917)

***
Type of college

Two-year 26.1 (160) 26.3 (1,195) 20.5 (96) 26.4 (1,526)

Four -ye ( 33.3 (208) 38.5 (1,385) 33.2 (48) 38.0 (1,699)

Includes blacks, whites, Hispanics, and students of other racial or ethnic
minorities.

** \
....

F-i-gu-res--i--n-parentheses:apon-whac-h-pe-reent-ages are-based-u--using weighted,

data. . -

Includes only October 1972 college entrants.
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Table 3.4--Percentage of ,dropouts who returned, by SES and crossclassified by
aptitude and type of college entered

Dropout'-

Socioeconomic status (SES)

Lowest quartile *i Middle quartiles li_snest quartile

A1-1--students

Aptitude

Lowest quartile

Middle quartiles

Highest quartile

-26-7648284 25.7 (119-94

25.7 (218)

29.3 (246)

30.3 (108)

19.9 (246)

24.0 - (712)

34.6 (431)

Two -year college
**'

entrants

Aptitude

Lowest quartile

Middle quartiles-

Highest quartile

_8.5 (93)

26.0 (40)

18.8 (99)

--22.6 (318) 33.7----(174)

34.2 (133)

24.1 (74)

33.3 (406)

51.9 (378)

21.0 (32)

Four-year college
WIC

Highest quartile

*

Middle quartiles

%

quartile.

31.3 (106) .

36.9 (5i)

33.5 (49)

31. (261)

23.3 (75)

36.3 (233)

34.8 (86)

.

24.5 (22)

36.1 (167)

61.7 0146)

.

Figures --ia-pa-rent-hrses -are -n-'s upon-mbicit percentages- -are -ba-sed , using wei-ghted-

data. ,

includes only,October 1972 college entrants.
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Table 4.1.--Undergraduate degree and enrollment status as of bctober 1976, by sex
and race

Status

SeX

Total

Race

MalesIfemales Blacks WhitesjHispanicjC. ,rs

A. Never enrolled

B. BA Degree or bypass

(1)p3efore Oct '75
(2) Oa'75 - April '76
(0) May - June '76
(4) July - Oct '76
(5) Date undetermined

(6) BA bypass*

(subtotal)

Current undergraduates=

1

(1) 1n-5-year programs ...,
(2) Have 21year degrees
(3) No academic degree

(subtotal)

D. Academic college dropouts

(1) Have 2-year e.egrees

(2) Prior October enroll-
.

-ment-but7iao-degrees .

(3) Some college but no
_

degree and no October
enrollment

(subtotal)

**
Total: Percent

Unweighted n

47.2 44.2 50.2 5.1.6

0.6 0.4 0.9 0.6
1.3 0.7 1.9 0.9

10.8 10,7 10.9 6.4
1.5 1.6 1.5* 1.0
0.7 0.5 0.$ 0.7

0.4 0.4 0.3 0.5

(15.3) (14.3) (14.3) (10.1)

0.5 0.8 Q? 0.3
9.1 9.A 1.7 1.1

13.5 15.8 11.1 14.7

'(16.1) (19.2) (13.1) (16.1)

3.1 2.9. 3,4 1.4

-18-74-16:3----1978-17-4-

0.8 0.8 0.8, 1.2

(21.3) (22.1) (20.5) (22.4)

99,9 99.8 100.1 100.2

19,015 9,164 9,851 2,485

45.9' 54.5 56.0

0.7 0.5 0.1
1.4 0.3 0.5

11.9 2.1 8.1i

1.7 0.7 1.1

0.7 0.4

0.4 0.5 0.4

(16.8) (4.7) (10.6)

0.5 0.5 0.6
9.9 1,A 9.S

.13.3 14.1 13.0

(16.0) ( 6.4) (16.1)

3.4 ' 3.0 1.5

17.1 20.4 15.1

0.8 0.9 0.6

(21.3) (24.3) (17.2)

100.0 k 99.9 99.9

14,847 787 893

J.

Persons listed as "BA bypass" have no Bachelor's degree but are enrolled in
graduate or professional school.

*J.

Percentages are based on weighted data for students who returned all three
follow-up questionnaires.
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Table 4.2.--Undergraduate degree and enrollment status as of October 1976, by
SES and ability quartiles

Status
SES quartile

Low I Middle 1 High

Ability quartile

Low j Middle High,

A% Never enrolled , 68.1
1

51.6 17.6 74.7 47.9

B. BA Degree or bypass

0.3 0.4 1.5 0.1 0.3(1) Before.0a '75
(2) Oct'75 - April '76 : .... 0.7 1.0 2.5 0.2 1.0
(3) May - June '76 3.7 8.9 21.9 1.1 7.1
(4) July - Oct '76 0.6 1.1 3.2 0.2 1.3
(5) Date undetermined 0.2 0.5 1.4 0.3 0.5

(6) BA bypass* 0.2 0.4 0.6't 0.2 0.3

(subtotal) (5.7) ( 2.3) (31.1) (2.1) (10.5)

C. Current; undergraduates

0.2 0.4 1.2_ 0.1 0.5(1) In 5-year programs
(2) Have'2-year degrees 1.01 2.2 3.1 0.5. 2.7
(3) No academic degree 9.0 11.3 22.2 6.9 12.9

(subtotal) .
/

.(10.2) (13.9) (26.5) (7.5) (17.1)

i

D. Academic college dropouts

1.9 3.6 3.5 1.5 4.4(1) Have 2-year degrees
(2) Prior October enrollment

but no,agrees" e : 13.4 17.8 20.5 13.4 19.2
(3) Some

0.9

1college_hut__no-

0.7 0.8 0.7 0.8

degree and no October
enrollment

(subtotal) '(16.0) (22.3) (24.8) (15.6)424.4)

Total: Percent
**

;100.0 100.1 100.0 99.9 99.9

1

Unweighted n 5344 9141 4475 3776 6014
I

17.9

1.4
42.8

2N.8
3.2

, 1.3

0.7

(35.2)

1.2

2.6

20.7

(24.5)

3.0 )

18.

0.8

(22.2)

99.8

3669

Persons listed as "BA bypass" have no Bachelor's degree areenrolled in
graduate or professional school. ,

Percentages are based on weighted data for students who returned all three
-w -up questionnaires.

4 *
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Table 4.3--Undergraduate,degree and, enrollment status as of October 1976,
by high school ciirriculum and educational plans

Curriculum
'18*

Educational plans

Status GenerallAcad.IVocational No-No i Yes-No l No-Yes i Yqs-Yes

A. Never enrolled 62.0 28.3 78.2 88:0 73.7 51.6 12.8

B. BA Degree or bypass
i 0.3 1.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.4(1) Before Oct 76

(2) Oct'75 - April '76 0.5 2.5 0.1 0.0 0.3 2..7

(3) flay - June '76 2.8 22.5 0.9 0.0 1.4 2.2 22.4

(4) July - Oct '76 0.6 3.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.3 3.1

(5) Date undetermined 0.2 1.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3
.. *

(6) BA bypass

(subtotal)

0.2

(4.6)

0.7

(31.3)

0.1

(1.4)

0.0

(0.0)

0.1

(1.9)

0.4

(3':2)

0.7

(31.6)

C. Current undergraduates
0.3 0.9 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 1.2(1) In 5-year programs

(2) Have 2-year degrees 1.5 3.4 0.8 0.6 0.8 1.4 3.5

(3) No academic degree

(subtotal)

10.6

(12.4)

20.0

(24:3)

6.1

(7.0)

3.2

(3.8)

8.3

(9.2)

10.4

(11.8)

21.9

(26.6)

D. Academic college dropouts i

Tr) Have 2-year degrees ..1 _.2.7 4.1 2.1 2.0 1.8 5.4 4.3

(2) Prior October enroll-
sent but no dosrook,, 17 L 71.L 10.4 5.6 12.0 27.0 24.1

(3) Some college but no
degree and no October
enrollment 1.0 0.6 0.9 0.4 1.4 1.0 0.6

(subtotal) (21.1) (26.1) (13.4) (8.0) (15.2) (33.4) (29.0)

Total: Percent 100.1 100.0 100.0 99.8 100.0 100.0 100.0

Unweighted n 683 817.8 4622 1713 1124 204 5582

Persons listed as "BA bypass" have no Bachelor's degree but are enrolled in
graduate or professional school.

Percentages are based on weighted data for students who returned all three
follow-up questionnaires.

***
Codes: "No-No" means neither planned nor wanted to attend college.

des -No" means wanted but did not plan to attend.
*No-Yes" means planned but did not want to attend.

I

"Yes-Yes" means both wanted and planned to attend.
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Table 4.4.--Undergraduate degree and enrollment status as of October 1976, by sex
by race r

Status

Blacks Whites Hisganics

Males I FemalesMales Females Males ! Females

A. Never enrolled 53.1 50.5 42.4 49.5 50.9 58.2

B. BA Degree or bypass

0.2 0,9 0.5 0.9 0.2 0.8(1). Before Oct. '75

(2) Oct '75 - April '76 '0.3 1.4 0.8 2.0 0.5 0.2

(3) May - June '76 5.8 6.8 11.8 12.0 2.1 2.1

(4) July - Oct '76 0.7' 1.1 1.8 1.6 0.7 0.6

(5) Date uudeterm,aed 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.8 0.3 0.8

(6) BA bypass
*

0.6 0.4 0.4 0.3 1.1 0.0

(subtotal) (8.3) (11.3) (15.8) (17.6) (4.9` (4.5)

C. Current undergraduates

0.i

.o.p

0.3
1.2

0.8

2.8.

0.2

1.7

0.2

2.1

0.9 '

1.4
(1) In 5-year programs ,

(2) Have 2 -year degrees

(3) No academic degree 15.14 14.1 16.1' 10.5 15.2 13.0

(subtotal) (1614) (15.6) (19.7) (12.4) (17.5) (l .3)

D. Academic college dropouts'

1.2 "3.1 3.8 2.6 3.5(1) "have 2-year degrees
(2) Prior October enroll-

ment but no degrees 20.1 18.3 15.9 23.7 17.1

(3)-Some college but no
degree and no October -

enrollment 1.0 1.3 0.8 0.8 .5. .1.3

(subtotal) ( 2.1) (22.6) (22.2) (20.5) (26.8) (21.9)

**
Total: Percent 99.9 100.0 , 100.1 100.0 100.11 49.9

Unweighted n 1002 1483 7311 7536 390 397

'ersons listed as "BA bypass" have no Bachelor's"degree but are enrolled in
graduate or professional school.

**
Percentages are based on weighted data for students who returned all three

follow-up questionnaires.
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Table 4.5.--thmiergraduate degree and enrollment status as of October 1976, by race by SES

Status

A. Never enrolled

B. BA Deg ^ee or bypass

(1) Before Oct '75
(2) Oct '75 -Aprii '76
(3) May - June '76
(4) July - Oct '76
(S) Date undetermined

(6) BA bypass*

(sestotal)

fH Current undergiadaates

i (1) li 5-year programs
(2) Nov 2-year degrees
(3) No academic degree

(subtotal) ........

P. Academic college dropouts

(1) Have 2-year degrees
(2)-Prior October enrollment

but no degrees
(3) Some college but no dearee

sad no October enroll»
nest

(subtotal)

Lowest SES quartile I Middle SES quartiles.

Blacks Hispanics Blacks

59.4 2.7 58.7

0.6 0.2 0.4
0.8 0.7 0.5
4.5 ' 3.8 1.1

0.4 0.6 1.1

0.5 0.1 0.2

0.3 0.1 0.2

(7.1) (5.5) (3.5)

0.3 0.1 0.7
0.9 1.0 1.6
13.4 6.7 13.4

(14.6) (3.8) (15.7)

Hi hest SES quartile

Whites Hispanics

42.7 1 52.0 50.0

0.7 0.4 0.4
1.2 1.0 0.0
7.7 9.2 2.8
1.5 1.2- 0.0

0.9 0.5 1.0

0.8 0.4 0.4

(12.8) (12.7) (4.6)

0.1 0.4 0.3
1.2 2.2 2.5

15.0 10.1 13.4

(16.3) (13.4) (16.2)

0.9 2,2 3.0 2.3 3.8 2.8

16.9 11:1 18.1 24.9 17.4 25.6

-N

1.2 0.5 0.$ 1.1 0.9 0.9'

(19.0) (1318) (21.9) (28.3) (22.1) (29.3)

Blacks Whites Hispanics

20.4 17.2 39.4

0.4 1.6 1.6

0.9 2.6 0.0

18.4 22.2 7.0

3.6 3.3 0.0

2.5 1,4 1.8

0.4 0.5 4.1

(26.2) (31.6) (14.5)

1.1 1.2 0.0

2.0 3.2 0.0
24.8 22.2, 22.8

(27.9) (26.6) (22.8)

1.0 3.5 4.4

23.6 20.5 26.6

0.9 0.8 2,3

(25.5) (24.8) (23.3)

**
Total: Percent

Usweighted

100.1 99.11 99.8

1570 2940 SOS

100.1 100.2 100.1

766 7699 232

100.0 100.2 100.0

134 4174 45

Persons listed as "BA bypass" have no Bachelor's degree but are enrolled in graduate or ptDfessional school.

Percentages are based on weighted data for students who returned all three follow-up questionnaires.
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Table4.6.--Undergraduate degree and enrollment status as of October 1976, by ability quartile by race

i .

Status

Nlacks Whites Hispanics

Low
ability

Middle:

ability
High
ability

Lo4
ability

Middle
ability

High
ability

Low 'Middle I High
ability ability ability

. -

A. Never r rolled s r. 64.: 29.7 7.0 78.6 49.1 18.3 64.5 43.3 34.2

E BA Degree or bypass . ,-

(1) Before Oct '75 0.2 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 1.4 0.0, 0.3 6.0
(2) ftt '75 -April '76 0:2 2:6 0.0 0.2 1.0 3.0 0.2 0.4 0.0
(3) May - June '76 1.7 10.4 35.5 1.1 6.9 25.8 0.0 4.0 12.5
(4) July - Oct '76 0.4 1.9 6.0 PA % 1.3 3.1 0.4 0.4 3.4
(5) Date undetermined 0.5 1.2 4.7 0.2 ° 0.4 1.2 0.0 0.7 ro.o

(6) BA bypass
*

0.5 0.6 1.9 0.1 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 0.0

(subtotal) (3.5) (17-:7) (48.1) (1.0) (,10.2) (35.2) (0.9) (6.5) (31.9)

C. Current undergraduates
.

(1) In 5-year programs 0.1 0.5 2.0 '0.1 0.5 1.2 0.2 0.0 1.9
(2) Have 2-yeac degrees 0.8 1.7 0.0 0.3 2.8 2.6 1.1 2.7 4.5
(3) No academic degree' 11.9 20,.8 24.2 5.2 13.3 20.4 9.9 20.2 5.1.

...

(subtotal) (12.8) (23.0) (26.2) (5.6) (If 6) (24.2) (11.2) (22.9) (11.5)

D. Academic college dropouts .'

(1) Have 2-year.degrees 14 1.5 0.0 1.6 4.7 3.2 2.3 4.5 2.8
(2),Prlortactober enrollment

but no degrees 17.5 27.5 16.9 11.9 18.6 18.4 20.1 22.3 15.3
(3) Some college but no degree

and no Oftober enrollment ..,

i(subtotal)

0.8

(19.5)

0.6

(29.6)

1.7

/.18.6)

0.7

(14.2)

0.8

(24.1)

0.8

(22.4)

0.9

.(23.3)

0.5

(27.3) r

4.2

(22.3)

Total: Percent 100.0 100.0 99.9 100.2 100;0 100.1 99.9 100.0 99.9

Unveighted n 1058 453 59 2090 5123 3432 334 198 29

Persons listed as "BA bypass" have no Bachelor's degree but are enrolled in Araduate or professional school.

Percentages are based on weighted data for students who returned all three follow-up questionnaires.



Table 4 7.--Undeigraduate degrre and eniollateot status as of October 1976, by SES,by'ability

A. Nrverenrolled

e' 1111411UVe.S.°1-12.

howest

Lowest

SES

78.8

ability

r
SES

Luartile

Highest'
SES

Middle

Lowest

SES

ability narti les_ __211hest

Lowest
SES

Diddle
SES

[ Hightes

SES

63

J
Middle

SES
Highest

SES

75.9 52.2 65.8 51.2 23.0 36.1 25.S

(1) Before Oct '754 0.1 0.0 0,4 0:2 0.4 0.4 1.2 0.6 2.3
(2) Oct '75 - April '76 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.9 1.9 4.0
(3) Hay - June '76 0.9 1.3 1.3 3.8 6.3 12.2 14.1 20.9 3t.4
.(4) July - Oct '76 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.6 1.0 2.7 1.1 2.3 t. 4.5
(5) Date undetermined 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.1 0.5 0.7 0.6 1.0 1..8

(6) RA bypass
*

0.2 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.7

(subtotal) 1.8 2.1 2.9 5.4. 9.5 17.9' 19.6 27.4 46.7

C. Cnrre.nt undergraduates

(1) In 57year programs 0:1 0.0 0.8 0.2 0.3 1.4 0.7, 0.9 1.5
(2)41nve 2-year degrees 0.7 0.2 1.3 0.9 2.5 5.1 2.4 3.7' ' 1.7
(3) No academic degree 6.5 5.6 14.9 10.1 12.1 - 21.9 15.4 17.5 25.2

(subtotal) . 7.3 5.8 17.0 11.2 14.9 28.4 . 18.2 22.1 : 28.4

D. Acadtrmic college dropouts

0:8 2.0 1.8 3.2 4.6 5.1 5.1 3.6 2,0(I),/lave 2-year degrees
(2) Prior October enrollment

but no degrees 11.0 13.3 .24.8 13.7 19.0 24.8 20:4 20.2 ,41.1

(3) Some college but' no degree
and no October eurmIlment 0.5 0.9 1.3 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.4 1.1 0.:

(subtotal) 12.3 16.2 27.9 17.6 24.5 30%6 25.9 24.9 18.6
/1/-

Total: Percent 100.2 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.1 99.9 99.8 99.9 100.0

-Unweighted n
_ -

1864 1593 311
1

1461 3250 1302 404 1635 100

Persons listed ar."BA bypass" have' to Bachelor's degree but are enrolled In graduate or professional school.

Percentages are based on weighted data for students who returnedo,all three follow-up questionnaires.
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4,8.--Undergraduate degree and enrollinent status for all first-time enrollments
in ,October 1972, by sex, race,.SES, ability, high school curriculum'

and college plans.

Abia

't

.

Groups

7

,
.

Sta us as of Octob r 1976
,

.-
* -

BA.Degree
or bypass

Current
undergrads.

College
dropouts "4, n

Total 36.1 27.1 36.9 100.1. 7973
.

Sex

Males

Females '

32.3

40.3

.

.

316

22.0

\..
36.1

37.7

.

100.0

100.

4036

39,370

/

Race

,

27.5

37.8

13.4

31.6

27.9

26.6

31.

'32,7

44.6

35.6

55.61106.0262
35.7

,
aoo.o

100.0

1.=

100.0

834

/6545

r

330

ttl,

Blaciks
4

Whites

Hispanic's

'Others

SES
.

24.4

32.2

43.7

, ._

6

,

,

24.8

25.3.

., 29.6

,

.

50.8.

42.5

26.7

100.0

100.0

100.0

1227

3523

3213

Lowest quartile

Middle quartiles

Highest quatile

,. . .. .

lity

Lowest.quartile 11.6 24.3 64.1 106.0 640

Middle quartiles' 4 26.3 29.5 44,2 100.0 2387

Highest quartile . 48.3 27.8 24.0 106.1 ' 2658

High school curriculum
.1

General 1.7.2 27.9 54 99.9 1569.

Academic 43.4. 7.1 29.6. 100.1 5782

Vocatibnal 12.4 - 25.0 62.6 100.0 594

(continued)
, * .

Percentages-are based ssorgy weighted data for st4eats who returned all three
foll4w-dp questionnaires. q

4,
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Table 4.8. Undergraduate degree enrollment status for all first -time enropmenti
in Octobei 1972, by sex, race, SES, ability, high school curriculum

p and college plans .

o .

States as of October 1976 4* ,

4
TotalsGroups ,

/

BA Degree Current
or bypass -undergrads

College
.dropouts , %,' 1 n

.Total 36.1 27.1
.

36.9 f 100.1 7973

Sex

32.3

40.3
.

.

'31.6

. 22.0

.
36.1

-.-3 '37.7
.,

..1

.

100.0

100.0

4036

3937

Males
. 0
Females

Rare

27.5'

37.8

13.4

' 31.6

,

.

27.9

26.6

31.0
.

32.7

t
44.6

55.6

35%7

.

*-

. -

f'.'
100.0

100.0

1000

100.0

4

'

,
-834

6545.

262,
-'..)

330

Blacks
.

.,- Whites

Hispanics .

Others

SES
-

-24.4 .

32.2

43.1
,

j

24.8

.25.3

,9.6`

50.8

42..5'

. .-°26.7

.

100.0'

100.0'

100.0.

.

1227

3523 ,

3213

Lowest quartile

Middle quartilcs

Highest quartile

Ability' , -

11.6

26.3

_ :48,-3_:--
-4--

24.3

29.5
:.

-27-8-

64.1

,
44:2

-----2410 -V-

.

, .

100.0

100.0

100.1

-640

2387/

02658

LoWesequartile
,

Middle quartiles
. ,.,

:_ Highest_quar_tili____:.
I.I.-.....

,

High -School curriculum

17.2

13.4

12.4

-.

27.9

. .27.1

.25.0

.

54.8

\ 29.6

62.6

,

-99.9

loci

= 100.0

1569

5782

594

General

Academic:

Vocational

(continued)
/

. .

Percentages are based on wc,gh*.1 ata for students who returned all three
follow-up questionnaires. -
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Table-4.8.--Undergraduate degiee and enrollment)st atus for all, first-timeLerrfollments
..

$ in October 1972,"by sex,- race, SES, ability, high salool curriculum .

and college plus -- Continued '

Status as of October 1976

Groups BA
or

Degree
bypass

Current'

undergrads
College
.dropouts

Totals

..)

g.

'

.

% n

Atility by face .

.

I

,..

,,

8

14.3,

31.6

58.2.

,-

-12.3

2.6:..1

48.4

1.9

14:0

.(9)

'

)

30.1

29.1

23.9

19.9

29.3

27.4

25.7

.36.B

(4)

'

,

55.'6

39.2

N.7 9.

67.8

44.6.

.24.2

72.5"

49:2

(3)

100.0

. 99.9'

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0
a,

100.1

100.0

242

251

48

4,

'281

1959

2474

79

94

16

Blacks r

Lowest quartile

MidlleAuartiles

Highest qUartile

Whites ,

Lowest. quartile

?

Middle quartiles

":ghest quartil

Hispanics

Lowest
\

quartile

Middle quartiles

Highett quartile

SES by ability

'

11.9

12.3'

9.5

22'.4

25.6

28.6

36.6

42.4

54.3

34.7

114

25.7

20.0

30.5

.26.6

26.6

'25.0

27.3

28.5

,

1:

"62.4

67.6

60.0

51.0

47.8

36.7

38.3

30.4

'17.1 c

100.0

99.9

100,0

.4100.0

100.0

100.0

99.9

100.1

99.9

259

,276

104

377

1187

823

220'

'1050

1
C

388

Lowest ability quartile

Lowest SES' quartile

Middle SES quartiles

' Highest SES quartile

Middle ability.quartiles

-Lowest SES quartile

Middle SES quartiles

Highest SES quartile

Highest.ability quartile

.Lowest SES quartile

Middle SES quartiles

Highest SES quartile

Percentages are based on weighted data for students who returned ail three.
'follow-up questionnaires. ,ss--

91

99
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T4le 4.9:--Undergraduate:degree and enrollment. status,as of October 1976) by type

oft college (October 1972 entrants only)

C

sit
Status

,

,BA Degree iprbyp,ass.

Before OC '75

Oct '75 - April.'76

May - June "16

July.-:Oct '76

Date undetermined

BA bypass

\ (subtotal)

Current

. In 5-year programs

Have 2nrear degrees

flo.academic degrd 11,

-(subto

q Academic college dropouts.

. Have 2 -year degrees.

Prior October enrollment
but no degrees'

4(subtoial)

Type of college enrolled in 1972
All

Two - .year' .Four-year college Oct. 1972

institutions or university A entrants

(.-6 1%9

0.9 4.0

8.2

41:8

0:8

0.7

(13:0)

0.9

11.0

14.8

(26.7)

14.0.
/

. ,

33.0

4.3

1.8

:0.8

(45.8)

1.4

. 1.0

24.9 .-71(

_(27.3)

1.6

46.4 25.2

(60.4) (26.8)

Total: Percent
**

Unweighted n

100.1

2335

1.5

3.0

?.4

(53.5

e1.5

0.8

(35.7).

99.9 'n
r

5503

5.4

(37.1)

(99.8) /
7973 ":

Persons listed as 18A
graduate or professionaq s

1.-k"-'1174,
Percentages are based

follow-up questionnaires.

***
.

Includes 81 cases for whom type of college could not be determined.

bypass" have no Bachelor's degree but are.enrolled in
thool.

on weighted'data for students who returned all three
, . . . .

. .

,

92 1
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Table 4..10.--Undergraduate-degree and enrollment status'-for first-tim e enrollments
.at two-yeSrcolleges October 1972, by sex; 'race, SES, ability,

C
high'school curriculum, and college plans

.

'
1

.

r A

O

Total '

Sex

Male

Females .

Status as of October .976

.r

BA-Degree.
or bypass

13,3

Current ege
.undergrads 1 dropouts.

Totals
% , n

26.6 60.1 y 100.0 ..2335

).2.0

14.8

.4

3.1.1 .57.0
.

.100.1 % 1184 ,

63.6 100.0.'125121.6,

Race

Blacks

1,Whites

Nispanics

Othei.

X

7.9 , g4.7 .

14:1 26.5

4:-6 26.3
k. 4% .

15.0 30,9

sts .;
41....

Lowest quartile '.---, 7.8 20..6
. ''

'Middle quartiles'- --',..;,13.6 25.8
-

-..

Highest quartile 0
1.5-:6,. 304

q

AbiLity

6.9

10,9

18.5

A

A

17.1

28.2

31.2

-
Lowest quartile

Middle quartiley'

Highest quartile

Higt school curriculum
1

6.9

18.8

6.4

4
6

24.8

29.5

20.0

'General

Academic "!

Vocational

, :-

67.4; 'ft. .00.0

'.... 591:4 100.0
00

69.1
.

100.0.

54.0 9.9,

71.6 100.0

60.6 f00'.0

53.61 , 1100.0

4%
175.9

'60.9.
_

50.3

217

1861

132.

124

4

456 .

1185

691

99.9 303

100.0

100.0 465

68.2,

51.7

73:6

0,
99.9 739

100.0 1253

100.0 335.

* 4.
Percenta7bs are based onweighted

follow-up questionnaires.

)

dat'a for

93

(continued)

students MI6 returned, ajlthrel
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0
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Table'4.A.-Undergraduate degree and enrollment status for first time enrollments
attwo.-year colleges in October 1972,brsex,race, SES, ability, .

high school curriculum, ancollege plans -- Continued

Groups ,

, Ip
Statusas of October 1976

BA Degree 'Current

or bypass undergrads

Educational plans*,..

after high school

Neither planned nor
wanted to attend
college

Wanted but did not
plan to attend

Pained but:did not
want to attend

Both wanted and
,planned to attend

22.4

College
dropouts

'

77.6

21.5 70.5

9.8 c 82.7 .

29.8

Totals

% 1 n

100.0 43

4100.0

1000 41

55.7 _99.9 1013

Race by sex

Black males

Black females

White males

41

White females

Hispanic males

4
ik Hispanic females

Race4by SES

Lowest SES,uartile

' Blacks

Whites

Hispan'ics-

Middle4SES quartiles

Blacks

Whites

Hispanics

Highest SES quartile

Blacks'

Whites

Hispanics

* .

Percentages are based on 'weighted data for students wno returned all three follow-up
questionnaires.
**.

Accept:ling refers to bighest level of education "would like to attain" and "plan to
'attpin," includ02 anytningfrom junior college to professional school (see BQ29A

, \> alt/
and B). '-

1.7 .

9.9'

12.5

15.9

7.6

0.0

22.0

27.1

32.3

20.2

21.9

33.2

72.3

61.1

55.2

63.9

70.5

66.8

ei

100:0 .A7

)00.1 130

100.0 949

100.0 912

100.0 78

100.0 54

8.4 24.4.

8.47 12,9 ,. 71.3,

1.6 ' 22.5 75 5

4.8

14.3

1.2

' 22.7

25.0

34.8

724

60.7

'64,0

14.9 29.4 55.7 .

15.6 30.9 53.5

(4) : (2) (7)

99.9 121

99,9 230

100.0 72

99.9 74

100.0 992

100.0 47

100.0 21

100.6 637

13

(continued)
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Table 446.--Undergraduate.degree ;and-enrollment status for-first-time enrollments
at tWo-year colleges in October 1972, by sex, race, SBS, ability ..

. higieschool curribulum, and college plans--Continued . .* .

.

1-i

a

/ -

4

Groups

44* -
,t*

: . Status as of'October 1976
,

BA _Degree!' Current 1 College
or bypass undergrads ',dropouts,

4Ability by race

Blacks '''

4
1

Lowest quartile , 10.0'.

Middle quartilest.
i

12.7.1

Highest aua4.ile - (o). %
. .f

$Whites- . /
..

Lowest quartile , 8.0
..,

Middle quartiles ' '10.5

Highest quaSitile !

1

12.4

Hispanics
. .

I

..., ..4
4

Lowest :quartile 0.0 ;
,

*Riddle quartiles . 5.8

Highest quartile. (0)
.

Totals'
%

.

, .

15.6 74.3 4 99.9. 83'

36.4 '. 50.9 100.0

(0,., '(2) . 3 .

. .

AP. 4

18.4 \ 73.6' 100.0 150

27.4 ' 62.2 100.1. .757
.

30.5 50.0. 99.9, 430
.

12.5

.36.7

(1)

87.5 100:O="s1 48

. 57:5 , L00.0 48

(1) 2

SES bx ability, . . 7
Lowest gb4ity)qUartile .

Lowest SES quartile 6.3
i

11.0 82.7 100.0' 117

.Middle quartiler 9.1 '14.6 76.3 100.0 131

_---L.......-Higfieit-SES:quartile-, 4.0 .N30.2 ' 65.8 '100.0 .54 -,

Middle ability quartiles`; .
, /

,, Lowest SES quaitile 7.9 23.5 68.7 100.1 ,129

Middle SES quartiles . 11.9'' 25.7 62.5 J.00.1" 484

'Highes t SES quartile 10.3 34.1 ..1). 55.6 : 100.0 272

-,...

. ,

.7.ighest.ability quartile i

Lowest SES 'quartile ' 7.2 23.9 68.9/ 100.0 57quartile
_.

.

1...,

Middle 6ES quartiles 4 17.0 . . 34.2 48.8 .100.0 244

Highest SES quartile -2 .7 29.2 Ae.'2 1 100.1 164

v

6

-,

Percentages are based on weighted data for student's 3./ho returned all three. follow-4
.

questionnaires. .'
.

-4 . J%
.A ?

!

95
103

O
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Table4.11.--Undergradnate degree
S
and enrollment' status for first-time enrollments

aefourz-year colleges.* October 1972, by sex, .race, SES,
curriculum; and college plans

,
.

, -r
Groups -,

.

\

.

Status as. of October 1976
.

,
Totals

*
EA Degree'
yr bypass

.

turrept
undergrads

. College
dropouts % I. n

!

Total 46. 27.3 26.6
. ,

100.1 5503

Sex - ..

41.4

S1.4

31.9

'22.1

26.6

26.5

. . ,

.

99.9 2787'

100.0 -271t

', Males

Females -

Race .

. , A

34.5

* 47.1

23.9

42.8

o .

.28.9

26'.7 .

37.0
Q

'33.3

.

. :
C

36.6

25%4

1139.0

23.8

%
,

-.

''

....

...
100.0, 602

100.0. 4579

99.9 122

'99.9- 199

tRac g

Whit .. .- ,

. .

Hispanics

Others
.

.

gEg

Lowest quartile

Middle quartiles
. .

. , .

Aighest, quartile . .

35:5

42.6

51.8

27.6 ,

25.0

l'
29.2

36.9

32.4

19.0

:

100.0 745
. ,

100:0 22680

100...0v 486,

Ability 1,....'' i
o

16.1

36.8

- 54.7

.

.

/ 32.2
/

, 30.2 ..

-27.1

.

i

.-

51.7

33A,

18.2

! I

:

.

,''

,Ny1" ...
100.0 307

s
100.0 1463.

109.0 2170

Lowest 'quartile
.

Middle quartiles

Highest quartile

_High school curric'ulu

( 0 27.4

. .'50.5

21.8

31.3

' - 26 3, *

. k 33.2

e7

41.3

23.2

45.0 ' ' :

169.0 789

190.10 4457

100.0 238

General
--,,

Academic - $

Vocational \

Percentages are 'based on ;weighted
questionnaires.

>

(continued) .

data for students who returned all three follow-up

4
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Unabrgradiate.degree.andrengollment status for first.-time enrollments,
at four-year colleges in October 1972, bycsex, race,.SES, ability,

high school curriculum and college,plans--Continued'

.

Groups
. .

' Status as of October 1976-- ,

Totals
*

1 0.,

BA Degree 1 Current
or bypass 1 undergrads

i College
dropouts %

educational plans,:%

'

(0)

28.8

/9.

. 49.4

..

.

`I,

4,

. .

.

.

,

(3)

1

:20.0

35.7

.

28.2

,

.

1
,

(11)

51.1

53.2

22:4

41'

99.9

100.1

- 100.0

-14
.

40

29

3212

after high school.

Neither planned nor
wpted to attend \/'

v
/college

;Anted but did not q.
tpltn to attend c
Planned but did not
want to attenik.

Both wanted and
' planted to attend

Race by sex

31.6

42.8

53.8.

11:9

"-'19.3

.

"

!1

36.9

23%6

31.2

21.5

. 41.6-

:3.2.2

b

...

.4-

I

a
31.6

39.9

26.1

24.7

39.6

38.5

100.0

100.0

100.1

100.0

%100.1

100.0

224

S78

2397

2182

63

59

.-

Black males
S.

1.*

Black females -

.../

' White males

White females 9

Hispanics males

Hi4anic females

Race by SES^

,..)"

31.4

4112

20.8

, ,

33.9

44.0

24:6

48.7

.51.9;

(4)

'

,..,1.

'

30.2.

23.5.

42.1

-

28.9

24.0

27.3

23.8

29.3

(4)

, '

.

3u.4

35.3

37.0

37.2

32.0

48.1

.27.4'

18.9

(21

100.0

109.0

99.9

' 100.0

.0,

Imo-

I

.99.9

100.1

.. II

k

278

551'
1,

71

2ile
1886

41

.

69

2339

101

Lowest SES quartile

Blacks .

Whites

Hispanics . .

Middle SES 0+6i-tiles
'

Blacks
,';'

Whites .

Hispanics ' r

..'"Highest.4-
Blacifs 't; .

Whites

:Hispariics
.. .

A

t (continued)
,Percentages are fiasedon weighted data for students why returned all.three ..

.. follow-up questionnaires.
ir

.,
. .

Attending ret rs to highest level of education "would like to attain" and "plan .

to attain," incleing anything froeounior college to professional school (see
BQ29A and 8).

,

1,
,

97

.,
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Tfble 4.11: -- Undergraduate degree and enrollment status for first-time enrollments,
at four7year collAes.in Octoker 1972, ,by sex, race; SES,, ability

high school curriculhm and college plans--Continued

'GiOups

Status as of October 1976

BA Degree Current College
or bypass unde'rgrads dropouts

4O

Ability by race

Blacks

Lowest quartile

Middle quartiles

Highest quartile

'Whites

. ,

16.8 ...

37:0 46.3, 100.1 152

36.5 c , 27.7 ,35.8 1 100.0 201

4"-. 64.7 ,24.7' ? 10.6 160.0 45
4 N.

t

t-

Totals'

n

Lowest quartile 16.8 23.2 60.1 100%1 114

Middle quartiles, 37.2 30.3 3225 1D0.0 1170
3/

Highest quartile 54.5 26.9 18.1 N12.0.1 2022..

Hispanics .

Lowest quartile 6.2 0 56.1 , 37.7 100.0 .27..
.

Middle 'quartiles 1. 23.8 _36.2 -' 40.0 . 100:0 44

. Highest quartile (a) (3) r (2) 14

SES by ability
Owe

Lowest ability quartile

Lowest SES quartile

Middle SES quartiles

Highest 'SES quartile

Middle ability quartiles

Lowest SES quartile

Middle SES quartiles :

Highest SES quartile

Highest ability quartile

Loweit SES quartile

Middle SES quartiles'

Highest SES quartile

17.9

15.1

14.5

31:1

36.6

38.9

49.0

50.3

58.1

ti

,

1

38:2 43.9 100.0 131

27.3 57.6 100.0 129

30.3 , 55.2 100.0 - 47

29.2

27.1

34.3

39.7

36.3

. 26.7

100.0 242

100.0 679.

99.9 542

25.6 25.5 100'.1 161

25.1 24.6 100.0 796

Z8.5 13.3 99.9 1213

. A..
,,A.

Percentages. are based on weighted data for students, who returned all three follow-up
.

questionnaires.
. /.....,:- ......

t
...

98
10
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CONSTRUCTED EDUCATION VARIABLES

I. /INTRODUCTION

When the'third follow-up survey was conducted in October 1976, a sub- -

stantial number of seniors froM the high school class of 1972 had graduate

froth ollege, including some who had gone on to graduate schOol. There

were many others, however, who had earned,nearly enough credit hoursto

obtain a Bachelor's degreebutd not yet done so even though they were

still enrolled 'four and one-half years ater high school. There also were

many students who started college either on schedule or as delayer', entrants

but dropped out after one, two, or three years, some of whom later returned.
4'

College attendance; in.,.0ther words, is a sporadic 'experience for many high , '

school graduates, and to fully understand this requires precise inforthation

on who was enrolled each year.

The main pdrpose of this ap endix is to discuss exaetly how a set of,

variables measuring a student's academic college career can best be .con-

structed, including such'variables as enrollment each year in an under-.
e,.0

graduate program, graduation with a Bachelor4's degree, postgraduate enroIl-
,

ments, and'the number of credit hours earned by 1976. The problems encoun-

.tered in variable construction, as to be noted shortlx, are many. They

include shortComings in the construction of some key questionnaire items,

changes in key. questions between fol2,1Ow-Jups, and missingrdata in some

special cases. The problems of misclassification are rather extensive but

in most cases can be resolved, given repeated informatioq-actoss three

different follow-ups. To do so, however, required an extensive amount of

staff time and.costs. Therefor, other NLS data users are urged tp read

this appendix carefully, and, whenever appropriate, to utilize the con-

structed education variables reported herein.

To give one-example"of misclassification, we found that when relying
3° cs I

only on-Fourth Follow-Up Questionnaire data, hundreds of students attending 4! .11

-Cleo-year colleges in 1972 were misclassified as being enrolled 'iii. yosat]onal c
/

. rather than academic programs, many of whom later obtained-four-ftaeBaenelor's

degrees. A major objective was_toresolve this and all other .problems of
. 0

misclassification on the college attendance variables whenever 20 or more

eases (about one-tenthtof one percent of the NLS respondents) were found to

be in error.

10.3
101
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II. ENROLLMENT IN AN ACADEMIC PROGRAM IN.COLLEGE:' CACADS
-

'This should be one of the clearest and simplest measures to obtain

from the NLS data, tiven bhe objectives' of the study. Howeliir, as it turns

out, it is one of the most difficult variables to define. There are two

gmeral Areas in which the problems fall: The firit involves the activity/

state iter for each_yearn which the direct_question_was_asked_about_

"taking academic courses in a two or four-year college" and which might.

have been used'for constructing this measure. The problems, to be dis-
.

1

cussed.below,are (a) the activity state item vias milt included in all

folIbw-ups; (b) the structure of the item was chanted in a small put conse-

quential,way between the 1974 and 1976 follow-Ups, m6aking it noncomparable.

- across time; (c) the last,series of questions on activity states in the

third follow-up, TQ1158, in which an attempt was' made to obtain the earlier

missing data retrospectively, are not highly reliable; and, (d) there is
. 0

high but not perfect correspondence between this type of item and a con-.

structed variable developed from other enrollment information obtained

elsewhere in the questionnaire.

The second general l'ioblem area concerns our ability to construct an

item on enrollment in a college academic program from other information in

the questionnaire. Specifically; (a> for some enrollment periods, as many

as a hundred steps are required to identify the appropriate respondents,

making this method exceedingly C;;PlexI-0) the structure of one of the

most critical items) college program, was altere n each follow-up in such

a manner as to create serious difficulties, particularly 'n ,the third

follow-up; (c) the item\on college curriculum in the first follow-up was so

poorly constructed that it led many students to place themselves in voca7,_

tional programs when actualI hey were in academic, programs; and, (d) pro-

blems of missing data on key s occurred repeatedly. The remainder of

this section describes in detai all 'of these problems and our final resolu-

tion.

It should 'also be stated that standards for constrLt.s.ng iiiese college

academic program enrollment variables were very high. Actually, whenever

20 or more respondents (one-tenth of one percent of the total number of NLS

.respondents) were found possibly to be misclassified on any one of these

variables for any particular reason, steps were taken to resolve the problem

1 f

102
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by examining other data obtained from the respondent. As discussed below, ....../

in some instances this could only be done by using retrospective data from

the Third Follow-Up Questionnaire in order to resolve problems that arose

in the.First Follow-Up Questionnaire.

A. The Activiv State Items

As mentioned earlier, one problem area encountered in constructing the

academic enrollment variables involved the activity state items for each .

dear. Several.problems in this area are discussed below.

(a) The most direct item onttaking academic courses is contained in

the general activity state question. If it had been repeated in the same
0

form each year, it perhaps could have been used more extensively. However,

the activity state item did not appear in the First Follow-Up Questionnaire

for October 1972 or 19'3. It appears for the first time in October 1974

and then,in October 1.976f.and retrospectively (from'1976) for the earlier

years--October 1972, 1973, and 1975--as well as again flr 1974. If t e

retrospective data,were free of error, it might have been possible to reay,

more heavily on this ,information fop sole.or all yea-s. However, as will

be discussed later, the retrospective data are not very reliable and they

were used as a last resort in classifying only a limite' number of c ses.

(b) In 1976 the activity state item was changed from how it appeared

i& 1974 by adding category 2, "enrolled in graduate or professional scfiool,"

and placing it immediately preceding category 3, "taking academic courses

in a two- or four-year college." Category.3, which lists 3,,495 persons in

academic courses in 1976, we think is a bit too high. For example, it

contains 438 more cases than the number who liter claim to be studying for

a two- or four-year academic degree and 315 more cases than the number who

list themselves as freshmen, sophomores, juniors, ,or seniors.\.One possible

explanation is that it would not be unreasonable for some graduate ,students

to check "taking academic courses " even though they had already obtained

a Bachelor's degree since the item does not explicitly refer to undergraduate

studies.
404

(c) T9158 in the Third 11061lowlp Questionnaire asks for retrospective for,

information\on earlier activity states. If the activity-state type questions

were to be used for all enrollment periods, it would be necessary to rely

upon Oese recall data for the earlier years where this information is missing.
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However, TQ158 does not appear to be that reliable. We were able to directly

assessxthe,reliability for one year, 1974, where the itei was contained

both in the Second idllow-Up Qpestionnaire (SQ1B) and retrospectively in

the Third Follow-Up Qu tionnaire (TQ158DC)-___ Of the_/17_,137_per0iins who said

in 1974 that they were aking academic courses in a/ /two= or
1

four-year
,s

college in 1974 (second follow-up),,83.9 percent claimed two years later ih

the_third_fallowup-that_they were doing so bap'k in 1974. Conversely, of

the'6,843 who said in 1,976 they were so enrolled back in 1974, 57.5 percent
q.

is actually claimed they iiere'enrolled at that time. Although it was necessary

to use some of the recall items from -TQ158 as mentioned earlier, the,data

could not be wholly relied upon. ,

(d) As already noted, even if the retrospective items were highly

liable, there may not be a sufficiently high degree of correspondence

between the activity state items and information containediehewhere in the

questitnnaire which are supposed to be meas tlie same thing. For

example, totaie the simplest case, we originally constructed a variable

for defining "academic undergraduate enrollment" in 1974 using only the

questions frdm the second follow-up on type of school in which enrolled

(SQ12) and type of program (SQ21).r.The constructed variable when cross-
/

tabulated against SQ1B (i.e., the activity state item for 1974) showed a

correspondence of 87.5 percent with the constructed variable when SQ1B was

used as the base and, conversely, 97.7 percent when-the constructed variable

was used as the base. Thus, it appears that the activity state items, even

for those years that did not require recall data, cannot be whblly relied

upon.

B. Limitations Conce ing Other Enrollment Items

Given the problems above, the decision was made to rely mainly upon

the more specific information in the eduCation section of each NLS instru-

ment. However, there are numerous measurement problems here also which, in

some cases, required that we fall back upon the activity state items.

(a) Cne of these problems is the fact that in some instances'as mary

as 18 different questionnaire items must be examined to define the "academic

undergraduate enrollments" for a particular yeal-. .(The worst cases are for

1972 and 1975.) This no doubt leads to a certain undetermiqable .amount of

leasurement error resulting from the compounded effects of missing data and

item unreliability.
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(I) The most critical itemdn the education section, for our purpose,

°. is tyye program: FQ3' (1972), FQ28B (1973),SQ21 (1974 )-, TQ76 (1975),

and tQ63(1976). However, in each follow up, this item was Chr-Iged.

"Between the First and Second Follow-Up Questionnaires, the specific fields. --

of study Are combined into a new classification scheme and the vocational

versus acadepic distinction was asked in a separate item. This particular

.change does not create any special problems_(.although it wo Id.2.ifwe_yd to'

rely on the specific subject fields to termine tacademic sta ding, since

they no longer are "pure" types in the secolidiand third follow-ups as they

weretin the first follow-up).

A probremooldid'arise later, however; as a result of the change in form

of the general program item in the Third Follow-Up Questionnaire where a.

third category; "a professional program," was added to the list, along with

the vocational and academic categories (see TQ63 and TQ76). The category

was added, of course, for-,the convenience of students enrolled in 1976 in

graduate and prOfesSional schools. But let's examine TQ63 (type of program

for October 1976) where 489 respondents circled a vocational program, 2,136

circled an academic program, and 1,956 circled a professional program. The

number in an academic program is over a thousand cases lower than the

number who selected the Corresponding category in TQ1C, while the number in

a-pro 1aSiafial program is over a thousand cases higher than the number who

selected "enrolled in graduate or professional school" in TQ1B.

The main problem, we learned, is-that _agreatmany students checked

the professional category in TQ63 (thrd folloW-up) even if they were in

acadeh.ic undergraduate programs. First, a crosstabulation shows that 1,140,

of these 1,956 .espohdents (where TQ63 = 3) said in the very next question

\('TQ64E and F)tfiai they were working for either a two-year or four-year

academic degree (and not a graduate or professional degree). Second, when

these 1,140 "undergraduates" who claim to be in a "professional program"

are sorted,on TQ62, which describes their specific areas of study, the
0

results not surprisingly show a heavy concentration of students in applied

fields rather than arts and sciences:"

Business
Education 15.1
Health services. 1534
2Prpfessional program 12.5
All other fields 41,1

100.0%-
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deterbined that over a hundred students who received their degrees in

1976 had missing-data on the curriculum item in 1974 or 1975 even though

. . It/therefore is not possible to rely upon the "academic" program

Category in TQ63 or TQ76 *(which has the same problem) to identify.the

undergraduates.
*

If-me-diaT-we -would fall considerably-short-af-their

actual. number, as well as misclassify many students who belonged but dp

not appear there. This req uired using a somewhat different set'of ques7
t

ionnaire items for constructing the enrollment vatiables for 1975 and -

1976 in the third fcillnwftlp_than_;were-used--in-the-fiTst-and-second---

follow-Ups.

(c) First follow-up items FQ368 "(1972) and FQ28B (1973) dealing

with the type of program in which staents were enrolled had severe

troblems: One of these, particularly for students in two-year colleges,

was confusion about whether they belonged in,an academic or vocational

curriculum (or both). For example, most students in "park management,"

"corrections,," "oral hygiene," and "physical therapy" listed their'

program as vocational in October 1973 but as acadeiic when asked reiro-

spectively in 1976 about the same year. 'This*.probldm with items FQ36B

and FQ28B was so frequent that further invdstigation'showed about one

hundred students who obtained Bachelor's degrees-in 1976 but originally

listed their programs of study 1972 or 1973 as vocational. When

asked to provide this information retrospectively, most of these same

students claimed they were in academic, not vocational, programs at that

time.

(d) Missing data on the curriculum items also was a problem each

year. In the First Follow-Up Questionnaire, the problem occurred often,

but for no particular reason that could be detected. The problem was

even worse in the second and third follow-ups. For instance, it was

An alternative might have been to use "studying for a two- or four-year
academic degree" in TQ64 as our definition of academic undergraduate enrollment.
L.u.vier, this was undesirable for ore reason and-probably impossible for
another. Some students enroll in academic programs who are not necessarily .

studying for a degree (they may simply have not,decided yetthat they want to
finish college). We believe it would be inappropriate to rule them out. More
importantly, while information of this type is /asked in the same form for
1974, 1975, and 4.976, the wording differs slightly for 1973 and no information

'of-this kind was obtained for 1972.
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''it was clear that they were enrolled in college at the time. It was

° later learned that in both the second(and third follow -ups this was due

-not-to respondent-error-but to-the fact that in both surveys

these, items wexenot aske&by telephone interviewers. Most members df

the NLS sample who did not respond to the mail surveys received a_personal

interview. Thus, a substantial number were interviewed by telephone

.d, in such cases., a_limited_numher of items fromithe_questionnaire2was

asked. Unfortunately, these'items did not include the type of program
'4

in which a student was enrolled.

C

t

C. Defining the Constructed Variables
,

Five variables were constructed, one for each October between 1972

and 1976 define undergraduate enrollment in an academic program

in college. As oted above, it was necessary to use a slightly different
...

set-of ems from each of the thEee separate follow-up suestionnaires.

An a ditional complication resulted for the years 1972 and 1975 since

the respondent was asked to complete.the information for those years

only if either his school or program was different from what it was the

following year. This means that in' order to determine academic enrollmet
* .

status in 1972. responbes to. items'forsbotti 1972 and 1973 have to be
.

exemined, and, similarly, to determine the 1975 enrollments, items for

both 1975 and 1976 are required. In addition to defining all academic

undergraduate enrollments, the constructed variables 'distinguish between

(1) enrollment in a two-ye'ar college academic program, (2) enrollment in;7'
.q--:

a four-year college or university academic program, and (3) en ollment

1in an academic program bdt type of college undetermined The requencies
. -

for these variable's are presented in Table 5.1 and are discussed below.

For all yeanC.!in.which the type of school was undetermlned, a

standard procedure was
.

employed for placing the individual in category 3
w

in the constructed variables., That,is,.if the respondent either did not

circle an identifiable college (vocational-technical; two -year, or

four-year) or left the college item blenk, thInthe respo ent was

cla§sified as being in an academic program if he qualif' d on the other

items arid, in addition, gave a positive response to the appropriate

screening item (such as FQ25) for that period. The, latter was included

in order to give some extra assurance that the individual actually did
..

belong-in that tectioa of the questionnaire.
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Table 5.1.--Frequen cy distributions for the college enrollment variables (CADS) '

..,-

9.

Description Frequencies

9

October /972-7:-.-CACAD12't

Not enrolled in an academic program , AP 12,727

Enrolled in a two-year college . 2,521

Enrolled im-a-four-yeirinititutiun I 5,956

Enrolled in an academic program but type of
college unknown , . .. . 146

No First Follow-Up Questionnaire
''.Vo, 12.121 .,,

Total r 23',451

October 1973: CACAD73

Not enrolled in an academ ic progiam' 13,499

Enrolled in a two-year-O
1.

llege, 2,173
. Enrolled In a four-year institution 5,582

Enrolled in an academic program but type of
college unknown

No First, Follow -Up Questionhaire

Total. . - .. .... .$. .. ....

96

2,101

23,451

0

2

October 1974:' CACAD74

Not eniol.led in an academic program

Enrolled in a two-year college

Enrolled iltp four-year institution

3 Enrolled in an academic program but type of
'college linknown ,.

9 No Second Follow-Up Questionnaire

14,097

'1,044

5;655.

76

2,579
Total

23,451

"October 1975: CACAD75

a0 Not,enfolledin an academic program , . .. ... 13,738
1 .

.. ,903. .
Enrolled in.a two-yea 'college . . .

CI" . .2 Enrolled in a four-year institution .

5,341
3

r

Enrolled ii an dcaocmix program but type of
,college unknown

110 -,

Na Third Follow-Up Questionnaire

1 . .

, 3 359
I. Total

23,451

i
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'Table 5.1.--Frequency distributions for the college enrollment variables (CACADS)--
Continued

Code Description

\

Frequencies

October 1976: CACAD76 ,

0 Not enrolled in an academic program . 16,705

1 Enrolled in a two-year college \
. 675

, 42. Enr011ed in a four-year institution )

-,,

2,681,

3 Enrolled in an academic program but type of
college unknown 31

9 No Third Follow-Up Questionnaire
; a,159
t

Tofal I . ...,-:-:--:-] 23,451
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I. :-:-
e have defined as not enrolled in an academic program all persons who

were it cerviewed or returned questionnaires and did not meet all of the
40 4

.tests assignment to categories 1, 2, or j. The only "undetermined"

case are\those persons for whom no questionnaire was obtained for that

period._ In other words, if an individual returned a questiOn6are and did

not report eingNin an academic program in college, then we presume he in

lac1-was-notl even- i-f-a1-1-the-relevaLti-tems-were -skipped.

The disCussion below defines the mahr problems in variable construc-

tion and the procedures employed in thei( resolution.

1. October 1972 and October 1973

Forthg years 1972 and1973, an individual qualified at being

enrolled .n an academic program in a two-year coll %ge if he' reported bei g

enrolled in a two -year college and one of the academic programs listed in

FQ36B or FQ28B. A person, was classified as enrolled in an academic grogram

in i,four-year college if he indicate0 enrollment in a four-year institution

and non-enrcillment in one of the vocational programs. The reason for
e

gvluding those in vocational-programsrather-than including only those
, .

listed in academic programs was the high proportion of nonresponse in items

FQ36B and FQ28B whiCh is probably due primarily to the formatting o4 the

question. If this procedure had not been followeil,a very large number of

persons attending four-year colleges would have beep defined as not enrolled,

the great majorit of whom were presumed to be in an academic curriculum.
,

This particular procedure, of course: could not be used in the case of

those attending two-year colleges. since the same assumption cannot be

made.

As discussed earlier, several hundred academic students who
. ..

started out in two-year colleges and later attained Bachelor's degrees

either missed the curriculum items (FQ36B or FQ28B) or indicated enrollment

in a vocational program in 1972 or 1973. Error in progrnh type also

e)arose-among students in.four-year colleges, less frequently. than
.

among those in two-year colleges. The only resolution to the entire

problem was to allow all individuals to quali2-., ,o, tar' lmgi in an

academic college prOgram in 1972 or 1973 if in the first follOw-up they

had indicated they were attending college in October 1972 or October 1973

and in the third follow-up claimed retrospectively for eitherof the

earlier years that they were taking academic courses and not vocational

courses (TQ1S8). r
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2. October 1974

In the Second Follow-up Questionnaire, the format, of the item

concerning type of program (SQ21) was changed in a mahner which gave a

Clearer definition of the academic - vocational distinction. The new item

resulted in substantially feger errorlfin curriculum placement than occurred

in the First follow-Up Questionnaire. The general procedures followed in

constYhtting-the;i974-tollege throllreat-v-arta-b reere--stra-i-g-htforwarsi- fox-
all cases responding to SQ21, programtype. There still were,, however, io

substantial number of nonresponses to SQ21 for persons who, accordigg to

other information, clearly were enrolled 'in either two or four year colleges

in Octobet 1974. Two procedures were wed to resolve this problem of

nonresponse to SQ21.

a The first solution involved defining students to be in"academtc"

programs who did trot respond to SQ21 but indicated in SQ12 that they were

enrolled in a two- or fouryear college and in SQ23 indicated that they
. ,

were studying for a two-year academicodegree or a college Bachelor's degree.

There were still dozens of blanks, hOweVer,even when these alternate

criteria were used. (As noted earlier, neither SQ21.norSQ23 was asked in

the 'telephone interviews of nohresPondents in the second folloiy-uisurvey,

thus the resulting blanks for theA items.)*

laotfiet ritocedure for. classifying respondents in academic programs

involved..uSing SQ1 in the'Second Follow -Up Questionnaire, the activim ly.

state variable for October 1974. Specifically, if'SQ21 was blank and Sp23DA

did not indicate that the student was studying fqr a vocat3$nal degree or

diploma, then the respondent qualified as being enrolled in an academic .

so.-r program if-he reported ih SQ1B that he was "taking academic courses" and

did not report in SQ1C "taking vocational or technical courses."

3. October 1975 and October 1976

Our decision rules for constructing college enrollment variables

from third follow-up data again were different and, in some ways, more

complex than those for the preceding yeart. The basic procedure for 1976

was to define a person in an academic program if the respondent indicated

enrollment in an "academft program" or circled "studying for" a two- or

four-year academic college degree and was not classified by his college ls

a graduate or professi(Ial student. For 1975, a proceoure similar to that

employed in the first follow-up was used. That is, in cases where either
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type of program or institution was the smile for 1975 as in 1976, a series

. of "if" statements was required to 612tain2h(t needed information frdM items

in the alternate year. _ *-
Again,-however,,a number 'of complications arose. One problem

involved some students.who stated in the section on school aLtendancein-

--7' 1975 that they.were enrolled in the same: school and same field of study as

in 1976. If, as.sometimes occurrtd, a ident
\

was'i.en undergraduate in 44's.

October 1975, graduated In 1976; and enrolled In a graduate or professional

s,

.

program in'October 197 at the dame insti tionAthen the respondent would

belmidclassified in 1975 as a graduate s udent instead/of as'an undergradu-
.

a e that year Special decision Pules Were formulated 'and appliedin the

c mputilir progiamito eliminate such occurrences. .\
. . i

.,

Another problem involved an unacceptable amount of niissing data
. .

on some of the key items used to identify Someone in an-academic program.
. %

ti

, 1

The reason for this is that, in the second follow-up, some of those items

were not on the list of priority items,asked in the telephone interviews

"airing .the final stages of the survey "400. Most 'cases of this type were

resolvedly providing another alternatfVe by which such students could be

classified as bring in an. academic program. If the rednondent indicated in,respondent

the activity state variable that-he wag-"taking academic courses" in OCto-"-
'

'ter 1975 (TQ9C). or in October.1976 (TQ1C) and did not give a positive

'response to the corresponding ;'vocational" Items for 1975 (TQ76 and TQ77D)
+..C2or 1976 (TQ 63 and TQ64D), then such students were Classified in an academic

program.

4 D. The Reliability of CACAD72 and CACAD73

CACAD72 and CACAD73 both rely to some extent on retrospective data

obtained in the third follow-up 'survey. A question thus arises about the

accuracy of attendance'rates based upon persons responding to both'the.

first and third follow-up surveys in comparison to rates basedupon all

.first follow-up respondents irrespective of whether or not they/responded

to the third follow-up. The results are likely to differ 'since some re-re:.

dents to the first follow-up will not haVe responded /to the third follow-up.

In fact, while the college attendance rate tic 1972 is..404 when all'

212.356 iespondents to the first questionnaire are included (see Table 1),

-the rate wouldt6rease to .417 if the figure was based on the 19,358

H
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respondents to both the First, and Third Follow-Up Questionnaires. Does

this mean that the rate in Table 5.1 is lower than it should be? Perhaps

but certainly not asqow as the .013 difference between these two figures

indicates. On the one hand, if the .417 figure were used, it no doubt

would he upwardlfliased due to the. known tendency of the more successful

students to respond to the Third Follow-Up Questionnaire and thus lead to a

1:ate'pf_attendance_in_1972_that_would be__significantly higher than it

actually was. On the other hand, using the .404 figure means that some

academic collegestudents responding to the First Follow-Up Questionnaire

who-had erred on the curriculum question are still misclassified in CACAD72

and CACAD73 if they did not respond to the third follow-up. However, the

number of such students must be very small since about 90 percent of the

respondents to the first follow-up also responded to the third follow-up.

Moreover, the response bias'(already noted) would tend to further reduce

.ehe actual number of college students not responding to the third follow-up.

Our best guess, considering only these facts, is that the .404 figure for

19.72 may slightly underestimate the true attendance rate for all respondents

that year, but probOdy by no more than about .003 or .004.

It is quite probable, however, that the .404 figure for 1972 is not

downwardly biased at all. This is due to the probable misclassification of

some of the students who originally listed themselves in vocational

program but,are'dow assigned to the academic curriculum because retrospec-

tively they indicated taking academic and not vocational courses. As

noted before, the decision was made to rely upon the retrospec*ive data

for 1972 and 1973 when program type was,originally indicaVd by the

student as vocational because of so many obvious errors in the original

items. (For example, if the item had not been changed, we would have

had more than a hundred students,with college degrees in 6 who would

not be classified as enrollees in 1972 or 1973.)

Relying on the retrospective data, however, could have moved more

_students into the academic caAegdries than actually belong there. This
f'

especially might be true among the 441 two-year college students in 1973

who originally had listed enrollment in a vocational program but later

stated they had been taking academic and not vocational courses that

years It is possible that-some of these students really were in a
-

vocatio program but in 1976 called it by another name. Most of these-
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441 respondents had not gradated from a four-year college by.1976.

Therefore, theseeases were examined very closely in order to allow

judgement cOncerningfie reliability of'dUr decision to use the.retro- (
spective data.

Several things were apparent from examining the data. One was that

75 percent of the 441 two-year college students had indicated thit they

were taking academic_courses_when asked- in the FirstFollow-up Question-

dire what they were "doing now.". By 1976, 4)pperceatlead received

either two - or four-year academic degrees, and in response to a question

on highest level of education attained, 83 percent indicated having

enrolled in a vale e program in a two- or four-year (not vocational)

college. :Consequently, itrappears that probably one' - fourth to one-fifth

otthe 441 stude s ere not actually enrolled in an academic program

although they may Nave keen taking'some academic courses. On this basis

alone, we may have overestipited academic college enrollments on CACAD72

end CACA.73 by about .004 or .005. Since these figures on bias closely

parallel those that run in the opposite direction due ,to our reliance on

the third, follow -up data, as previodgly discussed, it appears that,our

final figures for 1972 and 1973 may be very close to the-actual markftkr

all respondents to the First Follow-up Questionnaire.

III. COLLEGE GRADUATES: TQBA
I

The NLS Third Follow-Up Questionnaire contains several items asking

respondents for information concern:L[1g their attainment of a college

' degree,....BeGause there are discrepancies among these items, procedures

were developed to construct and validate a new variable representing

attainment of Bachelor's degree (TQBA).

.The first item, TQ48EA, asked "What kind of certificate, 'icense,

diploma,, or degree have you attained?" A total of 2,854 persons stated

they had a four- or five-year college Bachelor's degree. On the very

next item, TQ49A, a total of-3,011 persons stated they had finished

college (four- or five-year degree), or had a Master's degree or a Ph.D.

On the other hand, 3,026 individuals claimed they had "received a Bachelor's

degree from a four-year college or university" on item TQ101, which

appeared 11 pages later in-the. questions.-:re.
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fit The first step for resolving these discrepancies wqrs.to zros4abulate

the -three items to simultaheously compare their distributions.. TQ48EA

. appeared to be a reliable indicator of degree-status, sinceince only nine.
. . .

people claimed a degree on this 4tem but not oeitherof the others.
"4, '

This claim is bolstered by. examining thejuuliber ofciedithours attained
...

by degree holders measured by TQ48EA: These respondents averaged 128'
.

, .
semester_ hours. Looking_only at the nine discrepant cases, the median,

125, is slightO lower but, still well Within the range expected for

graduates. 411

**s.._...,

In order Lo make sure that legitimate degree holders *re not being

eliminated by using only this one item, persons also were assigned a

Bachelor's degree if theyindicated(t.yey had degrees on both TQ49A and

N101 but had le..t. TQ48EA blank!' This 010e added 122 cases to the

0
number of respo riis with 'Bachelor's degrees, bringing the total to ..

..4.,-1,976. The credit, hours also were ermined for this group to Make sure

that they were being appropriately assigned. The median number of

credits (in semester hours) earned by the addld cases was between 127

and 128, thereby supporting our assumption that these individuals indeed N'..-...-

had obtained 'college degreeg even though they left TQ48EA blank.

Date of degree also was examined to rule out the possibility that

some students were listing degrees earned after October 1976 even though

questions TQ48and TQ49 explicitly reierred to the student's status as.

of October 1976. Thirty-four_such persons were identified. However,

these students might possibly have given dates that were in error. Thus,

the undergraduate enro lment status in October 1976 of these 34respondents

was investigated due the likelihood that they may have been close to

receiving-their degrees but had not yet done so. Tweqty-three of,the 34
. .

in fact were enrollett in October 1976 as undergraduates, based on CACAD76.
.

Therefore all 34 cases'were eli inated from the "Bachelor's degree"

category, thus reducing the tots number of degree holders as of October

1976 from 2,976 to 2,942.

One other category of students also was added to the constructed

, variable in order to include but keep separate persons enrolled in

graduate or professional school who had not obtained Bachelor's degrees.

Construction of this category, which includes 83 students, is described

in the next section on graduate school enrollments. The construction
-..
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rules and frequencies for the final constructed variable, TQBA, for

college gradaates are preiented in Table 5.2.

.

IV. POSTGRADUATE__ SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS: TQGRDSCL

4

Three ,items in the Third Follow-Up Questionnaire directly pertain

to graduate school attendance in October 1976, each of whiChYields

markedly different frequencies. TQ1B asked respondents whether they

were enrolled in graduate or professional school in October 1976, and

922 people responded'affirmatively. TQ60, on the other hand, has only

688 peUerrs stating they were classified by their schodl as a graduate

or p ofessionalfstudent at that time,' while TQ64G, H, and IA.had a total

of 78 persons studying for Master's, Ph.D.'s, or profissional degrees

as of October 1976.

TQ6O, which indicates th'at the person was classified by his school
4,...,

as a graduate or professional student, is the clearest'an4thost conserva-

tive measure-of the three. As such, it produces the lowest number of

postgraduates. TQ64 is not by itself very reliable since some ttudents

.conceivably could claim to be "studying Tor" an advanced degree without

being enrolled in a postgraduate program. As noted earlier ((see-Section

II:A), the activity state item, TQ1B, also may be somewhat unreliable.

Therefore, the decision was made to'accept as postgraduates all. students

who reported being classified by their.schools as graduate or professional

students (as dis...inct from undergraduates) in TQ6O, and, in addition, to

accept as postgraduates ally other students who claimed postgrad

status in both, items TQ1B Ind TQ64. A total of 731 individuals me one

)
or the other of,these crit rion.

There was one furthersomplication. Some of the students whd were

defined as legitimately enrolled in graduate programs did h

Bachelor's degrees. Since it is possible fo1r some people to skip obtaining

a degree and immediately enter graduate or professional programs upon

attainment "f 3^ . propi'iate number of credit'hours and.course requirements,

the 731 ostgraduate students who have or do not have undergraduate

degre re listed separately in the constructed /variable, TQGRDSCL.

This includes` 48 cases that had a Bachelor's degree and 83 cases that
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Table 5.2.--Technical specifications and frequency distributions for the college
fraduate variable (TQBA)

Cone

0

1

.,

9.

Description

No Bachelor's degree: TQBA # 1\

\

2, and.9

Bachelor's degree: [TQ48EA = 5r
, (TQ49A = 6, 7, or 8 and TQ101. = 2)] and
(when TQ48EC = 76, TQ48EB # 11 or 12)

4 ,

No Bachelorts degree' but enrolled in graduate
or professional'school: TQBA # 1 and [TQ60 = 5
or ((TQ64G = or7Q64H = 8 or TQ64IA = 9)
and,TQ1B j

-\

No Third Follow-Up Questionnaire

Total 4
.,

Frequencies

17,067

2,942

83

3,359

23,451

t

1

\
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did not. Similarly, as mentioned in Section III above, these 83 indivi- .

duals were included as a additional category 49f ,the newly constructed TQBA
variable efining c011ege graduates..,

For th ose of validating TQGRDSCL, undergraduate credit hours

were inspected for each group of graduate students. ..Those with Bacheloes

averagedegrees had obtained an average of 130 semester hours,,while those without

degrees had, on the average, 125 hours: The ratter figue is only a few

hours short of what normally is'requiredfc a degree'and well above what

typically is required for admission tvmost first-professional degree

programs by students who sought to' enroll. after their junior yiar:.The.,
frequencies and final construction of TQGRDSCL are shown in Table 5.3.

V. CREDIT HOURS EARNED: TQCRDHP...'

Respondents to the third f011ow,up of the NLS were asked to.give in-

formation on the number of credit hours earned toward a Bachelorq degree

by October 1976. The 'uestion was designed to permit respondents to answer

,separately thnumber of semester hours, quarter hours, and.otherype of
.

credits they had actumula4ted.- Because of the different farms that respon-

ses could take, direct comparisons of credit hours earned are meaningless*

as they stand.. In order to make this information more usable, a number ...of
,

procedural steps were necessary to make the scores comparable and Westi-
. mate missing data. The basic' procedures followed were to, compare dietribu-i

Itions on each type of$credit with each ocher and with other. information on
students'

C.

postsecondary educational attainment as.described below. f

,A.. Equating Semester and Quarter Hours ,

_

Semester .hogrs were Vhosen as the standard measure for all credit hour
'`. . .

scores, and the first procedure entailed equating quarter hours with semester.

touri foe students who listed only one,or the other type.. Distributions 'on

quarter hours (TQ87A) and semester hours (TQ87B) were obtained from students
NIL),enrolled in October 1976 by class st.Lndi.$6 '(.:reshnan, sophomore, junior,

senior, graduate, special, other, and noeclassified,.as specified in TQ60)

to discover. whether the standard conversion factor Tot two-thirds to obtain

an equivalent number of semester hours was appropriate for those who gave

quarter hours. It was found,that this equivalence generally held, with

t.
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Table 5.3.--Technical specifications and frequency distribution for the postgraduate
schoof variable (TQGRDSCL)

Code Description Frequencies

1

2

9

Not'enrolled in October 1976 as,a postgraduate
student: TQGRDSCI._# 1, 2, and '9 .4
Postgraduate students with Bachelor's degrees:
TQBA = 1 and T960 = 5 or ((TQ64G = 7 and TQ64H = 8
or. TQ64IA = 9) and TQ1B = 2)]

Postgraduate students without
Bachelor's degrees:, TQBA = 2

No Third Follow-Up Oestionnaire

Total

19,361

648

83

3,359

23,451

119
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increasing accuracy progressing from freshman to senior status, as shown in
Table 5.4. ,.For persons with Bachelor'sdegrees, the ratio between semester
and quarter hours was exactly two-thirds, the medians being 128 and 192,kr'

respectively.

Once the comparability of quarter ,and semester hours had been determined,,-
.it was possible to construct a single credit hour' measure combining the two
items, using the above conversion factOr. The constructeeVariable thus
combines scores on quarter and semester hours allowing' respondents to
report one or the other or any combination of the two, as follows':

2/3 '(TQ87A) + TQ87B

This constriction makes one important assumption, however. .That
the converted quarter hours in TQ87A can be added to semester hours in
TQ87B to give an accurate estimate of 'total earned hours when students
nappen.to report both types, as many did. One interpretation is that these
dare transfer students who attended colleges-using both systems and they are
reporting. what they earned at each institution separately: 'In order to
idle out the possibility, however, that thoie reporting both types of
credit hours are simply repeating under two different scoring systms the
same total number of hours they have earned, we re-examined the distribu-
tions on TQ87 for this group by,class standing. Our first assumption was
upheld, as shown in the third column of Table 5.4. Students with both
types of hours, when quarter hourS are converted to semester hour and the
wo are then added, Were well within the normal range for thei 1ass

standing, although they did have slightly higher scores than students who
had given only either semester or quarter$ours. A somewhat higher number
of credit hours, however, would be expected here since most of these students,
if they had transferred, normally would have lost some credits toward. 0

Igraduation and thereby would have ended up with more hours earned than
others of the same class standing.

B. Zero Credit Hours

Another category of standard credit hours was the zercccategory. This
includes two types of respondents. Some studenis,reported zero on all
three items, TQ87A, T0878, and TQ87C, thus identifying those Who had been

. enrolled at some point during the four years but had not earned any credits,
and we_assume they were telling us so. There were 70 such cases t65 who
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Table 5.4.--Median credit hours earned, by' educational status in October 1976

EducatiOnal status

Freshmen

Quarter
hours
only

Both
-c,

Either
Semester semester semester
hours and quarter or quarter
only hours** hours**

20.0
(71)**

Sophomores 62.0
'06)

JUniors 114.5
(142)

165.2
(363)

Seniors_

liGraftate students

Special students,

O

Other classification

School does not classify

All 'Bachelor's degrees.
xg

Graduate students
with Bachelor's degrees

Graduate students with-
out*Badelor's degrees

191, 3

(138)

100.5
(24)

19.8
(182)

46.1
(260)

76.4

(336)

119.8 105.0

(65) (127)

40.2 54.5
(44) (108)

191.5
(538) (1765)

128.3

31.3
(17)

63.2
.(26)

86.5
(26)

117.2
(40)

135.0

(37)

403
(6)

'83.5

(8)

4 50.0
(7)

136.2
(82)

19.2
(270)

45.4
. ':(382).

76.6

(504)

110.3
(1261)

129,9

,(576)

119.2 .

(86)

100.1
(200)

44.7

(09)

128.1
(2385)

191.3 '129.8 183.2 129.9
4) '(38) (580)(138)

200.0 119.0
(.1.5) (39)

125.3

(59) .1

Quarter hours are converted to semester hours by a factor of 2/3; in the case
of both entries (third column), the figures aye added after applying the conversion
xactur.
Afr

Number of eases upon, which the medians are liased.

.NOTE.- -All students who were blank in TQ87A, B, and C, or who listed nonzero
'entries in TQ87C have been excluded in the computations.

0
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responded to all three follow-ups). In.order to verify this assumption, we,

crosstabulatethese 70 cases against TQ60 which is the 1976 item on class
.

standing in college. 'Thirty-nine were not enrolled in 1976 and therefore

were missing on TQ6C-70f
-
the 31 remaining cases, 19 Were classified in

1976 as freshmen,six as "other" classification, and six stated that their

college didn't classify students this way. The-important point is that

none were sophomores,'juniori, or seniors.

The second type of respondents who--were assigned zero credit hours

Were those who had left TQ87 (all parts) blank but were first-time enroll-.

ees in atober 1976. On the assumption that these students could not

,possibly have been enrolled long enough to earn any credit hours, they were

assigned scoresitof zero. There were 99 cases of this type, bringing the

total number of legitimate zeroes to 169.

C.. Nonstandard Hours

All of the above procedures ignore the "other types of credit hours,"

.responses to TQ87C, except those falling into the zero ,

category. No explanation of the meaning of these credits is available

in the NLS tapes. Therefore, to determine how to deal with these cases,'

the listributions on TQ87C were examined separately, looking only at

persons who had entered a nonzero response here and gave no semester 'or

quarter hours. There were 889 such cases. The distribution did not

tellus much, however, except that there -was a heavier than average

concentration of scores in the 30 to 40 range and, in the 111 to 130

range. Otherwise, the scores were rather evenly distributed.

We then separated out the Bachelor's degree holders (TQ48EA) and

reran the dAtribution on TQ87C for the 206 students who fell into this

group. Two different response patterns emerged. The first involves a

large number of students who apparently were providing information in a

form very similar to semester hours. A substantial number of cases fe, 1
4

in or near the model response categories typical of students with Bachelor's

degrees reporting semester hours, as shown below in the111 to 140

range:



Heirs reported
in TQ87C

r

1410 ,
11-41
21-30
31440
41-50
51-60 '

61-70
71-80
81-90
91-100 A

101=110 4.

111-120

421-130
:31 -140
141-150
151-160
161-170
171-180
181-190

191-200
over 200

Number of persons

with Bachelor's 'degrees

0

6

2

87

6

0

1
ce;

1

2

0* 2

2

22

36

19

6

2

3

1

4

The second pattern was students who apparently reported the total

number'of courses they had-takeh instead of credit hours. For example.'20

of the college graduates who responded to TQ87C said they had earned 32

hOuTs and another 24 stud nts claimed 36 hours. 'Altogether, 87 students

repo:ted hours in the 37,.1to 40 category, which falls exactly in the range
O

of the average number, of courses required for a Bacheloro's degree.

At NCES's request, questionnaires for a sample of respondents from the

third follow-up survey were pulled and inspected to deteimine exactly what

the students reporting credit hours in TQ87C had stated in the margins,when

asked to "specify type." Of the 68 legible cases with write-ins on'TQ87C

that were inspected, 14 respondents clearly were referring to the number'of

courses they had taken (and not credit hOurs) and 35 said they were'giving

either semester or quartex,hours(apparently ignoring the entries in TQ87A

and B). The other write-ins ranged from answers like "depends.-on school'

attended" to "year" or "semesters" to actual clock "houis." tlecsrl, the

bulk of the respondents who made entries in TQ87C, based upon both the

content analysis and marginals, were giving either standard credit hours or

the dumber of courses they hid completed.
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. The net effect of these patterns is to make the information in TQ87C

virtuaily useless is given, since a student stating 32 or 36, for example,

10. could'actually be referring:to semester hours or to quarter hours or to the

number of courses completed,, and we have no way of knowing' whith interpre-

tation is correct. We therefore came tq two conclusions. First, the

information is valid, meaning that:the responses made sense to the respon-
.

denti. And second, the true scores-for these respondents would have to be

estimated on the basis of other information in the files. (The only alter-
.

native would be to go back to hard copy, in which case perhaps as many as

three-fourths of these cases could be resolved.) 114

D. Estimating Missing Data

Because the information on TQ87C".eould not be used, and because there

wer.. a large number of other respondents who had not provided any informa-
r.

tion on'credit hOuis even though they had been enrolled in an academTc

program, a procedure was devised to impute the number of credit hours

earned for both types of cases. This invol4ed assigning the medign semes-

ter hours to risribndents with. missing information or nonzero res;onses in

TQ87C, based upon their class standing or graduate status. Item TQ60,

'indicating whether the4studeA was a freshman, sophomore, junio senior,

special, other or unclassified, was used for this purpose, along wit wo

previously constructed variables indicating Bachelor's degree, holders and

graduate students without four-year degrees. The scores that were"assigned

are the same medians for semester hours as'shown in Table 5.4. .

CThus, if the respondent had obtained a Bachelor's degree or was enrolled

in 197.6, then his graduate status or Class standing in TQ60 was used if

possible to assign him a score. If the respondent, however, did not have a

Bachelor's degree or was not enrolled in 1976,.then the individual was

traced back to his last (most recent) enrollment period to determine class

standint that time. For example, if it was found that the last time a

person was enrolled in an academic program was in 1974 (using our con-

structed variable, CACAD74) and that it 14-4 b was classified as a sopho-

more, then the respondent was assigned the median number of credits for

sophomores, as estimated previously. This procedure was followed for each

category within each enrollment pericd for all students known to have been

enrdlled since 1972, w, h one exception. Special and nonclassified students

4 0
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in earlier periods were.not assigned credit hours since it was not known

whether the estimated hours from 1976 would be valid for earlier periods.

These respondents remain unclassified on credit hours.

The imputation procedures described here led to a reduction in the

number of third follow-up respondents witu missi g or unusable data on TQ87

1 from 3,434 to 1,295.

E. Final Construction of TQCRDHR

In summary, the constructed variable for credit hours earned toward a

Bacheloris degree as of October 1976 is a linear scale based on semester

hours. All students who gave only semester hours in TQ87A were assigned

' the scores thgly entered. Students who gave only quarter hours in T8713

their scores converted to semester hours. Students who gave both semester.

and quarter hours had their scores added, after first converting the quarter

hours to semester.hours. Scores for all other respondents were estimated

using the procedures,outlined aboyp. Tbe resulting distributions on Tg9DHR

in October 1976 are shown in Table 5.5.

VI. CONCLUSION

The constru tionsof the four basic research variablesrela,ted to the

educational prog ess of the 'NLS ;ample members are complex. A measure Of .

all undergraduat enrollments in academic college programs was constructed

for each October from 1972 through 1976. (CACAD72, CACAD73, CACAD74, :;ACAD75,

CACAD76). Evidence from the first three follow-ups suggests that the,con-

structed variable for each year is very precise, the error being less than

one-half of one percent. "\...

InadditionNoriables were constructed as of October 1976 for:

(a) all persons who had graduated with a Bachelor's degree (TQBA); (b) those
4.,

who had enrolled in a graduate or professional school (TQGRDSCL); (c) those

who had earned credit hours as an undergraduate (TQCRDHR). Each of these

measures also required using data fromvseveral sources in the follow-up

question aires. While the credit hour variable is not as precise as the

others, due to a considerable amount of missing information and responseconsiderable

error, it is believed to have utility for moo analytical purposes.
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Table 5.5:64-Distribution of the credit hours earned variable (October 1,976) (TQCOHR)
t

Credit hours earned
(in semester hours)

\ Number with issfnit
data estimated....

0

'1-10

207

346

epi

,.11:20 862 '11

il-30 297

31-40 308 e

'11141'

41-50 801
.1

51-60 335

61-70 398

71-80 537-

81-90 362

91-100 440

101 -110 642

111-120 671

121-130 1,955

131-140 674

141 or more 375

TQ87 missing (code 599) 441,295

Never enrolled (code 797) 9,431

't Undetermined (code 998) 156'

No TFU instrument (code 999) 3,339

Total 23,451
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SURREY' ERROR

The percentages provided in this report are estimates derived fromca

sample survey. Two types of erxates..,,1ampling and nonsampling, are possible

in such estimates, and the accuracy of a survey result is determined by the

joint. effects of these errors. Nonsampling errors can be attributed to

many sources - inability to obtain information about all cases in the

sample, definitional difficulties, differences in the interpretation of

questions, respondents' inability or unwilliigness to provide correct

information, mistakes in recording or coding data, and other errors of

collection, response, processing, coverage, and estimation for missing

data. Nonsampling errors also occur in complete censuses.

Since the percentages are based on a sample, they may be expected to

vary from the results that would hiye been obtained if a complete popula-

tion census had been taken, using the .same survey forms, procedures, and

instructions. This difference between a sample statistic and the popula-

tion value th'at it estimates occurs because different samples (of all the

potential samples that could be drawn) give different populaqT estimates.

Variations in the estimates that. would be expected among different samples,

all drawn according to the same sampling scheme, are measured by the stan-

dar1 error.
_---/

Approximate standard errors for va4ious percentages reported in Appen-

dix C can be estimated from Table 6.1: This table, which gives approximate

standard errors as a joint function of the estimated percentage and the
1

sample size for the percentage base (i.e., denominator), was prepared by

extrapolating from studies conducted for the prior three follow-up surveys.

The actual standard error estimate, for a percentage from the complex

stratified multistage NLS sample, is inflated over the standard error

estimate that would have obtained had a simple random sample of students

been selected. Results from the prior studies suggest that a straight-

forward multiplicative adjustment of the simple random sampling standard

error equation adequately approximates the actual standard error estimate

for a percentage. These three adjustment factors-wee0-found to be 1.39,

1.35 and 1.44-ftr-the First, Second, and Third' Follow: Up Surveys, respec-

tively. To be conservative, the largest of these three adjustment factors
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Table 6.1.--Generalized standard errors of estimated percentages

Estimated percentage
Sample size ,for

base of percentage
1 or

99

5 or

95

10 or

90

15 or

85

20 or
'80

25 or
75

30 or
70

35 or [-Teo or
65 60

AS or
55 50

100 1.19 2.62 3.60 4.28 4.80 / 5.20 5.55.72 88 5.97 6.00

250 0.76 1.65 2.28 2.71,.." 3. 3.29 3.48 1.62 3.w72 3.78 3.79

500 0.53 1.17 1.61 2.32 .46 2.56 263 2.67 2.68

750 0.44 0.96 1:31 - 1.56 ,1.75 1.90 2.01 2.09 2.15 2.18 2.1°9

1,000 0.38 0.83 1.14 1.36 1.52 1.64 1.74 1.81 1.86 1.89 1.90

1,500 0.31 0.68 0.93 1.11 1.24 1.34 1.42 1.48 1.52 1.54. 1.55

2,000 0.27 0.58 0.81 0.96 1.07 ,1.23- 1.28 1.31, 1.33 1,34'

2,500 0.24j 0.52 0.72 0.86 0,96 1.04 1.10 1.14 1.18 1.19 1.20

3,000 0.22 0.48 0.66 . 0.78 0.88 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.07 1.09 1.10

4,000 0.19 0.41 0.57 .0.68 0.76 . 0.82 0.87 0.91 0.93 0.94 0.95

5,000 -0.17 0.37 0.51 0.61 0.68 0.73 0.78 0;111-- 0.83 0.84 0.85

6,000 0.15 0 34 0.46 0.55 0.62 0.67 0.71 0.74 0.76 0.77 0.77

8,000 0.13 0.29 0.40 0.48 0.54 6.58 0.61 0.64 0.66 0.67- 0.67

'10,000 0.12 is 0.26 0.36 0.43 0.48 0.52 0.55 0.57 0.59 0.60 0.60 ,

C"..0s,)
12,000 0.11 0.24 0.33 0.39 0.44 0.47 0.50 0.52 0.54 c0.55 0.55

16,000 0.09 0.21 0.28 0-.34 0.3k 0.41 0.43 0.45 0.46' 0.47 0.47

20,000 I
0.08' 0.18 0.25 0.30 Of 4 g.37 0.39 0.40. 0.42 '0.42 0.42

4

NOTE.'--The generalized design effect usedlin computing these value was extrapolated from First, Second,,, and Third
Follow-Up studies.
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was s-Tffed in,praiicing the current table. Thus, an entry in the table is

given by

-4 1.44 pq/n ,

where p is the estimated percentage, q 1 100-p, and n is the sample size of

the base of the percentage.

It should be noted,- however, that the adjustment factors themselves

were, based on averages of many such values calculated for former follow-up

questionnaire items. The approximations also depend upon the closeness of

tNactual distribution of the statistics to the normal distribution. The

normal approximation of sample percentages is satisfactory except for small

samples and extreme percentage values.
I

The sample percentage and an estimate of its standard error peNait the

construction of interval estimates with a prescribed confidence that the

interval includes the average result of all possible-samples selected in

such a way that each was surveyed under essentially the same conditions.

Then given a samile percentage and its estimated standard error:

Approximately two-thirds of the intervals from one standard error

below the estimate to one standard error above the estimate will.

include the average value of all possible samples.

Approximately 95 percent of the intervals from two standard

'errors below the estimate to .two. standard errors.above the esti-.

mate will include the average value of all possible samples.

Almost all intervals from three standard errors below the sample

estimate to three standard errors above the sample estimate will

include the average value of all possible samples.

vr

N\,111MON11=1.1111111mlw
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